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PROJECT OVERVIEW,
SCOPE + SCHEDULE
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The University Avenue Corridor Redevelopment Plan is a joint 
endeavor between the Cities of West Des Moines and Clive, Iowa, 
to create a vision to strengthen the University Avenue Corridor 
that sits along the border of the two communities north of 
Interstate 235 and east of Interstate 80/35. 

Project Goals
There are several goals of the University Avenue Corridor 
Redevelopment Plan including:
• Increase economic vitality and desirability
• Enable a vibrant and sustainable live, work and play 

environment
• Incorporate new residential uses
• Generate a variety of day and nighttime uses and amenities
• Create a connected transportation network for vehicles and 

pedestrians
• Develop new future land use plan
• Identify redevelopment buildings and areas
• Identify opportunities to improve traffic
• Identify  roadway enhancements to increase bike and ped 

safety and comfort
• Develop a master storm water management plan
• Integrate, enhance and connect green spaces
• Incorporate placemaking and arts

UNIVERSITY AVENUE CORRIDOR REDEVELOPMENT PLAN
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The University Avenue Corridor Redevelopment Plan covers the 
area north and south of University Avenue in West Des Moines 
and Clive, Iowa. The boundaries of the corridor study area are 
roughly Interstate 80 on the west and Interstate 235 on the south.  
The eastern boundary is 22nd Street / 86th Street. Westown 
Parkway and Valley West Drive are two other major thoroughfares 
considered within the planning study area. 

CORRIDOR BOUNDARY

Figure 1.1 - Boundary Map
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The University Avenue Corridor Redevelopment Plan is a joint 
endeavor between the Cities of West Des Moines and Clive, Iowa, 
to create a vision to strengthen the University Avenue Corridor 
that sits along the border of the two communities north of 
Interstate 235 and east of Interstate 80/35. 

Phase 1 - Project Kick-Off, Research + Analysis
Phase 1 - Project Kick-Off, Research + Analysis included two 
meetings:
• Project Kick-Off Meeting with Advisory Committee
• Preliminary Analysis Review Meeting (Advisory Meeting #2)

Phase 2 - Vision, Input + Direction
Phase 2 - Vision, Input + Direction included the majority of the 
public input gathering. While this phase was originally intended to 
be composed of in-person events, the COVID-19 pandemic moved 
this process digital. The major components of Phase 2 included:
• Virtual Public Workshop (Public Meeting #1)
• Key Stakeholder Interviews (2 days, virtual)
• Joint Council and Commission Workshop (Joint Workshop #2)

PROJECT SCOPE + PHASING
• Input and Vision Review Meeting (Advisory Meeting #3)
• Interactive Engagement Website

Phase 3 - Draft Plan + Evaluation
Phase 3 - Draft Plan + Evaluation included the actual drafting of 
the plan and incorporated several meetings:
• Draft Plan Review Sessions (Advisory Meetings #4-#6)
• Draft Plan Public Open House (Public Meeting #2)
• Stakeholder Follow-Up Interviews
• Joint Council and Commission Workshop (Joint Workshop #2)

Phase 4 - Final Draft Plan
Phase 4 - Final Draft Plan included three main components:
• Final Draft Plan Review Meeting (Advisory Meeting #7)
• Planning Commission Public Hearing (Public Meetings #3-4)
• City Council Public Hearing (Public Meetings #5-6)

PHASE 1
PROJECT KICK-OFF,
RESEARCH & ANALYSIS

PHASE 2
VISION, INPUT + 
DIRECTION

PHASE 3
DRAFT PLAN + 
EVALUATION

PHASE 4
FINAL DRAFT PLAN + 
ADOPTION
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2
PUBLIC AND STAKEHOLDER 

INPUT SUMMARY
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A key component of the University Avenue Corridor 
Redevelopment Plan was to identify catalyst sites and strategies 
for redevelopment that reflected the public and stakeholder’s 
priorities and desires for the corridor. 

The catalyst sites and recommended strategies for redevelopment 
of the corridor were created based on a summary of the public 
input and an analysis of the existing conditions combined with the 
assessment of the consultant team’s experts on land use planning, 
transportation, stormwater management, economic development 
and retail strategies. Understanding the desires and priorities of 
the public is the first step in this process. This chapter outlines the 
public engagement process and summarizes the findings. 

Initially, a series of in-person events were planned for the project. 
However, in the early months of the project the COVID-19 pandemic 
required the planning process to turn virtual including the public 
input process. Due to social distancing, stakeholder interviews 
and the first public workshop were held over Microsoft Teams. To 
supplement the virtual public workshop, an interactive engagement 
website was created to provide additional opportunities for the 
public to provide input on the plan. While this process elongated 
the public input process, we were able to receive input from a wider 
audience than may have originally occurred. 

PUBLIC + STAKEHOLDER INPUT OVERVIEW
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The University Avenue Corridor Redevelopment Plan was guided 
through the use of an advisory committee. The committee was 
formed to serve as advisors to the consultants by reviewing public 
input and providing direction. Additionally, the advisory committee 
would help to promote awareness of the planning process and be 
project champions through implementation. For this project, the 
advisory committee was composed of staff, commission members 
and elected officials from both Clive and West Des Moines. The 
Corridor Plan Advisory Committee roster is below.  

• Renee Hardman - West Des Moines City Council Member
• Susan Judkins - Clive City Council Member
• Scott Hatfield - West Des Moines Planning Commission 

Member
• Brad Voorhees - Clive Planning Commission Member
• Deb Havermann - Clive Alternate Planning Commission Member
• Christine Gordon - West Des Moines Housing Planner
• Jill Gregoire - Clive City Planner
• Clyde Evans - West Des Moines Director of Community & 

Economic Development
• Doug Ollendike - Clive Community Development Director
• Lynne Twedt - West Des Moines Director of Development 

Services
• Brian Hemesath - West Des Moines City Engineer
• Jamie Letzring - West Des Moines Deputy City Manager
• David Sadler - West Des Moines Superintendent of Parks

The advisory committee began the project meeting in-person. 
After social distancing efforts began in March 2020, all meetings 
have been held virtually over Zoom or Teams. 

At the project kick-off meeting on February 5, 2020, the 
advisory team helped the project team to identify stakeholders, 
provided input on the logo / branding effort for the project, and 
highlighted potential opportunities and issue areas for the team 
to consider when creating the redevelopment plan. A summary 
of the challenges and opportunities as well as a list of what they 
hope to accomplish with the plan are shown on the right. 

CORRIDOR PLAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE

What do we hope to accomplish with this study?
• Increase economic vitality and desirability
• Enable a vibrant and sustainable live, work and play 

environment
• Incorporate new residential uses
• Generate a variety of day and night uses and activities
• Create a connected transportation network for vehicles 

and pedestrians
• Identify redevelopment buildings and areas
• Develop a master stormwater management plan
• Integrate, enhance and connect green spaces
• Incorporate placemaking and arts

Biggest Challenges for the Corridor

Biggest Opportunities for the Corridor
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The University Avenue Corridor Redevelopment Plan created a 
logo to help brand the planning effort. The logo, shown below, is 
meant to reflect the two major interstates that create the western 
(Interstate 80 / 35) and southern border (Interstate 235). The 
dashed line between connect and corridor is meant to represent 
University Avenue. Connect the Corridor was chosen as the name 
because it represented a core goal of the project, to provide 
enhanced pedestrian and vehicular connectivity as well as the 

PROJECT LOGO / BRANDING
overarching goal of strengthening the corridor’s connection to 
the priorities and preferences of the two communities and the 
greater metro area. 

The logo was meant to be used in any marketing / 
communication about the project and was added to the 
interactive project website created for the planning process. 
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An important component of any planning effort is identifying a 
diverse group of stakeholders that represent various interests in 
the corridor. The best information can come out of one-on-one 
candid discussions with key stakeholders. The consultant team 
reached out to a long list of stakeholders from the planning area 
and offered them an opportunity to meet and discuss their ideas 
and thoughts on the future of the corridor. The corridor plan 
advisory committee had identified a list of possible stakeholders 
to request meetings with and staff helped to provide contact 
information. Social distancing measures put in place due to 
COVID-19 required the meetings to be held virtually over Teams 
where stakeholders could login to a video chat or dial-in for a 
phone call. The stakeholders the consultant team met were:

• The Samuels Group
• Cutler Development
• MDM Equity / Knapp Properties
• Vista Real Estate / Shoppes at Valley West
• Hurd Real Estate
• Block Real Estate
• Ferguson Commercial
• JC Corner Store Valley West
• University Park Shopping Center / CBRE-Hubbell
• R&R Realty
• Greater Iowa Credit Union
• Iowa Realty
• Buyers Realty
• Valley West Mall
• Denny Elwell Company
• Siedenburg Group / University Park Shopping Center
• Ryan Companies

STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS
Collectively, this group of stakeholders represents a wide 
variety of corridor interest groups from the major areas of the 
corridor. Not all contacted stakeholders responded to requests 
to meet, but the consultant team met with every stakeholder 
that requested a meeting. The meetings were held between 
March 24-27, April 6 and April 28, 2020. 

The key takeaways from the stakeholder interviews revolved 
around three main topics:
• Existing & Future Uses & Growth
• Corridor Health
• Multi-Modal Mobility
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Existing and Future Uses & Growth

• Need to increase greenspace and landscaping – too much 
pavement and parking

• Updated floodplain has big impact on University Park 
Shopping Center

• Need other uses besides office and retail such as residential
• Valley West Mall is the linchpin for the area – need a plan 

for its redevelopment 
• Update PCP zoning to allow residential
• Good place for quality site with lower rents than Jordan 

Creek
• Need an entertainment draw like Dave & Busters or KC’s 

Power and Light District 
• Do not need more office
• Need more quick-serve / fast casual restaurants
• Westowne Center – access is funky, would like better 

circulation
• Apartments could work in the corridor (access and 

amenities)
• Music venue could activate the area

STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS

Corridor Health
• Need property owner incentives for redevelopment to 

reduce costs / rent rates
• Need to reduce design standards and zoning requirements
• Opportunity for regional detention and to realign Westown 

Pkwy
• Give credit to those who have already met stormwater 

requirement
• Cities need to relax the parking ratio standards
• Push towards smaller, service-oriented uses, auto-oriented 

uses with drive-thru and in-store pickup
• Westown Residences and Valley West need to change
• Replace the extended stay motels with a high-quality hotel
• Town-center like amenities (outdoor & multi-family) at 

Valley West Mall
• Location of corridor is excellent – easy access and good 

demographics
• Corridor needs a refresh look and feel
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Multi-Modal Mobility

• Need to improve walkability and biking in the corridor
• DART / transit and restaurants important for office users
• Explore adding residential uses (Senior living may be 

saturated)
• University Ave is disjointed – streetscape and signage may 

help
• Need more DART express routes – better service (shorter 

transit times) will equal more ridership
• Safer bike routes needed throughout corridor

STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS
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The initial public input plan, which was outlined pre-pandemic, 
called for a large in-person public workshop to be held in spring 
2020. Community members and other interested stakeholders 
from across the region would be invited to come hear about the 
planning process and to participate in a variety of engagement 
modules designed to identify common themes and priorities. 

Social distancing guidelines prevented a traditional in-person 
workshop from taking place. However, the communities wanted 
to provide a safe and interactive method to assess public input 
on the site while also moving forward in the planning process in a 
timely fashion. Ultimately, the cities agreed to create an interactive 
project website to gather input on the corridor from the public 
starting in May 2020. The website featured an interactive mapping 
activity, a short survey and a priority ranking module. The website 
was marketed through the two city’s websites and social media 
presence in addition to receiving regional press coverage including 
the Des Moines Register Business Record. 

Mapping Activity
The most highly utilized engagement activity on the website 
was an interactive mapping activity. The activity has a map of the 
study area that participants could zoom in or pan through. There 
were six different comment types available to use. Comment 
types available were:

INTERACTIVE PROJECT WEBSITE
The site visitors were encouraged to leave as many comments as 
they desired on the site. Each comment required comment text 
and an email. First and last name, phone number and postcode 
were also optional information they could include. 

Survey
The second engagement exercise was a short survey. The 
questions were:
• What is your relationship to the University Avenue Corridor?
• Where in the University Corridor do you most frequently visit?
• Rank the following priorities from most to least important
• What type of purchases do you usually make in the corridor?
• What mode of transportation do you usually use when 

traveling to/from the corridor?
• What type of transportation improvements might encourage 

you to use a different mode to go to / from the corridor?
• Are townhomes / apartments an appropriate land use for the 

corridor?

Priority Ranking
The final engagement module asked participants to select the four 
most important priorities for the corridor from the following list:
• Retail Improvements
• Pedestrian / Bike Safety Improvements
• Transit Access Improvements
• Streetscape Improvements
• Trail Connections
• Residential Land Uses
• Open Space / Park Expansion

Love this!

Needs work

Ideas

Bike / Pedestrian Issues

Questions
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The mapping activity received 284 comments in total. The 
comment type with the highest percentage was ‘Idea’ with 108 
comments representing 38.0% of total comments. The next most 
common comment type was needs work with 93 comments 
representing approximately 32.7% of all comments. 

Approximately 66.5% of map comments came from residents of 
West Des Moines, 32.4% from residents of Clive and the remaining 
1.1% came from residents of the City of Des Moines, Iowa. 

The website platform used for the website is capable of estimating 
the overall sentiment of the written comment by the word choice 
and phrasing. Overall, there was a mixture of negative, neutral and 
positive comment sentiment. Neutral and positive were roughly 
tied with about 34% each. Negative sentiment was close behind 
at approximately 28.%. This sentiment analysis suggests that even 
when people were commenting on things that ‘Needs Work’ or 
an issue area, they were using phrases or language with a more 
positive or neutral tone. 

The following phases summarize the comments by area of the 
corridor. 

MAPPING ACTIVITY RESULTS
Love this!

Needs work

Ideas

Bike / Pedestrian Issues

Questions

47 comments / 16.5% 

93 comments / 32.7% 

108 comments / 38.0% 

30 comments / 10.6%

6 comments / 2.1%

284 total map comments
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INTERACTIVE PROJECT WEBSITE
Interactive Mapping Themes
Northwest Corner
• Crossing at NW 114th Street and Forest Avenue difficult
• Restaurant area’s visibility is not great - parking lot disconnection
• University Ave & NW 114th St intersection dangerous for bikes/

pedestrians
• University Ave & NW 114th St traffic issue for cars at intersection

West Central
• Enjoy the Three Fountains lake but could be improved
• Like nearby fast food and restaurants - some re-tenant 

opportunities
• Want to see a safer connection between Clive Greenbelt to 

southern bike trails through 50th Street
• Would like to see less ground parking and more multi-level 

garages to encourage more green space

Southwest Corner
• Designate an area of Regency West for food trucks
• Regency West a “wasteland” of parking lots
• Streetscape and facade redesign could improve utilization of 

transit in area
• Roundabout could help alleviate traffic from I-235

North Central
• Valley West Drive & University Ave intersection too congested
• Light at 42nd & University problematic for bikes / pedestrians
• Decorative median along University Ave would increase sense 

of place
• Want to see safer connections to Greenbelt near here, 
• Parking lot circulation poor, but enjoy the stores in the center
• Opportunity for mixed-use development here

Northwest 
Corner

Southwest 
Corner

North Central

West Central
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INTERACTIVE PROJECT WEBSITE
Interactive Mapping Themes
Central / Water Tower Place
• People enjoy the shops at Water Tower Place
• Idea to add electric vehicle stations throughout the corridor
• Wider sidewalks or bike lane would be helpful for  nearby trails
• New medical building’s architecture is well liked

South Central
• Some buildings in the area difficult to access
• SB traffic at 42nd back ups from Woodland into the corridor
• 42nd St good location for bike / ped traffic because of lower car 

traffic

Valley West Mall Central
• Daycare would be nice

• Area needs to be high density and a destination point
• Less ground parking, more garages
• Extend Westown Pkwy to connect west of 36th Street
• Need more dense development (mixed-use, apartment, hotel, 

pedestrian mall)
• Water feature with trails and open space
• Connect trails to the area to enhance pedestrian experience
• Area should not evolve, cannot die
• Develop mixed-use buildings closer to the street
• Redevelop area with a cohesive design theme
• Valley West intersections / traffic major issue areas
• Brewery / bank area could be reimagined
• Area should be visible from freeway
• Extended stay motels should go

Central / Water 
Tower Place

South Central

Valley West 
Mall Central
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INTERACTIVE PROJECT WEBSITE
Interactive Mapping Themes
North Central
• Multiple complaints about University Avenue intersections
• Sidewalks here feel too narrow and dangerous
• Uniform fencing and landscaping like on 86th St should be 

expanded
• Protected bike lane along University Ave should be explored
• Add benches, covers, and trash cans to bus stops
• Replace old wire riprap retaining wall south of University Ave
• Some concern about bus stops close to residential areas

East Central / Clocktower & Governor Square
• Renovations to The Flats apartments have been a huge improvement
• Parking lot at Clocktower Square is major issue, but love the retail / 

restaurants

• Too much underutilized space / concrete at Governor Square 
• Governor Square parking lot often used as shortcut
• Great area for taller modern condo or retirement community
• Retail south of University & West of 22nd St enjoyed by participants
• Frontage road along 22nd Street could be used better
• More trees, landscaping and public art could improve sense of place

North East / University Park Shopping Center
• Some fear for the future of this site because it’s struggling
• Need more mixed-use, less parking and stronger tie to 

Greenbelt trail
• Lots of ideas for new retail (Aldi, Steak n’ Shake, Old Navy etc.)
• New floodplain must be part of redevelopment plan
• Make a portion a park with lush trees and natural landscape to 

improve drainage

Northeast / 
University 

Park

North Central

East Central / 
Clocktower
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INTERACTIVE PROJECT WEBSITE
Interactive Mapping Themes
Northeast / University Park Shopping Center Continued
• People using trail system want nearby food / beverage 

destinations
• Would be great to extend walk / bike path to corridor’s 

restaurants

Southeast / Westowne Center
• Facelift / new energy needed for area
• Area would be great place for higher density housing 
• Need less parking, more mixed-use
• Strip mall could be replaced with mixed-use apartments
• Need to take advantage of view from interstate
• No sidewalk east-west to connect bus stop to Weston Pkwy
• Sidewalk along 22nd Street is dangerously close to the street

• Westown Pkwy is quiet / would be good for a bike trail
• Would like to see more public art, green space and landscaping
• Plant more trees to add shade / character
• No sidewalk east-west to connect bus stop to Westown Pkwy

Northeast / 
University Park

Southeast / 
Westowne 

Center
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INTERACTIVE PROJECT WEBSITE
Survey Results
There were 161 surveys collected on the project website. 

Question 1
Question 1 asked participants about their relationships to the 
University Avenue corridor. Approximately 32.3% of survey 
respondents, or 52 people, said they lived in Clive and 46.0% 
said they lived in West Des Moines. Over half, 50.3% of survey 
respondents (81 people) indicated they shop in the corridor. 
Just under 14%, approximately 13.7%, of respondents work in the 
corridor. Just under 2% listed relationship as some other relation. 

Question 2
Question 2 asked survey respondents to type in the place(s) in 
the corridor they frequently visit. Below are some of the major 
locations listed by number of times referenced:
• Valley West Mall (30)
• Target (27)
• Home Depot (23)
• Hy-Vee (23)
• Whole Foods (16)
• Fareway (16)
• Kohls (16)
• Lowe’s (10)
• Chick-fil-A (10)
• Restaurant (generic) (8)

Based on these responses, the area around the Valley West Mall 
(the mall itself, Target, Hy-Vee and Home Depot) are major draws 
to the corridor. Despite struggles in the health of the Valley West 
Mall, the immediate area remains the heart of the corridor. This 
reaffirms what the stakeholder interviews anecdotally indicated. 

Question 3 
Question 3 asked respondents to rank a set of priorities for the 
corridor from most to least important. The lower the average 
rank score, the higher the priority for each topic. The six 
priorities with the average ranking in parentheses were: retail 
improvements (avg 2.1), office improvements (avg 4.5), transit 
improvements (avg 3.7), bike / pedestrian improvements (avg 2.5), 
trail connections (avg 3.0) and traffic reduction (avg 3.2). Overall, 

• Half Price Books (7)
• Barnes & Noble (6)
• Fresh Thyme (6)
• Bank (all) (6)
• Car wash (6)
• Best Buy (5)
• Casey’s (5)
• Greenbelt Trail (4)
• Joann’s Fabric (3)
• World Market (3)

retail improvements stood out as the highest priority issue area 
for the corridor. Retail improvements were closely followed by 
bike / pedestrian improvements. Trail connections were the third 
highest. The lowest priority improvement according to the survey 
results was office improvements. This response is similar to the 
general themes and feedbacks heard in the mapping activity.

Question 4
Question 4 asked respondents to select the types of purchases 
they usually make in the University Avenue corridor. Of the 
160 responses, the types of purchases with the percentage 
responses in parentheses include: grocery (65.6%), home goods 
(57.5%), clothing/accessories (48.1%), fast food / restaurant (73.8%), 
specialty items (36.3%), services (38.1%), or entertainment (11.9%). 
Fast-food / restaurants and grocery were the two most common 
responses, which meshes with the most visited locations and 
comments made in the mapping activity.

Question 5
Question 5 asked respondents to identify the mode of 
transportation they usually use when traveling to / from the 
University Avenue corridor. Respondents could select more 
than one option. Over 96% of respondents selected car or truck. 
Roughly 15% of respondents selected bike (15.0%) or walk (15.6%) 
suggesting people, despite complaints about pedestrian / 
bike safety currently within the corridor. Approximately 3.8% of 
respondents said they used transit in the corridor.

Question 6 
Question 6 was another write-in question to list what, if any, 
changes might encourage them to use different mode to / from 
the corridor. Below are some common response themes:
• Wider sidewalks and landscaped walkways
• Bike paths / trails
• Shuttle bus connecting parking lots to retailers
• More safe ways to cross University Avenue and Valley West Drive
• Bike or scooter rentals
• Community, public areas or green spaces with outdoor 

activities as destination
• Fewer parking lots
• Transit
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INTERACTIVE PROJECT WEBSITE
Survey Results Continued
• Some said they would not because of their age or difficulty 

carrying shopping bags
• Trolley or tram, area-specific transportation like D-Line in 

downtown Des Moines
• More accessible bus stops and safer sidewalks to connect north 

and south
• Make University Ave look more like Mills Civic Pkwy
• Fewer timed traffic lights with guarded turns and right-turn 

only lanes
• Dedicated bike lanes
• Nothing
• Less lights, more entertainment options
• Connection to the trail system
• Better traffic flow / less congestion at intersections

• More dining, brewery and amenities in the area
• Increased density of housing

Question 7
Question 7 asked respondents if they believed townhomes and/
or apartments would be an appropriate land use for the corridor. 
Approximately 42% of respondents said yes compared to 30%. 
saying no. Around 28% of respondents said they were not sure. 

Question 2 - What place in the corridor do you most frequently visit? By approximate number of mentions
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Retail Improvements
Include: re-tenanting, facade improvements, landscaping, 
parking lot circulation improvements.

INTERACTIVE PROJECT WEBSITE

Pedestrian / Bike Safety Improvements 
Include crosswalks, sidewalks, landscaped medians, buffers, bike 
lanes, signage, or reduced speeds.

Transit Access Improvements
Include increased bus route offerings, bus shelters, bus rapid 
transit routes, and seating.

Streetscape Improvements
Include street trees, wayfinding signage, and amenities such as 
street furniture, sidewalk enhancements, or planters.

Priority Ranking Exercise
The final engagement module on the interactive project website was a budget priority ranking exercise. In the priority ranking exercise, 
there were seven improvement priority areas along with an image and description. Participants were allowed to vote or select four priority 
areas for the cities to consider. Eighty-two (82) people completed the priority ranking budget tool. The priority options, images and the 
description used were:
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Trail Connections
Trail connections just had an image and no official text 
description.

Residential Land Uses
Include a mixture of low-density (single-family), medium density 
(townhomes) or high density (apartments or condominiums).

Priority Ranking Exercise Results
Based on the number of votes, the priorities are in the following 
order:
• Open Space / Park Expansion (55 votes) – 67.1%
• Bike / Pedestrian Improvements (51 votes) – 62.2%
• Streetscape Improvements (49 votes) – 59.8%
• Retail Improvements (47 votes) – 57.3%
• Trail Connections (42 votes) – 51.2%
• Residential Land Uses (32 votes) – 39.0%
• Transit Access Improvements (20 votes) – 24.4%

Open Space / Park Expansion
Includes parks, greenways or open space for passive or active 
recreation.

INTERACTIVE PROJECT WEBSITE
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PUBLIC INPUT SUMMARY: KEY TAKEAWAYS
While the public input process did not end up as originally 
planned, a wide variety of stakeholders participated in the 
exercises. From this engagement, a number of key takeaways 
were identified to help guide the planning process. Each 
takeaway and its impact on the plan is described below. 

Valley West is Key
Valley West is the keystone of the corridor (original 
catalyst for development of the entire area) - as 
it transforms, so does the corridor. Many felt the 
future of the corridor lies in the long-term health 
and resiliency of the mall site. 

Multi-Family Residential Needed 
It was generally agreed that more multi-family 
could be supported in the area - bringing housing 
options closer to employment for area residents. 

Mixed Success
Some areas of the University Avenue corridor have 
thrived while others have declined in recent years 
- it’s a mix of struggling centers (high vacancies, 
decreasing valuations) and thriving individual 
developments. 

Hotel / Motel Market
Hotels in the University Avenue corridor have 
suffered due to life cycle trend of hotel construction 
(aging over time unless heavily reinvested and 
redeveloped into a more modern facility). The 
extended stay motels in the areas were identified 
as needing redevelopment. 

Demographics are favorable
The demographics of the area are great - lots 
of nearby rooftops with income to spend. The 
demographics of the market area generally is good.

Retail Competition
Area has struggled with regional competition 
for retail and entertainment space, mainly due 
to commercial activity in the Jordan Creek Town 
Center area in West Des Moines. 

Excellent Location
The location of the University Avenue Corridor within 
the Des Moines metro area is excellent. It has a 
combination of central location, interstate access 
/ frontage as well as a large number of nearby 
rooftops with plenty of disposable income.

Stormwater Management is Lacking
The University Avenue Corridor developed with 
minimal stormwater management capabilities  and 
the area has been playing catchup ever since. The 
high cost of stormwater remediation that would be 
triggered by any redevelopment or reinvestment of 
corridor parcels has discouraged some activity. 

Auto-Focused Environment
The University Avenue Corridor was developed 
with car focused design - pedestrian and bicycle 
infrastructure is lacking in the area. People would 
like to see improvements in the user experience and 
safety of walking and bicycling in the corridor. 
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ZONING AND 
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The intent of the land use analysis was to better understand 
the built environment in the corridor. This included evaluating 
the existing land uses in the corridor, identifying property 
owners and tenants, and locating vacancies and under-utilized 
buildings and properties. A review of the general age and 
condition of the buildings is included as well as a valuation history 
and comparison. The land use analysis ultimately helped to 
understand and identify opportunities for redevelopment where 
a higher and better use exists.

The zoning analysis was completed to determine what 
opportunities and limitations exist within the University Avenue 
corridor based on the current zoning and identify possible 
changes and their likely impact. The zoning analysis required a 
review of both Clive and West Des Moines’ zoning ordinances. 

ZONING AND LAND USE ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
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Existing Zoning Map
Figure 3.1 shows the zoning map for the corridor. On the West 
Des Moines side, the two dominant zoning districts are Regional 
Commercial (RC) and Professional Commerce Park (PCP). On 
the Clive side, the dominant zoning districts are the Planned 
Office Park Commercial District (C-3) and the Planned Shopping 
Center District (C-4). The West Des Moines side of the corridor 
also has several Planned Unit Developments with Support 
Commercial, Regional Commercial and Professional Commerce 
Park designations. The University Park Shopping Center in Clive is 
zoned for Entertainment Development Area (TC-4). 

ZONING ANALYSIS

Figure 3.1 - Existing Zoning Map
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West Des Moines zoning districts included within the corridor 
include:
• Regional Commercial District
• Professional Commerce Park District
• Residential High-Density District
• Support Commercial District
• Planned Unit Developments

Regional Commercial District (RC)
Regional commercial areas shall be designated to supply 
the shopping needs for comparison shopping for a variety of 
products ranging from electronics, household goods, apparel, 
furniture, and sporting goods. Regional commercial areas will 
generally be composed of an enclosed mall as the focal point 
for the area with at least seven hundred fifty thousand (750,000) 
square feet or more. A variety of commercial uses of various sizes 
will be located in close proximity to the mall site. Although the 
regional commercial area will extend over a broad area and across 
streets, unifying themes and/or architecture should be used to 
tie the area together. The Valley West Mall area along University 
Avenue is the present regional commercial area for the City. The 
need for another regional commercial area may develop in the 
future. The service area for a regional commercial area is typically 
eight (8) miles or more. A regional commercial area should be a 
minimum of one hundred twenty (120) acres or larger. Regional 
commercial areas should be located on arterial streets with direct 
freeway access.

Professional Commerce Park District (PCP)
This district has been identified as an area for accommodating 
the management, research, design, marketing and production 
needs of those professional-commerce enterprises which comply 
with the performance standards of the applicable sections of this 
Code for the abatement of all obnoxious, detrimental or other 
generally unacceptable characteristics including ugliness of 
physical and natural properties; and for the encouraged use of 
those contemporary, modern and futuristic design techniques 
which yield compatibility of one area to another as well as special 
beauty. Further, in the interest of general community welfare, 
it is recognized that the community should be beautiful as well 

EXISTING ZONING DISTRICTS  - WEST DES MOINES
as financially prosperous, spacious as well as efficient, physically 
balanced as well as regulated. This district shall not be used 
indiscriminately to permit any use which might violate the 
general welfare of the community; but that it shall be restricted 
and confined to only those integrated professional- commerce 
uses which produce net gain to the community in both aesthetic 
and material quality.

Residential High-Density District (RH-20 and RH-24)
The purpose of this district is to provide for a compact residential 
environment, allowing multi-family dwellings of no more than 
eighteen (18) du/acre. Suffixes shall be used in the RH District to 
identify the maximum allowed density for the subject property.

Support Commercial District (SC)
Support commercial areas shall be designated to provide 
for commercial centers and uses which are oriented toward 
the freeway motoring public and/or employment centers. 
Typical uses would include hotels/motels, restaurants, gasoline 
service stations, professional offices, laundry and dry cleaning 
establishments, banks, drugstores, office supply stores, 
convenience markets or other professional services. Support 
commercial areas shall be sized to meet the needs of the 
motoring public and/or the employment center. Support 
commercial areas that are intended to provide services to 
employment centers shall incorporate pedestrian orientation to 
and from the employment areas into their design.

Planned Unit Development (PUD) - Support Commercial & 
Professional Commerce Park
This district shall allow the planned development of an area 
in which the proposed land uses, transportation elements, 
building densities, arrangements, types, architecture and other 
development standards are set out in a unified plan. A planned 
unit development may consist of mixed residential, commercial, 
office, industrial and public land uses.
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Clive zoning districts included within the corridor include:
• Planned Office Park Commercial District (C-3)
• Planned Shopping Center (C-4) 
• Entertainment Development Area (TC-4)
• Mixed Use Development Area (TC-3)
• Floodway Overlay District (FW)
• Convenience Commercial (C-1)
• Single-Family And Duplex Family Residence (R-2)

Planned Office Park Commercial District (C-3)
The planned office park commercial district is intended to 
provide certain areas of the city for the development of business, 
professional, and public service offices and office buildings as 
a planned and integrated commercial unit. The C-3 district 
is designed to be a planned commercial area under single 
ownership, management, or control, characterized by a grouping 
of offices and office buildings with various facilities designed to be 
used in common, such as access drives, parking, loading, lighting, 
signs and walks. Any enterprise which cannot wholly enclose its 
operations within the principal structure shall not be permitted.

Planned Shopping Center (C-4) 
The purpose of the planned shopping center district is to provide 
land for the orderly and logical development of a complete 
and intensive shopping center with a broad range of retail and 
permitted office use, which exhibits a high quality of architectural 
and design quality. The development will incorporate high quality 
materials in unique architectural designs and substantial plantings 
of trees, shrubs, and other plant materials.

Entertainment Development Area (TC-4)
The Entertainment Development Area District is intended to provide 
for an office and regional commercial entertainment center and will 
be designed in consideration of public plazas or courtyards, Clive 
Greenbelt Park, historical amenities and other urban open space 
that can serve as a focal point for community activities. The area 
will include retail/commercial, office, entertainment, residential, 
institutional and open space uses. The buildings within the district 
will be constructed with high quality materials and will be designed 
to form part of a larger composition rather than being designed in 
isolation of one another.

EXISTING ZONING DISTRICTS  - CLIVE
Mixed Use Development Area (TC-3)
The Mixed Use Development Area District is designed to provide 
land for mixed use development incorporating retail commercial 
and office uses with residential and recreational opportunities. 
The district will be primarily developed with ground level retail 
commercial and upper level office or residential uses. Pedestrian 
traffic is considered a priority and shall be well planned for 
throughout the district. The district will incorporate high quality 
materials and unique architectural designs. Public and private 
plaza and courtyard open space are encouraged.

Convenience Commercial (C-1)
The convenience commercial zoning classification is designed to 
provide for the development of ground that routinely assists the 
daily needs of the local traveling public.

Single-Family And Duplex Family Residence (R-2)
Single-family and duplex family residence district regulations are 
provided to allow for the development of a combination of single-
family dwelling units and duplex dwelling units on individual 
platted lots with a minimum lot area of eight thousand five 
hundred (8,500) square feet for single-family dwelling units and a 
minimum lot area of ten thousand (10,000) square feet for duplex 
dwelling units.
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There are currently 174 main parcels included within the 
University Avenue Corridor study area. Some of these parcels 
include condominium multiple ownerships. Within these 174 
parcels are a number of multi-tenant establishments. Figure 3.2 
below shows the parcel outlines of the study area. 

Major businesses and office complexes within the corridor 
include:
• Valley West Mall
• University Park Shopping Center
• Clocktower Place Shopping Center
• Governor’s Square Shopping Center
• Regency West Office

LAND USE ANALYSIS

Figure 3.2 - Base Map with Major Area Labels

• Three Fountains Office Park
• Three Fountains Shopping Center
• Water Tower Shopping Center
• Westown Place Shopping Center
• The Flats
• Sheraton West
• Westown Plaza
• Westridge Shopping Center
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The land use analysis reviewed the existing land use, identifying 
under-utilized buildings, assessing the overall age and condition 
of buildings, and analyzing the total valuation analysis. 

Detailed Land Use Analysis
Figure 3.4 below shows the more detailed existing land use by 
parcel for the corridor study area. This map was created using 
the occupancy description within the Polk County tax assessor 
data combined with local knowledge of the area. The largest 
land use is office, which accounts for 39.5% of all acres. Shopping 
centers, retail and other commercial account for 24.5%, 14.3% and 
6.1%, respectively. Hotel / Motel (4.8%) and restaurant / fast food 
(4.3%) account for an additional 9.1%. There are two multi-family 
residential units in the corridor accounting for 3.0% of land. 

LAND USE & BUILDING ANALYSIS

Figure 3.4 - Detailed Land Use / Occupancy Map

Land Use / Occupancy Acres Share

Office 285.6 39.5%

Shopping Centers 177.3 24.5%

Retail 103.3 14.3%

Other Commercial 44.1 6.1%

Hotel / Motel 34.7 4.8%

Restaurant / Fast Food 31.4 4.3%

Multi-Family Housing 21.8 3.0%

Land Vacant / Semi-Improved 16.9 2.3%

Public / Institutional 7.4 1.0%

Single-Family Residential 0.5 0.1%

TOTAL 723 100.0%

Figure 3.3 - Detailed Land Use Composition / Occupancy 
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General Land Use Analysis
In addition to the detailed land use map, a more generalized 
land use map was created for the study area. Figure 3.6 shows 
the general land use composition for the University Avenue 
corridor. When grouped by general land use, commercial land 
uses emerge as the dominant land use category of the corridor. 
Office remains a relatively close second with 39.5% compared to 
commercial’s 54.1%. Multi-family housing, vacant / semi-improved 
land and public / institutional account for the remaining 6.4% of 
the land use composition. 

LAND USE & BUILDING ANALYSIS

Figure 3.6  - General Land Use Map

Land Use / Occupancy Acres Share

Commercial 390.9 54.1%

Office 285.6 39.5%

Multi-Family Housing 22.3 3.1%

Land Vacant / Semi-Improved 16.9 2.3%

Public / Institutional 7.4 1.0%

TOTAL 723.1 100.0%

Figure 3.5 - General Land Use Composition / Occupancy 
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Land Cover Composition
Figure 3.8 below shows the land composition within the planning 
area as divided into building footprints, parking lots / streets, 
grass, tree cover, and water /ponds. These land cover estimates 
are then further summarized into the categories of open space, 
street / parking and building footprint. Almost half (48.6%) of the 
study area is composed of streets or parking lot - a significant 
amount of impermeable surface cover. An additional 15% is 
building footprint, which also is impermeable. Just under 37% 
of the planning area is composed of permeable open space. 
This land cover composition likely contributes to the stormwater 
issues prevalent in the area - a topic discussed in greater detail in 
Chapter 6 - Infrastructure Analysis and Recommendations.

LAND USE & BUILDING ANALYSIS

Figure 3.8 - Study Area Composition Map

Figure 3.7 - Study Area Composition (including ROW)
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Open Space Analysis
While there are no formal public open spaces or parks there are 
several parcels spread throughout the planning area that provide 
grass, shrub or tree and other open areas. Additionally, there are 
several Clive parks north of the study area including the Walnut 
Creek Greenbelt - a popular park and regional trail amenity. 
Access exists along 22nd St / 86th St. Within the corridor, the trail 
around the three lakes at Three Fountains shopping and office 

LAND USE & BUILDING ANALYSIS

Figure 3.9 - Open Space Analysis Map
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park is a source of open space for nearby visitors or workers. 
During the public input process, several people mentioned 
utilizing the trail system found around the three waterbodies. 
The following page highlight some unused or under-utilized 
areas with some open space or natural features. Any future 
redeveloped could enhance open space offerings in the corridor 
through a shared amenity green space. 
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LAND USE & BUILDING ANALYSIS
Open Space Analysis
Figures X.X shows a zoomed in view of the four main sources of 
natural open space within the corridor. 

(A) Lake Near Shoppes at Three Fountains
The three small lakes and trail near the Shoppes at Three 
Fountains are the most park-like facility within the corridor. The 
three connected waterbodies provide a place for nearby office 
workers to take a stroll on their lunch break. 

(B) Valley West Apartments
There is a substantial amount of open space for residents of 
the Valley West Apartment building at the southwest corner of 
University Avenue and 36th Street to enjoy. 

(C) SE Corner of Westown Pkwy & 42nd Street
There is a linear wooded area in the southeast corner of Westown 
Pkwy and 42nd Street. The wooded area extends from east of the 
Panera Bread through to the area south of the Olive Garden. 

(D) University Park Shopping Center
The northern half of the University Park Shopping Center is part 
of the 100-year floodplain and connected to the Clive Greenbelt 
Trail and park along Walnut Creek. There is a substantial amount 
of tree cover on the site with close access to Walnut Creek. 

(A)

(B)

(D)

(C)
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Sidewalks & Trails
Figure 3.10 shows the location of sidewalks, trails and parks within 
the corridor. Generally, there is a fairly connected system of 
sidewalks throughout the corridor. However, connected does not 
always mean high quality.  Many in the public input expressed 
concerns over pedestrian / bicycle safety. Some felt the sidewalks 
in the corridor were too narrow for the streets and speeds. Others 
expressed concerns over safety at intersections. 

LAND USE & BUILDING ANALYSIS

Figure 3.10 - Sidewalk, Trails & Parks Map
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Currently, there are close connections to the Clive Greenbelt Trail 
and West Des Moines’ 50th Street Trail and Westown Pkwy Trail. 
While these trails extend near the edge of the planning boundary, 
many mentioned trail connections within the corridor area is 
something they would like to see in the future. The sidewalk and 
mobility section will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter X. 
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Environmental Features Analysis
The main environmental features located within the corridor 
include floodplain, streams and ponds. Most of the floodplain 
is in the northeast corner near Walnut Creek. A substantial part 
of the University Park Shopping Center is part of the floodplain. 
Figure 3.12 shows the extent and Figure 3.11 show the estimated 
flood depths for the center. There is also some floodplain in 
the southern edge of the planning area. The pond/lake in the 
planning area is found in the Three Fountains developing south of 
University Avenue west of 42nd Street. 

LAND USE & BUILDING ANALYSIS

Figure 3.12 - Open Space Analysis Map
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Figure 3.11- Flood Depth Map, 100 Year Flood - University Park 
Shopping Center

Source: Iowa Flood Center / IDNR
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Total Assessed Values
The total assessed values for parcels in the corridor were assessed 
and the distribution of values is shown in Figure 3.13. There are 
a handful of parcels within the planning area with an assessed 
value of $15,000,000 or higher. These represent mostly outliers 
within the area as the average and median values are $5,326,333 
and $3,650,000, respectively. In fact, approximately 33.5% of 
study area parcels are valued between $750,000 and $1,999,999. 
Another 28.9% are valued between $2,000,000 and $4,999,999. 
The size of parcels in the study area vary considerably, which 
can help explain the range of values. Generally, the higher value 
parcels are larger and front University Avenue. The lower values 
can generally be found in the fast west and eastern boundaries as 
well as some insular parcels south of Westown Parkway. 

LAND USE & BUILDING ANALYSIS

Figure 3.14 - Total Assessed Values by Parcel Map (2019)

Figure 3.13 - Total Assessed Values

Total Assessed Value (2019) Total Share

Under $750,000 34.0 17.5%

$750,000 to $1,999,999 65.0 33.5%

$2,000,000 to $4,999,999 56.0 28.9%

$5,000,000 to $14,999,999 35.0 18.0%

$15,000,000 or higher 4.0 2.1%

TOTAL 194.0 100.0%

Average Assessed Value (2019): $5,326,333
Median Assessed Value (2019): $3,650,000
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Total Value Percent Change (2009-2019)
Valuation changes between 2009 and 2019 were evaluated for 
parcels in the study area. The percent change for all parcels is 
shown in Figure 3.14 and summarized in Figure 3.15. Note, some 
parcels have been re-drawn between 2009 and 2019, impacting 
some of the analysis - some of the yellow parcels are included in 
this map below. While there are several parcels that have seen 
valuation increase by 19.1% or higher, there are some concerning 
trends present in the study area. Some of the large shopping and 
office complexes have decreased in value by more than -10.1% 
across the ten-year time period. These are spread throughout 
almost the entire length of the corridor.  

LAND USE & BUILDING ANALYSIS

Figure 3.15 - Total Value Percent Change (2009-2019) - All Land Uses Map
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Total Value Per Acre - All Uses
Figure 3.16 shows the breakdown of parcel value per acre. The 
blue and green parcels have the lowest value per acre. Light 
green and yellow are the mid-range values per acre. Orange and 
red represent those parcels with the highest value per acre - these 
are parcels worth at least $1,000,000 or more per acre. The Valley 
West Mall site is valued over $15,000,000 but is only mid-range 
for value per acre. The Sheraton West Hotel near the Interstate 80 
interchange is both valued over $15,000,000 and has a value per 
acre of over $1,500,000 or more. The lowest value per acre parcels 
includes the University Park Shopping Center. Average value per 
acre is $1,009,702 and median value per acre is $867,658. 

LAND USE & BUILDING ANALYSIS

Figure 3.16 - Total Value Per Acre - All Uses (2019)

Average Value / Acre (2019): $1,009,702 / acre
Median Value / Acre (2019): $867,658 / acre
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Total Value Per Square Foot - All Land Uses
Another way to view value is from a per square foot perspective. 
This sort of comparison puts values in ranges that may be more 
comprehensible. Blue and darker green parcels have values of 
less than $8 or $8 to $12 per square foot. Mid-range square foot 
value parcels are between $12 and $25 per square foot. On the 
higher end are $25 to $50 and more than $50 dollars per square 
foot. While this analysis does not show a landscape hugely 
different from the per acre assessment it does present another 
way to consider the range of values. 

LAND USE & BUILDING ANALYSIS

Figure 3.17 - Total Value Per Square Foot - All Land Uses Map (2019)

Average Assessed Value (2019): $23.30 / sq. ft.
Median Assessed Value (2019): $19.90 / sq. ft.
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Total Value Per Square Foot - Polk County Comparison
To provide additional perspective to the valuation analysis of 
the corridor, the average and median value per square foot in 
the University Avenue Corridor were compared to average and 
median values per square feet from two other Polk County 
shopping / office corridors: the Merle Hay Mall area in Des Moines 
and the Delaware Avenue Area in Ankeny. 

Compared to the Merle Hay Mall area, the overall average and 
median value per square foot in the University Avenue Corridor 
are higher. On average, the University Avenue Corridor is nearly $3 
more, and the median is just over $1 more. 

Compared to Ankeny’s Delaware Avenue Area, the average value 
per square foot is approximately $.0.40 lower and the median 
value around $4 lower. Overall, the average value remains similar, 
however, the Ankeny retail market is decidedly newer which may 
account for its higher median value per square foot. 

Overall, despite suffering negative valuation and increasing 
competition from other regional shopping centers in nearby 
Dallas County, the University Avenue Corridor is still generally 
competitive within the Polk County region. However, given the 
downward trend of valuations in the area it does appear this 
redevelopment plan is being completed at the right time.  

LAND USE & BUILDING ANALYSIS

University Avenue Corridor Value / Sq. Ft.

Average Value / Square Foot (All Land Uses) $23.20

Median Value / Square Foot (All Land Uses) $19.90

Average Value / Square Foot (Commercial) $28.80

Median Value / Square Foot (Commercial) $23.10

Average Value / Square Foot (Office) $21.10

Median Value / Square Foot (Office) $19.30

Average Value / Square Foot (Hospitality) $29.20

Median Value / Square Foot (Hospitality) $25.90

Merle Hay Mall Area (Des Moines) Value / Sq. Ft.

Average Value / Square Foot (All Land Uses) $20.60

Median Value / Square Foot (All Land Uses) $18.50

Delaware Avenue Area (Ankeny) Value / Sq. Ft.

Average Value / Square Foot (All Land Uses) $23.60

Median Value / Square Foot (All Land Uses) $23.80

Source: Polk County Tax Assessor 2019

Figure 3.18 - Total Value Per Square Foot - Polk County Comparison
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Building Condition
Building condition throughout the corridor was evaluated using 
the condition assessment provided on the 2019 Polk County 
tax assessor dataset. The vast majority, over 96%, of parcels with 
a structure present were listed as having a ‘Normal’ condition. 
There were approximately five parcels with structures that 
were determined to be ‘Above Normal’. These above normal 
buildings are spread fairly evenly throughout the corridor. There 
are approximately three (3) parcels that were determined to 
be ‘Below Normal’ according to the assessor. One of the below 
normal buildings is located in the University Park Shopping Center, 
another is near the Interstate 235 & Valley West Drive intersection, 
and the third is along Westown Parkway. 

LAND USE & BUILDING ANALYSIS

Figure 3.20 - Building Conditions (2019) Map

Building Condition Count Share

Above Normal 2 2.3%

Normal 168 96.6%

Below Normal 4 1.1%

No Structure - -

TOTAL 174.0 100.0%

Figure 3.19 - Building Conditions (2019) 
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Floor to Area Ratio (FAR) Analysis
Floor to Area Ratio (FAR) compares the finished square feet of 
building space to total parcel square feet. Floor to Area Ratios are 
a common way to measure the density of development in an 
area. The areas in blue and light green on the map are the least 
densely developed areas based on FAR. Yellow represents a mid-
range density level with FAR of between 0.10 and 0.25. This is one 
of the most common FAR ranges in the corridor. Orange and red 
represent the most densely developed areas within the corridor 
based on overall FAR. The Valley West Mall are immediate area along 
Valley West Drive and University Avenue all have a higher FAR of 
between 0.25 and 0.50. Another area with a significant amount of 
higher FAR development is near the Regency West office complex 
area along Westown Parkway on the west side of the study area. 
Average FAR for the corridor is 0.19 and median FAR is 0.17. 

LAND USE & BUILDING ANALYSIS

Figure 3.22 - Floor to Area Ratio (FAR) Map

Figure 3.21 - Floor to Area Ratio (FAR) Summary by Use

0.0 to 0.05

0.05 to 0.10

0.10 to 0.25

0.25 to 0.50

0.50 to 2.0

Floor to Area Ratio

Floor to Area Ratio Average Median

All Uses 0.19 0.17

Commercial 0.17 0.13

Office 0.24 0.23

Hospitality 0.43 0.43
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Redevelopment Areas - Change in Land Use / Zoning
Based on the land use and building analysis as well as considerations 
given to public input received, several areas within the corridor were 
identified as being suitable for changes in land use and/or zoning. Figure 
3.23 below highlights these areas, which includes:

Sewerability 
The capacity of the existing sanitary sewer system may limit the 
development scale and density of certain sites. Prior to approval 
of any redevelopment or infill development project, the existing 
sanitary sewer system should be evaluated to ensure there is 
adequate capacity. This is further discussed in the Infrastructure 
Chapter. 

RECOMMENDATION: Key Land Use + Zoning Redevelopment Areas

Figure 3.23 - Key Land Use + Zoning Redevelopment Areas

1

2

3
4

5

6

7

9 8

• Valley West Mall (1)
• University Park Shopping Center (2)
• Westowne Center and existing retail/office along 22nd Street (3)
• Existing retail / office development along  Valley West Drive & Westown 

Pkwy (4)
• Vacant lot at NE corner of Westown Pkwy & 28th Street (5)
• Palisade Building at SE corner of 50th Street & University Avenue (6)
• Westridge Shopping Center (7)
• Office development south of Westown Parkway and east of 42nd Street (8)
• Knapp Properties Building (9)
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Figure 3.24 shows a proposed future land use map for the area. 
The main proposed differences between the existing and future 
uses in the expansion of vertical and horizontal mixed-use (multi-
use) developments within the corridor. The multi-use, shown in 
purple below, would help introduce new residential development 
within the corridor and to provide existing retail and office 
properties greater flexibility to transition to alternate uses. The 
City of West Des Moines should consider updating the adopted 
future land use map to identify areas that may be well suited 
for multi and mixed-use development and create a new flexible 
Multi-Use zoning district.

RECOMMENDATION: Allow for a more flexible, mix of uses

Figure 3.24 - Proposed Future Land Uses

This new Multi-Use zoning district should be designed to provide 
flexibility to allow not only mixed-use buildings (vertical mixed-
use) but horizontal mixed-use developments that may include 
a mix of individual commercial, office, or multi-family residential 
buildings.  Building setbacks, building bulk limits and open space 
requirements should be minimal to maximize the allowable 
buildable area and building densities. To help promote and 
encourage redevelopment, properties designated as Multi-Use 
should be proactively rezoned to the new Multi-Use zoning district.

The City of Clive’s TC-3 Mixed-Use Development Area may be the 
more appropriate zoning to support the redevelopment of the 
University Park and Westridge Shopping Centers. 

Multi-Use

Commercial

Office

High-Density Residential

Medium-Density Residential

Open Space

N
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Character Map
There were several areas of the corridor that could benefit from some 
character enhancement through the addition of gateway treatments 
or pedestrian / bicycle trail routes. Figure 3.25 shows the location of 
these character enhancements. 

Gateway treatments can be major or minor depending on the 
significance of the location such as public signage to brand the 
area, landscaping, hardscape elements, and defined crosswalks. 
Additional property or easements may be necessary to locate the 
sign, landscape, and hardscape elements outside the street ROW.  
Major gateway treatments would be warranted at the following 
intersections:
• University Avenue & 50th Street
• University Avenue & Valley West Drive 
• University Avenue & 22nd Street / 86th Street
• Westown Pkwy & 50th Street
• Valley West Drive & Westown Pkwy

Pedestrian & trails routes are recommended along Westown 
Pkwy, 50th Street to 114th Street, 42nd Street, 31st Street, 28th 
Street, 22nd Street, and a portion of University Avenue from 31st 
Street to the University Park Shopping Center. 

RECOMMENDATION: Enhance character and brand the corridor

LEGEND OF CIRCULATIONS:

  PED AND BIKE ROUTE/TRAILS

  MINOR GATEWAY TREATMENT

  MAJOR GATEWAY TREATMENT

Figure 3.25 - Character Enhancement Map

Existing Trail

Proposed Trail

New Trail Options

Major Gateway

Minor Gateway

N
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Branding
Both cities may wish to consider developing a brand for the corridor 
consisting of both a name, logo, and district signage plan to help 
maintain and reinforce the area as a place to live, work and play. 

The brand development process should include the input of major 
property owners and businesses, so that, ideally, they will use it as 
part of their own marketing efforts. Considering the investment in 
time and cost to construct district signage, a professional marketing/

RECOMMENDATION: Enhance character and brand the corridor cont’d
branding company should be employed to ensure success. As part of this 
process, a detailed marketing plan, including brand roll-out, should be 
included. 

It may be ideal to time the brand development and roll-out with a 
significant project such as the redevelopment of the Valley West Mall site. 
Construction of individual gateway treatments and district signage can 
occur in phases with priority given to the major gateways.
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There is no true park or open space within the corridor. While 
there are several areas within the corridor that serve as pseudo 
open space, most notably the trail and water features at the 
Three Fountains Office Park / Shopping Center, no land actually 
provides truly public open space.  Areas for new parks and/or 
open space should be explored to provide amenities for possible 
future corridor residents, to enhance the sense of place of the 
area, and to help foster its identity as a destination. 

Figure 3.26 below shows areas identified as possible open space 
areas based on the natural features present. One additional 
option for new open space is to require any new multi-family 
or mixed-use development to include a public open space 
(including trails) as part of site design and development. This 
public open space could be part of any parkland dedication 
requirement and be either dedicated to the City or covered by a 
public use easement. 

RECOMMENDATION: Plan for additional public open space in the area

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Figure 3.26 - University Avenue Corridor Possible Natural Areas

(A) Shoppes at Three Fountain (B) Valley West Apartments (C) University park Shopping Center (D) SE corner 42nd St & Westown Pkwy

New park space could be more natural or a more heavily 
landscape public gathering space as shown above
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There is a considerable amount of impermeable pavement in 
the University Avenue Corridor. Anecdotally, stakeholders have 
continued to mention stormwater is an issue in the corridor. 
Engineering analysis confirms this issue. However, many property 
owners expressed a reluctance to take on stormwater mediation 
efforts out of pocket due to the high cost. This in turn has stunted 
some overdue redevelopment of parcels in the corridor because it 
would activate the requirement of stormwater remediation. 

This issue, in combination with an overall lack of parks or true 
open space, have led to the need for regional stormwater 
management within the corridor. A large retention pond within 
the corridor could provide stormwater management as well as 
additional parks and open space. Based on a combination of 
land use and existing conditions analysis, locational benefits and 
stakeholder input the preferred location for this retention pond is 
near the southeast corner block of Valley West Drive & Westown 
Parkway, shown in Figure 3.27. 

Potential benefits of detention on this site include:
• Plentiful nearby tree cover to enhance aesthetics of the open 

space with possible trail connection to 42nd Street, which 
connects to a number of multi-family units across I-235

• Limited views from interstate make retail less viable
• Extended stay motel on the site was generally viewed as 

undesirable during the public input process
• Proposed mixed-use developments near the Valley West Drive 

& Westown Parkway interchange could benefit from nearby 
park space and regional detention

• Well-designed park / open space could be regional amenity 
that draws people to the corridor

RECOMMENDATION: Plan for regional stormwater management

There is plentiful tree cover near the site, which would help 
enhance the aesthetics of the detention area / park space

The area does not have good interstate frontage which makes it 
less desirable for retail / mixed-use / office developments. 

Figure 3.27 - View of SE block of Westown Pkwy & Valley West 
Drive from Interstate 235
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There are few residential areas within the University Avenue 
Corridor. Multi-family residential accounts for a very small 
percentage of the existing land use. Given the prime location with 
easy access to most of the region’s major job centers, numerous 
retail options, and strong transit potential of the corridor, multi-
family is an obvious choice for future land uses within the corridor. 
Ideally, given the character of the area, these multi-family units 
could be added as part of a mixed-use development. This would 
create a built-in set of possible patrons to support any retail, 
entertainment, or other commercial uses on the site. 

Multi-family residential in the corridor has an opportunity to 
provide workforce housing for the different industries present 
in the corridor to allow for a true work-live-play environment. 
To be successful in this, the rent rates or home price for the 
multi-family units would need to match the wages of jobs in the 
corridor. With a mixture of higher-paying office / medical jobs 
and lower wage retail / service work, the mix of incomes served 
by multi-family would need to be diverse. Chapter 4 goes into 
more specific demand estimates for these purposes, along with 
recommendations for conversion of office space into residential 
and incentives. 

Having more multi-family residential in the area could potentially 
support transit expansion in the corridor as well, an issue further 
explored in Chapter 5. 

RECOMMENDATION: Add more multi-family residential in the corridor
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History shows us that the conversion of a building from one use 
to another does not always have positive results.  The conversion 
of a single-family home into multiple apartments may lead to 
congestion and parking issues and may not provide the residents 
with safe and healthy dwellings (insufficient heating and cooling, 
limited means of egress, inadequate sound proofing between 
units).  The same may be said for the conversion of a hotel into 
an apartment building or extended stay hotel (sometimes 
referred to as an apartment hotel).  Whereas a building originally 
designed and constructed as an apartment building is likely to 
provide safe, quality housing for many decades.  

It is recommended that both cities’ zoning codes be updated 
to limit the conversion of a hotel or motel into an apartment 
building, extended stay hotel, or apartment hotel.  This can 
primarily be accomplished by updating the zoning definitions 
for these different uses and clarifying which zoning districts they 
are permitted.  Additionally, the code needs to require that in 
any situation where a conversion might be permitted, full site 
plan review and approval will be necessary and that the site and 
building must be brought into compliance with the current 
zoning, parkland dedication, building and fire code regulations 
and standards.

Requirements for adequate on-site amenities, such as patio 
space, pool, amenity deck, dog park, community room, fitness 
facility, etc., should be established. The property owner’s history 
and experience with operating and managing similar properties 
should further be a consideration for approval or denial. Working 
with an experienced nonprofit housing agency to properly 
convert and then manage a former hotel as a site for transitional 
housing and workforce housing may be a desirable option. 

RECOMMENDATION: Hotel conversions
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4
MARKET AND ECONOMIC 

ANALYSIS
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This chapter presents a market demand analysis for the University 
Avenue Corridor in West Des Moines and Clive, Iowa. This analysis 
examines market conditions for the retail land use type with the 
goal of identifying a land use program to guide master planning 
and to ensure properties are configured in such a way as to 
provide value for the entire community. 

The analysis begins with a market demand analysis that evaluates 
the current market conditions and the anticipated generators 
of future retail demand. The analysis pays particular attention to 
retail uses, explaining commodity and specialty retail categories 
and how each can be supported. 

The approach to retail demand estimation has been highly 
tailored to fit the market dynamics at play in the West Des 
Moines & Clive sub-market area.

Data sources used in the analysis include: 
• CoStar real estate data for commercial property
• ESRI Business Analyst for population, demographics, spending, 

and leakage
• Conversations with the client, stakeholders, and others with a 

high degree of familiarity with the trade area

Demand for retail in West Des Moines and Clive is anticipated to 
come from 3 primary sources:
• Existing pent-up demand from primary market area residents 

(spending potential currently “leaking” outside) 
• New population growth within the primary market area

• Broadening of the trade area beyond the trade area’s current 
catchment

Limited additional demand may come from shoppers originating 
outside the primary market area (mostly from households in a 
secondary market area outside of a 2 to 3-mile radius).  While the Valley 
West Mall may have broadened the trade area at one time, those 
customers tend to patronize Jordan Creek Town Center and Merle Hay 
Mall.  Valley West’s long-term prospects are somewhat unclear given 
retailers who have exited the project for a variety of reasons.

Other possible demand sources were considered, but rejected, for 
this analysis due to their relatively small expected contribution to 
overall retail sales potential: 
• Out of area visitors - We do not expect that out of area visitors 

will be a significant source of demand for the University Avenue 
corridor.

• Daytime office population - the area has a robust daytime 
workforce with most daytime workers overwhelmingly falling 
into white collar or service categories.  Also, office worker 
spending should be reduced in order to avoid double-counting 
of workers who live in households already included in resident 
spending estimates. Daytime workers create some demand, but 
the residential demand is the more important demand driver.

• Other households outside the primary and secondary market 
areas - these groups have other shopping options that preclude 
them from being the primary customers of the University 
Avenue Corridor’s retail options. 

MARKET AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
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Retail Resilience
We have applied a Retail Resilience™ to this study.  Communities, 
project sponsors, and retailers that apply Retail Resilience™ 
principles will have more dynamic, flexible, and adaptable 
retail strategies and projects, and economic development and 
place-making successes, providing long-term benefits while 
meeting diverse stakeholder needs.  The Five Principles of Retail 
Resilience™ define our methodological approach, and are the 
cornerstone of realistic and implementable retail strategies and 
recommendations.  The University Avenue Corridor study area 
is centrally located with respect to the West Des Moines MSA, 
approximately equidistant between Downtown Des Moines to 
the east, Waukee to the west, and with respect to a north-south 
orientation in the overall area.

METHODOLOGY

Figure 4.1 - Retail Resilience Model™ Source: Greensfelder Real Estate Strategy
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For the market and retail analysis, a 2, 3 and 5-mile radius 
is studied. The 2-mile radius reflects local and daily needs 
commodity shopping whereas the 5-mile radius reflects a likely 
trade area for specialty goods and services, especially since 
Jordan Creek has become the de-facto go-to location for large 
box commodity retailers. The majority of shopping options on the 
West Side are commodity in nature.

In addition to the West Des Moines employment center, other 
employment centers are generally to the east, and accessed 
primarily via I-80.  For this reason, the freeway represents the 

MARKET AREA

Figure 4.2 - 2, 3, and 5-Mile Radii from Valley West Mall

“gravity direction,” and with the exception of Jordan Creek Town 
Center fewer shopping alternatives exist to the west.

Residents living more than 2-3 miles represent incremental 
demand for specialty goods and services. 
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As primarily commercial in nature, the study area has a low 
population density. However, the study area is located with 
West Des Moines and Clive, which have different population 
density levels. West Des Moines has a relatively high population 
density, especially for a Midwestern suburb. Figure 4.3 shows 
the population density by block group for the market area. West 
Des Moines contains several darker brown block groups, which 
denote higher population density. 

Clive and other nearby communities such as Urbandale are 
quite low density compared to West Des Moines. Household 
concentrations pick up again to the west in fast-growing Waukee. 

POPULATION DENSITY

Figure 4.3 - Population Density by Block Group
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Population growth for the past ten-year period was evaluated by 
block group and shown thematically below in Figure 4.4

Downtown Des Moines has rivaled Waukee in terms of population 
growth since 2010. West Des Moines growth has been spurred 
along by the success of the Jordan Creek Town Center. However, 
some pockets of the community have seen population decline. 
Clive and Urbandale have seen steady positive growth but no real 
boom areas. 

POPULATION GROWTH 10-YEAR

Figure 4.4 - Population Growth by Block Group
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The age of the market area population was evaluated and 
summarized in Figures 4.5 - 4.7.

The market area has a age profile similar to the Des Moines metro 
and the national overall. A larger share of the population is age 35 
to 44 years relative to the nation and their young children (ages 
0-14 years). There is a somewhat smaller share of young adults 
ages 20 to 29. 

Over the next five years, the market area population growth will 
be highest among Baby Boomers and older Millennials. There will 
be some population loss among Gen Xers aged 55 to 59 years as 
well as in younger Millennials age 35 to 39 years.

POPULATION AGE

Figure 4.5 - Population by Age, 2019 Comparison

Figure 4.6 - Market Area Population by Age, 2019 Figure 4.7 - 5-Year Projected Growth by Age
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Median household income by block group was mapped for the 
market area thematically and shown in Figure 4.8. The darker 
green areas are those with the highest median incomes. 

Generally, higher incomes are heavily skewed towards the west 
side of the study area and Des Moines metro overall. West Des 
Moines has a more diverse income profile than Clive in part 
because of its more mixed offering of housing types. 

HOUSEHOLD INCOME

Figure 4.8 - Household Income by Block Group
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Figure 4.9 visualizes the home locations of study area workers. 
The larger the yellow line the more workers commuting into the 
study area from that community as of 2017. 

As of 2017, notably pre-COVID, there were approximately 16,600 
workers within the study area. Overall, the study area receives 
workers from all over the Des Moines metro area. Nearly 3,700 

STUDY AREA WORKERS COMMUTES

Figure 4.9 - Study Area Inflow Workers Home Locations

workers commute from the City of Des Moines and another 
nearly 2,400 from the City of West Des Moines. Urbandale 
commuters account for approximately 1,116 jobs and Ankeny 
brings in nearly 800 workers. However, the ten cities shown 
on the map account for less than 7,000 of total in-commuters, 
which is less than half. 
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Between 2000-2008, the market area experienced a strong 
period of commercial growth. In 2004, there was 1.5 million 
square feet of retail development. In 2005, an additional 1.2 million 
of new office space was constructed within the market area. 

In the year after the Great Recession, development in the market 
area has mainly been driven by apartment construction. However, 

DEVELOPMENT TRENDS

Figure 4.10 - Annual Market Area Commercial Development (x 1,000 SF)

all commercial real estate growth has slowed considerably from 
2017 to present within the market area. 

Figure 4.10 shows the Annual market area commercial 
development in terms of 1,000 square feet by development type: 
office, retail, multi-family and hospitality. 
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To estimate the demand potential for residential development, 
projected growth is reviewed across a wider competitive market 
area. Prospective renters and home-buyers in the coming decade 
may consider new residential dwellings in the study area, may 
also consider new homes in the surrounding area. Other nearby 
areas offer attractive proximity to comparable employment 
centers as well as other demographic and cultural offerings. 

RESIDENTIAL MARKET AREA

Figure 4.11 - Residential Market Area
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The study area is not a major regional location for apartments. 
Overall, the study area has only 500 of the west metro’s more 
than 28,000 multi-family units. The study area’s three nearby 
multi-family residential properties were all constructed in the 
1970s. 

West Des Moines is a major regional source of multi-family 
residential offerings. Within the west metro area, approximately 

MULTI-FAMILY MARKET AREA
43% of all apartment units are located in the city with 
considerable recent activity. 

Waukee, Grimes & Johnston have all seen recent apartment 
construction also. Figure 4.12 shows existing and planned multi-
family developments in the residential market area. 

Figure 4.12 - Multi-Family Market Area
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Apartment vacancy and rent trends in the market area have 
closely mirrored the Des Moines metro overall in recent years. 
Across the market area and the Des Moines metro overall average 
rent per square foot went from an immediate post-recession low 
of $0.94 / square foot to just over $1.94 / square foot in 2019. This 
translates into rents of $864 to $953 per month. 

Over the same period, market area vacancies have grown from 
4.5% to nearly 10% while metro area vacancies have been more 
subdued going from 5.5% to 8.6%. Post-recession vacancy and 
rent trends have defied normal economic expectations because 
rents have not been decreasing as vacancy increases. This is likely 
due to increases in land values and construction costs outpacing 
the downward pressures of an increased supply. 

MULTI-FAMILY MARKET AREA - VACANCY AND RENT

Figure 4.14 - Market Area Multi-FamilyFigure 4.13 - Metro Des Moines Area Multi-Family
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The market area and the Des Moines metro overall have had 
similar apartment rents and square footage since 2010. In 2019, 
the average unit rents were higher in the market area than across 
the metro area overall at $953 to $938. There could be several 
reasons for this. On average, market area units are larger than 
the metro area average size with an average 868 square feet 
compared to 822 square feet. In the post-recession years there 
has been an overall average unit size increase. 

MULTI-FAMILY MARKET AREA - APARTMENT SIZES & RENTS

Figure 4.15 - Changes in Des Moines Metro Apartment Size & Rent

Figure 4.15 and 4.16 have the same scale but show the Des Moines 
metro and the market area. Average rent is on the vertical axis and 
average unit size on the horizontal axis. Both areas saw steady unit 
rent increases over the past two decades. Apartment sizes were 
already expanding since 2000, but they saw rapid increases after 
2013. 

Figure 4.16 - Changes in Market Area Apartment Size & Rent
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Costar Inc. rates apartment properties on a quality scale from 1 
to 5 stars based on factors such as building age, building quality 
and the available amenities. Figures 4.17 through 4.19 show the 
relationship across the Des Moines metro of quality ratings to 
development activity, average rent and vacancy rates. 

The following trends were observed:
• Quality ratings are tied to rents (4/5 stars lead to approximately 

$400 rent increases)
• Apartments rarely built in 1 to 2 star range - most standing 

inventory and current construction is 3 star level
• Demand for more affordable 1 and 2 star level properties is 

strong with considerably lower vacancy rates than higher-end 
properties

MULTI-FAMILY MARKET AREA - APARTMENT QUALITY RATINGS

Figure 4.17 - Metro Des Moines Apartment Rents by Rating

Figure 4.18 - Metro Des Moines Apartment Rents by Rating

Figure 4.19 - Metro Des Moines Apartment Rents by Rating
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Residential demand was calculated for the market area for the 
next 10 years. Over the next decade, the market area should be 
able to add just over 8,000 new housing units. 

The University Avenue Corridor is well-suited for multi-family 
residential infill redevelopment projects. The location includes 
significant office and retail employment within the corridor 
itself and is convenient to both downtown Des Moines and the 
growing employment concentrations near Jordan Creek Town 
Center and Mills Civic Parkway. 

Figure 4.20 shows the 10-year market area residential demand by 
household income level.

MULTI-FAMILY MARKET AREA - RESIDENTIAL DEMAND

Figure 4.20 - 10-Year Market Area Residential Demand by Income

Demand for net new housing units is based on 
applying a 1.36% annual growth rate to the existing 
Market Area household count. This rate is an 
average of 2010-19 actual historical growth and 
ESRI’s 2019-24 projected growth rates.

The projected 10-year growth in households is then 
increased by an additional 5% overall (to account 
for preserving a healthy market vacancy rate 
while allowing for a modest amount of potential 
demolitions and growth due to second homes) to 
arrive at a 10-year new unit requirement.

This total unit count is then allocated across 
household income categories and tenure (rent vs. 
own). For this analysis, we assume that the percent 
renting in each income group will remain constant 
(32%) into the forecast period. Although home 
ownership rates have been dropping nationally 
for years, most analysts are reluctant to assume 
additional declines as Millennials move further into 
prime home-ownership years.

Population distribution by income range is assumed 
to remain generally constant.
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Any future residential development occurring inside the study 
area will likely be multi-family. Rental apartments or ownership 
attached units such as townhomes or condominiums are more in 
keeping with the surrounding commercial land uses. 

Out of total projected market demand of just over 800 ownership 
attached units, the study area could potentially capture between 
15% to 20% of the total amount. This would translate into 
approximately 120 to 160 condos or townhome ownership units. 
Table 4.21 shows the total condo/townhome study area capture 
by annual household income range. 

MULTI-FAMILY MARKET AREA - CAPTURE POTENTIAL: OWNERSHIP

Figure 4.21 - Condo / Townhome 10-Year Market Area Demand and Study Area Capture

Condo / Townhome
10-Year Market Area Demand and Study Area Capture

Annual Income 
Range*

Trade Area For-
Sale Demand

(Income $15k+)

Est. % 
Townhome / 

Condo

Townhome / 
Condo Demand

Conservative 
Capture Rate 
(within condo 
/ townhome)

Conservative 
Study Area 

Capture (units)

Attainable 
Capture Rate 
(within condo 
/ townhome)

Attainable 
Study Area 

Capture 
(units)

$15-25k 115 15% 17 15% 3 20% 3

$25-35k 189 15% 28 15% 4 20% 6

$35-50k 385 15% 58 15% 9 20% 12

$50-75k 961 15% 144 15% 22 20% 29

$75-100k 902 15% 135 15% 20 20% 27

$100-150k 1,335 15% 200 15% 30 20% 40

$150-200k 732 15% 110 15% 16 20% 22

Over $200k 784 15% 118 15% 18 20% 24

Totals 5,403 15% 810 15% 122 20% 162

Note: assumes condo/townhome/loft construction will average approx. 15% of all new ownership housing in study area
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Multi-family demand market area capture for rental units was 
done assuming the current market area balance of owner 
versus renters (68% owner-occupied, 32% renter-occupied) 
remains constant over the next decade. If so, the total projected 
market area rental demand should support development of 
approximately 2,300 new rental units. 

The study area capture of the market area is again assumed to be 
between 15% to 20%. Therefore, the study area could realistically 
absorb between 345 and 460 new apartment units by 2030. Table 
4.22 shows the 10-year market area and study area capture for 
rental apartments by annual household income range. 

MULTI-FAMILY MARKET AREA - CAPTURE POTENTIAL: RENTAL

Figure 4.22 - Condo / Townhome 10-Year Market Area Demand and Study Area Capture

Rental Apartments
10-Year Market Area Demand and Study Area Capture

Annual Income 
Range*

Trade Area 
Rental 

Demand

Conservative 
Capture Rate 

(within rentals)

Conservative 
Study Area 

Capture (units)

Attainable 
Capture 

Rate (within 
rentals) 

Attainable 
Study Area 

Capture 
(units)

$15-25k 345 15% 52 20% 69

$25-35k 350 15% 53 20% 70

$35-50k 470 15% 71 20% 94

$50-75k 517 15% 78 20% 103

$75-100k 301 15% 45 20% 60

$100-150k 236 15% 35 20% 47

$150-200k 39 15% 6 20% 8

Over $200k 41 15% 6 20% 8

Totals 2,299 15% 345 20% 460

*Analysis excludes demand from households earning below $15,000/year
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The University Avenue Corridor study area could capture approximately 
465 to 620 units of multi-family housing over the next decade. 

This is a “top-down” analysis, in that potential absorption is not 
constrained by currently available land in the study area. New 
multi-family residential development could primarily occur 
on a redeveloped Valley West Mall property and other, smaller 
redevelopment opportunity sites including the University Park 
Shopping Center site (assuming appropriate flood mitigation 
efforts are completed). 

MULTI-FAMILY MARKET AREA - RESIDENTIAL ABSORPTION POTENTIAL

Figure 4.23 - Condo / Townhome 10-Year Market Area Demand and Study Area Capture

Demand is most supportive of rental multi-family although 
15% to 20% could be ownership product. The balance of owner 
to renter is dependent in part on future interest rates and 
employment conditions. 

Table 4.23 shows the summary of market area demand and 
preliminary 10-year corridor capture by product type. 

Summary of Market Area Demand and Preliminary 10-year Corridor Capture by Product Type

Market 
Area Unit 
Demand*

Conservative 
Subject 

Capture Rate

Attainable 
Capture Rate

10-Year 
Subject 

Absorption 
(low)

10-Year 
Subject 

Absorption 
(high)

Rental Apartments 2,300 15% 20% 345 460

Attached Ownership (Townhome, Condo, Plex, etc.) 810 15% 20% 120 160

Single-Family Smaller Lot 1,402 0% 0% 0 0

Single-Family Larger Lot 3,753 0% 0% 0 0

Totals 8,265 6% 8% 465 620

*Totals above exclude demand from households earning below $15k

Lowest income (<$15k) total unit demand 324
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Growth in the senior population, nationally and within the market 
area, will drive growth in demand for residential products geared 
towards seniors. This could include age-restricted active senior 
apartments, assisted living, and congregate care. This could 
also include adjacent combinations of the above marketed as 
continuing care communities. 

Figure 4.24 shows the location of existing and proposed senior 
apartments, assisted living, continuing care and nursing homes 
within the market area and surrounding metro area. 

SENIOR RESIDENTIAL SUPPLY 

Figure 4.24 - Senior Apartments, Assisted Living, Continuing Care, and Nursing Home Locations
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Developers have been proactive to this well-known demographic 
shift, with several large facilities either recently built or under 
construction near the market area. Clive’s Walnut Ridge 
continuing care community, just outside the study area corridor, 
is typical of the newer wave of development, with a cluster of 
active senior apartments along with assisted living facilities 
located adjacent to a major regional hospital. 

Proximity to MercyOne makes the study area potentially attractive 
for additional continuing care development, as part of infill 
redevelopment (such as the University Park site, incorporating 
natural features into an outdoor exercise amenity). Developers 
should proceed with caution as the industry is prone to cyclical 
volatility, and recent development has roughly matched the pace 
of newly-generated demand. Table 4.25 shows the approximate 
near term demand for market area assisted living / nursing homes. 

SENIOR RESIDENTIAL DEMAND

Source: Leland Consulting Group, with inputs from ESRI 
and U.S. Census 
Note: Percent of seniors in each age group living in group 
quarters is based on national census data. Because 
income is a significant factor in use/affordability of 
assisted living, we assume a 50% higher penetration for 
this market area due to higher average incomes.

Figure 4.25 - Approximate Near Term Demand for Market Area Assisted 
Living / Nursing Home Demand

Senior Population Five-Year Growth
Residential Market Area

Age 2020 2025
(Proj.)

5-Year
Growth

Est. % in 
Group 

Quarters

Approx. New 
Unit / Bed 
Demand

Income-Adjusted 
Living / Nursing 
Room Demand

Total 65-79 15,139 18,346 3,207 5% 160 241

Total 80+ 4,571 5,448 877 13% 114 171

274 412
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University Park Shopping Center
The University Park Shopping Center site represents an intriguing 
possibility for residential development that could capitalize on 
connectivity to a creek-side trail network. Such a development 
could be targeted to active seniors or others with potential interest 
in natural connections and outdoor fitness (biking / walking) 
amenities. Recent expansion of flood hazard areas in that area may 
somewhat constrain location of residential land uses. 

Valley West Mall
Residential absorption is probably most viable in the study area as a 
component of a mixed-use development. The Valley West Mall site 
is a strong possibility for horizontal mixed-use development that 
includes residential multi-family elements (rental and/or ownership) 
but would have strongest potential under a fairly aggressive 
redevelopment scenario that allows for adequate design sensitivity 

REDEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY SITES FOR RESIDENTIAL

Figure 4.26 - Priority Redevelopment Sites

and flexibility in integrating with non-residential uses. 

Other Areas
Other, more piecemeal residential (mixed-use or otherwise) 
development prospects could arise in conjunction with a 
realignment of Westown Parkway or on smaller parcels throughout 
the study area, on a more opportunistic basis as existing 
retail, lodging or office properties turn over in the future. Such 
redevelopment may require more flexible zoning designations. 
In general, the addition of residential would increase the round-
the-clock activity level in the study area, with potential benefits for 
community safety and for certain retail and dining establishments.

Figure 4.26 identifies several sites that should be prioritized for 
redevelopment with a mix of residential, commercial, and office 
uses including horizontal mixed use. 

University Park 
Shopping Center

Valley West Mall

Priority Redevelopment Site

2

3

1

4 5
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REDEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY SITES FOR RESIDENTIAL

1 21 2

3 4 5
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Defining Adaptive Reuse
There are opportunities within the University Avenue Corridor 
to explore the potential application of adaptive reuse. Broadly 
speaking, adaptive reuse is the practice of converting and 
preserving existing structures for new purposes. Adaptive reuse 
is a viable prospect, suited to battle economic, cultural, and 
environmental obstacles. The application of adaptive reuse is 
widely used in the US and globally. When considering whether to 
demolish or rehabilitate a structure, demolition is often chosen 
because it seems the life expectancy of a building is anticipated to 
be less than that of a new alternative; however, adaptive reuse offers 
a more efficient and effective outcome than demolition. This is due 
in part to the reduction in need for additional materials, energy and 
pollution new construction often is paired with. 

POTENTIAL FOR ADAPTIVE REUSE OF OFFICE SPACE

Figure 4.27 - Potential Adaptive Reuse Sites and Buildings

Adaptive Reuse in the Study Area
There are various locations throughout the University 
Avenue Corridor that are viable options for adaptive 
reuse. Figure 4.27 identifies potential adaptive reuse sites. 
Conversions from office to residential are not uncommon 
and have already been applied in Des Moines and nearby 
Kansas City. Specific to the study area, there is limited 
availability of rental housing and abundant amounts of 
office space. The increase in rental opportunities would 
greatly benefit the residents and workers within the area. 

Adaptive Reuse Site
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Infill Sites
Figure 4.28 on page 86 identifies vacant or under-utilized 
open spaces or parking lots that could accommodate infill 
development with new multi-family housing, retail, or office 
space. Priority should be given to infill sites that add needed 
residential units. 

POTENTIAL FOR ADAPTIVE REUSE OF OFFICE SPACE

Figure 4.28 - Potential Infill Sites

Potential Infill Sites
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Adaptive Reuse Best Practices
No adaptive reuse project is ever the same. This causes a variety 
of challenges and obstacles when identifying best management 
practices (BMPs) due to the inconsistencies in the overall process 
of producing an adaptive reuse project. There are some general 
BMPs that apply to adaptive reuse projects, including: 

• Pay respect to the historical significance of the to-be-adapted 
building as it is repurposed 

• Reuse original materials 
• Remediate and refurbish the land and building to ensure 

environmental safety
• At the City level, consider flexible land provisions as these 

structures are likely to not follow their current land use zoning 
classification

In addition to these general provisions, the Secretary of the Interior 
(SI) offers standards with four approaches to the “treatment” of 
historic properties. Adaptive reuse projects fall under the umbrella 
of these treatments defined by the SI. These approaches include: 

• Preservation
• Rehabilitation

Figure 4.29 defines each of these approaches individually.  The SI 
provides specific guidelines for each of the approaches and can 
be found on their website. The Standards also include guidelines 
that offer general design and technical recommendations for 
applying this to specific properties. 

Adaptive Reuse Financing
In the case of historical structures, the Federal Historic Tax Credits (HTC) 
are the most commonly applied financial assistance to adaptive reuse 
projects. The HTC is a federal subsidy to finance the rehabilitation of 
historic properties with a 20 percent tax credit. The State of Iowa also 
offers a Historic Preservation Tax Credit for developers rehabilitating 
historic buildings. The State’s goal with the HTC is to retain character-
defining features and spaces of buildings to help create distinct 
and vibrant communities. The State HTC offers up to 25 percent in 
tax credits for qualified rehabilitation expenditures associated with 
projects. The tax credits are transferable and may be refunded or 

ADAPTIVE REUSE BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
carried out for five years or until depleted, whichever comes first. 

Adaptive Reuse Incentives
To promote the development of multi-family housing in the corridor 
and to support the conversion of vacant office space and office land, 
each city may wish to establish a forgivable loan or grant program to 
provide financial assistance for these building conversions including 
new construction on vacant or cleared office land.   

Option 1: 
Per Dwelling Unit Grant – Offer a one-dollar grant for every four-
dollars of private investment (4:1 match) up to a total of $25,000 
for each new dwelling unit created as part of the conversion of an 
existing, vacant office building.

Option 2: 
Per Bedroom Grant – Offer a one-dollar grant for every four-dollars of 
private investment (4:1 match) up to a total of $15,000 based on the 
total number of bedrooms in each new dwelling unit created as part 
of the conversion of an existing, vacant office building. Basing the 
grant amount on number of bedrooms may help to create more 2- 
and 3-bedroom units.

For options 1 and 2, the available funding can be set annually and 
provided on a first-come basis and include criteria to ensure financial 
viability of the project. Funding sources may include the city’s general 
fund, Tax Increment Financing (TIF) funds, CDBG funds (if for qualifying 
units),  and a partnership with an alternative funding source such as 
the Polk County Housing Trust Fund. Income restrictions for the new 
housing units can be established as may be required by the various 
sources of grant funding. However, a mix of affordable and market rate 
multi-family housing should be the goal for this corridor. 

Option 3: 
The City of West Des Moines’ existing Workforce Housing Program 
which can provide up to $20,000 for each new residential dwelling 
unit that is restricted to residents that meet the low and moderate 
income (LMI) standard.  This program is intended to support multi-
family developments that include a mix of market rate and LMI units.

• Restoration
• Reconstruction 
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is defined as the act or process of applying measures 
necessary to sustain the existing form, integrity, and 
materials of an historic property. Work generally focuses 
upon the ongoing maintenance and repair of historic 
materials and features rather than extensive replacement 
and new construction. Limited and sensitive upgrading of 
mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems and other 
code-required work is appropriate within a preservation 
project. New exterior additions are not within the scope 
of this treatment. The Standards for Preservation require 
retention of the greatest amount of historic fabric along 
with the building’s historic form.

P
re
se

rv
a
ti
on

is defined as the act or process of making possible a 
compatible use for a property through repair, alterations, 
and additions while preserving those portions or features 
which convey its historical, cultural, or architectural 
values. The Rehabilitation Standards acknowledge 
the need to alter or add to a historic building to meet 
continuing or new uses while retaining the building’s 
historic character. R

eh
a
b
ili
ta
ti
on

is defined as the act or process of accurately depicting 
the form, features, and character of a property as it 
appeared at a particular period of time by means 
of the removal of features from other periods in its 
history and reconstruction of missing features from the 
restoration period. The limited and sensitive upgrading 
of mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems 
and other code-required work to make properties 
functional is appropriate within a restoration project. 
The Restoration Standards allow for the depiction of a 
building at a particular time in its history by preserving 
materials, features, finishes, and spaces from its period of 
significance and removing those from other periods.

R
es

to
ra
ti
on

is defined as the act or process of depicting, by means 
of new construction, the form, features, and detailing of 
a non-surviving site, landscape, building, structure, or 
object for the purpose of replicating its appearance at 
a specific period of time and in its historic location. The 
Reconstruction Standards establish a limited framework 
for recreating a vanished or non-surviving building with 
new materials, primarily for interpretive purposes. 

R
ec

on
st
ru
ct
io
n

ADAPTIVE REUSE BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Figure 4.29 - Approaches to Adaptive Reuse Defined
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Housing Trends in Polk County
The repercussions of the Baby Boomer era has resulted in an 
upward trend of senior residents. By 2050, 1 in 5 Greater Des 
Moines residents will be over the age of 65. This is approximately 
double the rate defined in 2010, causing many governments 
to consider where senior residents will be able to live. The Polk 
County Housing Trust Fund (PCHTF) has identified housing 
opportunities to provide more for the aging residents including 
financing options for home repair, retrofitting, smaller housing 
units, and accessible options for mobility impaired residents. 
These options for housing assistance will allow aging residents to 
age in place. 

America is battling a severe affordable housing crisis. Non-unique 
to Greater Des Moines, affordable units are few and far between, 
limiting options for low-income households and resulting in 

HOUSING DEMAND IN THE GREATER DES MOINES AREA
high percentages of housing cost-burdened residents. HUD 
defines housing cost-burdened as spending more than 30 
percent of income on housing. Specifically, in the Greater 
Des Moines area, 44 percent of renters spend more than 30 
percent of their income on housing, with 20 percent of renters 
spending more than 30 percent of income on housing, 
defining them as severely housing cost-burdened. 

The Polk County Housing Trust Fund also identified shortfalls 
in the rental market for affordable housing based on local 
area median income (AMI) and average local salaries. In a 
2014 report conducted by the PCHTF, there is a shortage of 
approximately 10,000 rental units for households earning less 
than $15,000 annually. Figure 4.31 defines the average local 
salaries and AMIs for a variety of employment types. These 
earnings assist in illustrating the need for housing within the 
$15,000-$30,000 income brackets.    

Figure 4.30 - Aging Population

Image Source: Polk County Housing Trust Fund

Job Type Annual Salary AMI %

Cashier $19,190 37% 

Grocer $23,670 45%

Bank Teller $25,450 48%

Food Service* $19,740 -

Retail Salesperson* $27,850 -

Office Clerk* $33,340 -

Figure 4.31 - AMI and Average Local Salaries by Employment Type

*Denotes average local salary
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Defining Adaptive Reuse
There are opportunities within the University Avenue Corridor 
to explore the potential application of adaptive reuse. Broadly 
speaking, adaptive reuse is the practice of converting and 
preserving existing structures for new purposes. Adaptive reuse 
is a viable prospect, suited to battle economic, cultural, and 
environmental obstacles. The application of adaptive reuse is 
widely used in the US and globally. When considering whether to 
demolish or rehabilitate a structure, demolition is often chosen 
because it seems the life expectancy of a building is anticipated 
to be less than that of a new alternative; however, adaptive reuse 
offers a more efficient and effective outcome than demolition. 
This is due in part to the reduction in need for additional materials, 
energy and pollution new construction often is paired with. 

COVID-19 Pandemic Impact on Office Space
COVID-19 has disrupted the fragile stability of tenancy, especially 
within the office market. In the Greater Des Moines area, there was 
a 2.3% increase in the office vacancy rate from Quarter 4 of 2019 
to Quarter 4 of 2020. The Western Suburbs, where the University 
Avenue Corridor is situated, experienced a 2.8% increase in the 

OFFICE VACANCY + ADAPTIVE REUSE

Figure 4.33 - Octave 1320 office conversion to apartments in MarylandFigure 4.32 - Office Vacancy Rate in Greater Des Moines

surrounding office vacancy rate. The continued trend to work 
from home and decline in office tenancy leaves many building 
owners to consider other opportunities. 

Another statistic demonstrated during the COVID-19 pandemic 
was the extreme need for quality, affordable housing.  During 
the shutdown, 580,000 Americans were either experiencing 
homelessness in shelters or on the streets. Many households 
across the country, both renters and owners, were at risk of 
eviction and severely strained budgets. These impacts have 
reverberated well into the recovery stages of the pandemic 
and households are still struggling to obtain quality, affordable 
housing. 

With the decline in tenancy of offices and the increasing need 
for quality, affordable housing, the opportunities for adaptive 
reuse must be considered. One trend worth noting is that 
COVID-19 saw an adoption of strategies where collaboration 
still happened in offices, but production happened on a more 
distributed workplace model.
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To assess potential for future office development, we look at 
employment growth across a wider competitive market area 
as shown in Figure 4.34. This market area includes portions 
of Clive, West Des Moines, Urbandale, Windsor Heights and a 
small part of Des Moines and Waukee. Figure 4.34 shows the 
estimated existing employment and projected growth to 2028 
in the Des Moines metro area by industry sector. The areas with 
the most employment growth potential include health care 
(+10,330), administration and support services (+4,495), education 
(+4,740), finance & insurance (+4,485), construction (+3,880), and 
accommodation and food services (+3,745). 

OFFICE MARKET AREA

Figure 4.34 - Des Moines Metro Employment (2018 & Projected Growth to 2028)
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To assess potential for future office 
development, we look at employment growth 
across a wider competitive market area. Any 
employment in the financial and professional 
services industry sectors tends to drive office 
demand, with health care services emerging 
as another increasingly important demand 
source. 

Based on input from historical market area 
employment trends and regional growth 
forecasts from State and private sector sources, 
we foresee 1.3% annual overall job growth. 

Table 4.35 shows the market area job growth 
projections between 2020-2030. Healthcare, 
financial/insurance, and professional services 
sectors are together expected to account for 
over 60% of the market area’s 14,600 new jobs 
added by 2030. 

MARKET AREA OFFICE DEMAND - INPUTS

Figure 4.35 - Market Area Job Growth Projections, 2020-2030

Industry Sector 2017 
Jobs

Est. 
2020 
Jobs

10-Year 
Projected 

Growth Rate*

Projected 
2030 Jobs

2020-2030 
Projected 

Job Growth

Ag / Resources 31 31 -0.4% 29 -2

Mining 24 22 -2.5% 17 -5

Utilities 194 197 0.5% 206 9

Construction 2,850 2,861 0.1% 2,896 35

Manufacturing 2,889 2,975 1.0% 3,280 305

Wholesale 3,443 3,460 0.2% 3,519 59

Retail 17,173 17,467 0.6% 18,486 1,019

Transport / Warehousing 1,080 1,102 0.7% 1,178 76

Information 2,549 2,474 -1.0% 2,241 -233

Finance / Insurance 21,066 21,829 1.2% 24,578 2,749

Real Estate 2,042 2,140 1.6% 2,500 360

Prof / Tech Svcs 8,631 9,204 2.2% 11,404 2,200

Management 3,216 3,513 3.0% 4,717 1,204

Admin / Support 6,618 6,929 1.5% 8,074 1,145

Education 3,807 3,941 1.2% 4,423 482

Healthcare 11,447 12,442 2.8% 16,424 3,982

Art / Recreation 1,883 2,017 2.3% 2,535 518

Lodging / Dining 8,305 8,457 0.6% 8,984 527

Other Services 3,302 3,321 0.2% 3,387 66

Public Admin 1,220 1,246 0.7% 1,336 90

Total 101,770 105,628 1.3% 120,214 14,586

*Estimated growth rate based on an average of 
three sources: LEHD historical 10-yr growth rate 
for market area, 5-year projected growth for Metro 
Des Moines (Oxford Economics & Costar) and 2018 
regional (metro DSM) forecasted by industry

Office-heavy
job sectors
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To assess potential for future office 
development, we look at employment growth 
across a wider competitive Market Area (using 
the same custom area as for multifamily). 
Assumptions about the percentage of office 
users by sector and typical square foot per 
employee are calibrated against existing 
market area square footage. 

Multiplied across industries, these inputs yield 
new market area demand of nearly 2.3 million 
square feet of new office space by 2030, due 
to projected employment growth. 

Most new demand will likely be met to the 
southwest (Mills Civic Parkway, etc.), but the 
University Avenue corridor study area could 
potentially capture some 10% to 15% of the 
total, or approximately 200,000 to 300,000 
square feet, although some of that would 
need to come in the form of redevelopment 
of obsolete space and/or redevelopment of 
some portion of current retail space. 

MARKET AREA OFFICE DEMAND - PROJECTIONS

Figure 4.36 - Market Area Office Demand Projections, 2020-2030

Industry Sector
Pct. in 
Office 
Space

Est. S.F. 
per 

Office Job

Current 
Office 

Space (s.f.)

10-Year 
Projected 

Growth Rate*

10-Year 
Office Space 
Growth (s.f.)

Ag / Resources 50% 270 4,132 -0.4% -170

Mining 50% 270 3,000 -2.5% -679

Utilities 50% 270 26,552 0.5% 1,244

Construction 5% 270 38,619 0.1% 483

Manufacturing 5% 270 40,160 1.0% 4,116

Wholesale 5% 270 46,714 0.2% 787

Retail 3% 270 141,486 0.6% 8,250

Transport / Warehousing 5% 270 14,875 0.7% 1,029

Information 95% 270 634,645 -1.0% -59,944

Finance / Insurance 95% 270 5,599,155 1.2% 705,084

Real Estate 95% 270 548,829 1.6% 92,503

Prof / Tech Svcs 95% 270 2,360,883 2.2% 564,352

Management 95% 270 901,151 3.0% 308,828

Admin / Support 85% 270 1,590,141 1.5% 262,776

Education 5% 270 53,205 1.2% 6,510

Healthcare 35% 270 1,175,730 2.8% 376,377

Art / Recreation 5% 270 27,225 2.3% 3,992

Lodging / Dining 5% 270 114,169 0.6% 7,112

Other Services 25% 270 224,200 0.2% 4,438

Public Admin 25% 270 84,097 0.7% 6,095

Total 13,628,968 1.3% 2,296,183

Costar 
control 

total (s.f.)
13,377,533

*Average of LEHD historical 10-year growth rate for 
Market Area, 5-year projected growth for metro Des 
Moines (Oxford Economics & Costar) and 2018-2028 
regional (metro DSM) forecasted rate by industry
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Most market area office supply lies along University Avenue just 
north of the Interstate 80/235 corridor. 

The market area currently has approximately 10.3 million square 
feet of standing office inventory. This accounts for approximately 
34% of the Greater Des Moines total inventory. 

Figure 4.37 shows the proposed, under construction, recently 
built (2015 or later) and existing (pre-2015) office inventory in 

MARKET AREA OFFICE SUPPLY
the market area and study area. The University Avenue 
corridor study area has approximately 30% of the market 
area’s inventory with around 3.1 million square feet. There is 
approximately 54,000 square feet under construction in the 
study area, which represents 13% of space currently under 
construction in the market area. However, all market area 
office space constructed recently (since 2015) have occurred 
outside the study area. The study area’s office supply is just 
over 2% medical office versus 11% in the wider market area. 

Figure 4.37 - Proposed, Under Construction, Recent and Existing Office Inventory
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Current (pre-COVID) office rents in the market area are slightly 
lower than across the metro overall. 

Post-recession gross office rents metro-wide have dropped 
steadily to below $12.50 / square foot after rebounding above 
$13.50 / square foot briefly in 2012 and 2014. This is all despite 
very tight occupancy rates. Metro Des Moines had a somewhat 
delayed and subdued office down-cycle compared to the rest of 
the nation, with vacancies peaking in 2011 at 9.5%. However, this is 
still well within a “healthy” range for most markets. 

Average gross rents in the market area were below 2007 levels 
for 2019, after a volatile post-recession trend. This includes a brief 

MARKET AREA OFFICE - VACANCY & RENT

Figure 4.38 - Metro Des Moines Area Office by Average Gross 
Rent & Vacancy

2017 average of nearly $14 / square foot as market area vacancy 
fell below 5%. Despite COVID-19, rents for the first half of 2020 
have again jumped above $14 / square foot for the market 
area although these figures may be suspect due to limited 
reporting during the shutdown. 

For the overall Des Moines regional market, office rents and 
vacancy rates have not lately followed a traditional inverse 
relationship (with rents rising in response to tightened 
occupancy). 

Figure 4.39 - Market Area Office by Average Gross Rent & 
Vacancy
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The University Avenue Corridor study area has 29% of the market 
area’s 4,615 hotel and motel rooms. Approximately 49% of those 
are on the Clive side of University along Interstate 35, with 662 out 
of the 1,361 total study area rooms. 

In comparison, the Jordan Creek Town Center / Mills Civic 
Parkway vicinity has 1,251 rooms, along with the majority of the 
market area’s recent construction activity.

MARKET AREA HOSPITALITY - SUPPLY 

Figure 4.40 - Proposed, under construction, recent (2015 or later) and existing (pre-2015) hospitality inventory 

Figure 4.40 shows the proposed, under construction, recent 
(2015 or later) and existing (pre-2015) hospitality inventory for 
the market area and study area. 
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Accurately estimating demand for chain hotels requires extensive 
intelligence on rates and occupancy for nearby competing 
lodging properties. Without an actual, specific development 
concept to research, it is probably premature to accept a demand 
or feasibility projection, given both the data costs involved and 
the complications of the COVID-19 crisis. 

Generally, corporate chain hotels tend to want to cluster together, 
preferably along interstate highways of central business districts. 
Given the cluster of study area hotels already present around the 
Interstate 35 and University Avenue interchange, that would be 
the preferred location for new chain development. 

While there are several hotel-sized vacant parcels near existing 
lodging in that area of Clive, they are currently controlled by the 
adjacent medical center and presumed to be earmarked for 
future expansion of that facility. 

Another potential redevelopment opportunity would be for an 
independent hotel potentially located on, or adjacent to, the 
Valley West Mall site. Such a development could capitalize on 
the study area’s advantageous location within the metro area 
(convenient to both downtown and the fast-growing western 
suburbs) to include some limited convention / meeting / training 
space targeted to corporate groups. 

This type of product would also require a customized in-depth 
investigation of market support and financial feasibility. Given 
the relatively recent (2012) construction of the Iowa Events Center 
and adjacent Hilton in downtown Des Moines, such a project 
would need to carefully differentiate its offering – and may largely 
depend on an ambitious, interest-generating redevelopment of 
the Valley West Mall site. 

MARKET AREA HOSPITALITY - DEMAND
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Development and redevelopment potential along the University 
Avenue corridor is influenced by multiple key strategic factors, 
summarized here.

Despite recent competitive challenges, the study area has 
good to excellent redevelopment prospects, driven mainly by 
centrality advantages within the metro area. Successful design 
and execution of a Valley West Mall redevelopment is a critical 
element, however, in the area’s overall success.

REDEVELOPMENT AREA SWOT ANALYSIS

Figure 4.41 - SWOT Analysis 

Potentially Helpful Potentially Harmful

Internal to 
University 
Corridor

Strengths
• Excellent centralized location, with strong growth and income 

demographics
• Proximity to significant higher income employment 

concentrations, both within the Study Area itself, and across the 
broader Market Area

• Interstate and arterial access and visibility is generally very good, 
lying directly in major commuting paths for many

Weaknesses
• Storm drainage is a major problem, increasing the cost of potential 

redevelopment and discouraging existing owners from making 
significant changes (for fear of triggering engineering cost 
burdens).

• Valley West Mall is currently a liability, with fading occupancy and 
an aging tenant mix.

• Internal auto travel relies largely on a patchwork of unconnected 
private lots and drives, with little in the way of a public street grid to 
connect nearby properties.

• Internal pedestrian and bicycle users are poorly served by existing 
infrastructure.

• Long-term stay hotels are generally a negative influence on the 
corridor.

External to 
University 
Corridor

Opportunities
• Mixed-use redevelopment including residential would could be 

very attractive to prospective renters and attached (condo and 
townhome) buyers based on employment proximity – across 
multiple income segments.

• While the mall is struggling, carefully selected retail tenants 
could still take advantage of strong Market Area demographics 
(assuming smart mix and design).

• Strong overall metropolitan area growth should continue to 
support general development growth.

• The central location of the corridor could present opportunities for 
targeted lodging and limited convention/meeting/training space.

Threats
• Coronavirus/Covid19 remains a significant unknown and 

potential major risk for current and prospective businesses and 
development investments.

• Jordan Creek Town Center and Mills Civic Parkway are dominant 
Market Area competitive threats, realistically constraining 
University Corridor overall upside and tenant selection options.

• Downtown Des Moines has successfully navigated a strong revival 
over the past 10-15 years, creating a countervailing “pull” in the 
opposite direction, potentially leaving the Study area passed over 
with developers drawn to either further-out suburban locations or 
a revitalized downtown.
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Figure 4.42 shows traffic counts at various locations in the trade 
area. Drive times informed our trade area definition, however, 
they did not themselves define the trade area. 

Traffic volumes clearly increase as they get closer to the Interstate 
80 / Interstate 35 intersection.  While there are slightly higher 
traffic counts to the east on the interstates, the overall N/S 
and E/W combined traffic is not higher. The University Avenue 

TRAFFIC PATTERNS AND “GRAVITY”

Figure 4.42 - Traffic Counts in Retail Trade Area

Corridor is perfectly situated to take advantage of established, 
favorable, and robust traffic patterns.

The study area is also a destination for commuters.  Figure 
4.42 shows inbound commuting patterns for workers coming 
to West Des Moines for their jobs.  This established traffic 
pattern bodes well for the argument that the study area is 
already a strong destination in the region.
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Table 4.43 shows selected demographic attributes for the primary 
market area for the three defined trade areas and the Cities of 
West Des Moines and Clive. Some key takeaways include:
• There is a significant population base in the areas
• There is a large white collar population with high incidence of 

higher education, both of which correlate with higher incomes 
and greater spending power

MARKET AREA DEMOGRAPHICS

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE
March 2020

West Des Moines and Clive, Iowa
City of West Des Moines City of Clive

2-mile radius 3-mile radius 5-mile radius

Area (Square Miles) 12.26 28.26 78.50 39.48 7.71

Population (2019)
Resident Population
Daytime Population
Average HH Size

39,869
62,261
2.30

89,221 
116,948

2.34

201,686
215,743

2.42

70,780
90,850

2.36

19,468
24,935

2.78

Median Age (2019)
Under 18
25 - 54
Over 65

38.5
20.4%
40.4%
17.7%

38.1
21.7%
40.9%
15.9%

37.3
22.7%
41.3%
14.4%

35.7
22.6%
43.9%
13.3%

38.3
26.9%
38.6%
13.6%

BA/BS of Above (25+ Years) (2019) 48.1% 49.7% 52.7% 57.4% 59.0%

Income (2019)
Median HH
Per-capita
Households over $100,000
Aggregate Income (MM)

$76,100
$40,621
35.7%

$1,619,519

$75,387
$41,378
35.3%

$3,691,787

$78,514
$42,976
38.0%

$8,667,658

$80,827
$45,127
39.5%

$3,194,089

$107,093
$48,198
54.4%

$938,319

Occupational (2019)
White Collar
Blue Collar
Services

71.4%
14.1%
14.5%

73.2%
12.7%
14.1%

74.4%
11.9%
13.7%

77.8%
10.4%
11.8%

75.3%
11.7%
13.0%

Consumer Spending (2019)
Apparel and Services
Education
Entertainment
Food (at home)
Food (away from home)
Health Care
HH Furnishings & Equipment
Personal Care
Shelter
Vehicle Maintenance / Repair

110
106
107
109
110
107
110
112
109
114

114
111
111
112
114
110
113
115
113
116

120
119
117
118
121
116
121
122
119
122

126
121
119
122
126
116
122
125
124
123

156
162
152
148
156
147
157
160
152
154

• Areas has significant incomes / aggregate incomes - Clive 
especially has a lot of spending power

• Spending higher than the U.S. average everywhere but 
significantly so as you get further from the corridor

Figure 4.43 - Demographic Attributes by Area 
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Figure 4.44 shows resident wages with the size of the circles 
correlating with concentration of households.

The study area is characterized by commercial more than by 
residential uses, however, it is surrounded by the highest wage 
earning areas in the Des Moines MSA, and significant population 
centers travel through the study area on their way to job centers.

RESIDENT WAGES

Figure 4.44 - SWOT Analysis 
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Household growth in concentrated to the west of the study area.  
The study area benefits from this growth by being on the “gravity 
side” of the growth, and from commuting patterns.

10-YEAR GROWTH PROJECTIONS

Figure 4.45 - SWOT Analysis 
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Commodity is what we use every day, and Specialty is what we 
splurge on.

Commodity Goods & Services
Commodity goods and services generally are the same regardless 
of the origin of purchase.  For this reason, they are purchased 
without emotional connection by the consumer, and with the 
trade-off between price and convenience being the primary 
decision-making function.  

Specialty Goods & Services
Specialty goods and services in contrast involve allocating 
discretionary income (i.e., income not earmarked for necessities 
like shelter and groceries) and discretionary time (i.e., time not 
devoted to required activities like work or school).  The physical 
environment and a sense of place in which these emotional 
purchases are made becomes increasingly important.  

Commodity and specialty retail describes shopping behaviors 
as much as it might describe a retailer or service provider. Think 
about the improvements and sense of place being created, as 
well as the larger location and context.  We must assess whether 
a commodity or a specialty focus is appropriate for a given project 
or district, and if adequate demand exists for what is envisioned.

COMMODITY AND SPECIALTY RETAIL
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The trade area retail inventory is mainly found along University 
Avenue and in the Jordan Creek area. The Des Moines MSA total 
retail inventory is approximately 40.9 million square feet. The 
western suburbs have approximately 18.9 million square feet of 
retail space, or just over 93 square feet of retail on a per capita 
basis (based on residents living within 5 miles of Valley West Mall). 

It is not unexpected to find a heavy cluster of retail in the study 
area and surrounding area because it is a regional destination 
serving a wide catchment, however, this amount is excessive even 

RETAIL SUPPLY
when taking the area’s destination nature into account.
While there is some specialty retail in the study area and 
Jordan Creek area, most retail in the western suburbs is 
commodity in nature.  The greatest concentration of specialty 
retail in the overall area is in Jordan Creek Town Center.

Figure 4.46 shows the existing and proposed retail 
developments within the study area and surrounding region. 
Table 4.47 shows the retail inventory conditions for the Des 
Moines MSA and the western suburbs market area. 

Figure 4.47 - MSA and Market Area Retail Inventory

Source: Greensfelder, using CoStar property data

Market Retail Inventory
(s.f.), Q1-2020

Built Past
12 months

Under
Construction

Vacancy
Rate

Market Rent
(per s.f., per year)

MSA 40.9 million 551k 384k 4.0% $14.04

Western 
Suburbs 18.9 million 393k 264k 3.1% $15.29

Figure 4.46 - MSA and Market Area Retail Inventory
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Figure 4.48 was developed for the Clocktower Square 
development and shows retailer distribution throughout the 
University Avenue corridor study area. 

RETAIL SUPPLY & TENANT DISTRIBUTION

Figure 4.48 - MSA and Market Area Retail Inventory
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The Jordan Creek area remains the primary commodity and 
specialty retail destination serving the western suburbs trade 
area. 

Figure 4.49, developed for Jordan Creek Town Center, shows 
retailer distribution throughout the nearby Jordan Creek. This 
is the closest large concentration of commodity and specialty 

PRIMARY COMMODITY AND SPECIALTY RETAIL

Figure 4.49 - MSA and Market Area Retail Inventory

retail to the University Avenue Corridor, and a significant 
competitor. As other nearby communities continue to grow, 
there will be demand to support some new store openings 
to the west. In the meantime, Jordan Creek will be a regional 
shopping destination for west side of the Des Moines MSA.
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Figure 4.50 shows the retail gap analysis for the University Avenue 
Area. Another way to look at the gap in retail sales is by the 
extent to which there is a surplus (or pull) or leakage in any given 
category.  Jordan Creek is responsible for much of the leakage, 
particularly when looking at the 2- and 3-mile radii. 

RETAIL DEMAND - BUYING POWER

Figure 4.50 - MSA and Market Area Retail Inventory

Note: Surplus is a negative number and leakage is a positive number
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Tables 4.51 -  4.52 shows the conservative and attainable retail 
demand estimates for the study area and the 2/3/5-mile radii. 
Different capture rates for each category were used for the 
conservative and attainable square footage calculations. 

There is significantly more retail in the study area’s immediate 
area (nearly 80 square feet per capita) than in the trade area 
generally (45 square feet), and considerably more than national 
averages (24 square feet).

Valley West Mall and University Park Shopping Center will likely 
represent a significant amount of retail footprint downsizing and 
conversion to other uses. 

We forecast a net decrease in demand for retail space in the trade 
area over the next 5-10 years of between 239,000-358,000 square 
feet. 

MARKET AREA DEMAND - POTENTIAL RETAIL FOOTPRINT

Figure 4.51 - MSA and Market Area Retail Inventory

Conservative Attainable

New Demand (SF) 179,000 298,000

Existing SF (calc/est) 9,657,913 9,657,913

Obsolete space exiting the market (537,000) (537,000)

Total existing and new SF 9,299,913 9,418,913

Net new acres required (0.25 FAR) (32.87) (21.95)

Percent change in total SF -3.71% -2.47%

Figure 4.52 - MSA and Market Area Retail Inventory

Land 
Area 

(acres)

Land 
Area

(SF, 000)

Rentable
Building 

Area

Retail SF 
per capita

HH 
Growth

Study Area 386.19 16,821 2,994,461

2-mile buffer 551.65 24,027 3,138,263 78.7 0.92%

3-mile buffer 477.28 20,789 3,883,999 43.5 1.23%

5-mile buffer 1,312.72 57,179 9,773,113 48.5 1.50%

TOTAL 2,727.84 118,816 19,789,836
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Figure 4.53 - 4.54 shows a conservative and an attainable capture 
rate with assumptions by major retail categories.  These charts do 
not take into account excess retail square footage that is forecast 
to convert to other uses.

MARKET AREA DEMAND - ESTIMATED STUDY AREA CAPTURE

Figure 4.53 - Conservative Scenario Figure 4.54 - Attainable Scenario 
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Active Retail
Active retail is retail where the pedestrian interacts with 
built/retail space even if he/she does not go in to buy 
something.  Examples include grocery/drug, specialty, mass 
merchants (Costco or Target perhaps to a lesser extent), and even 
a karate studio, art gallery, or real estate agency.

Non-Active Retail
Retail where the flow of the retail district is broken so that 
pedestrians do not interact with the built environment, or where 
there are limited hours so that spaces become dark during non-
office hours.  Examples include offices, medical facilities, garages, 
or auto repair.  Inactive retail can be caused by poor design and 
poor location choices. 

ACTIVE & NON-ACTIVE RETAIL
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Horizontally integrated mixed-use projects have different uses 
next to each other.  Typically, commercial uses will be located the 
street with residential uses behind.  Alternatively, retail and office 
uses might both have a street presence. Horizontal mixed use 
is a more viable mixed-use typology for the University Avenue 
corridor than vertical mixed use. Below are images depicting 
successful horizontal mixed-use developments. 

RECOMMENDATION: Push for horizontal mixed-use redevelopment
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Authenticity
Authentic commercial districts tend to evolve rather than be 
produced. That said, intentionality can play an important role in 
design and planning. Some common elements of authenticity 
include the following: 
• Appropriate massing of façade 
• Driving vs. walking area
• Visibility
• Storefront requirements (signage identifying the stores 

entrance, transparency, lighting, signage and awnings, and 
exterior finishes)

Corners 
Care should also be given to corners. Not only are corners coveted 
by retailers and achieve higher rents for developers, but they can 
act as gateways and important connections between blocks. 
Some common best practices for retail corners include:
• Should generally be reserved for retail and not office or 
• Residential lobbies or other uses
• Placement of columns and other vertical elements (e.g., stairs, 

elevators) should be deliberate so the space remains usable. 
Façade guidelines should be applied

• Dimensions of corner space can be tricky because one façade 
will get the “shallow dimension.” Care should be taken to assign 
this dimension to the less important façade

RECOMMENDATION: Create mixed-use developments that are authentic with a 
sense of place and well-developed corners
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Pedestrian Environment
The pedestrian environment is extremely important. A lot of 
attention has been given to “complete streets” that plan for all 
modes of transportation to use that public space. The same 
can be said about “complete sidewalks”.  Sidewalks are an 
opportunity for retail and the public realm to mix, in the form of 
outdoor dining areas, and outdoor merchandise displays. Other 
sidewalk and pedestrian-related items to consider for mixed-use 
developments in the study area include:
• Design so pedestrians do not feel hurried - adequate sidewalk 

width is key for multiple activities to happen successfully by 
allowing visitors to take their time to experience the environment.

• Sidewalk width should be adequate for pedestrian flow, use by 
retailers, amenities such as benches and landscaped areas, and 
informal activities such as musicians, Girl Scout cookie sales, or 
pet adoption events.

• Parklets, seating, and public art make sidewalks more inviting.
• Landscaping and tree (shade) placement, decorative paving, 

lighting, and banners enhance a sense of place. 
• Trash/recycling container placement is key to maintaining a 

clean and orderly environment.
• Placement of above grade utility poles, trees, signs, etc. should 

be deliberate so pedestrian flow is not broken. 
• Updating streetlights should be considered if the existing 

improvements are tired.

RECOMMENDATION: Focus on the pedestrian environment
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RECOMMENDATION: Incorporate Complete Sidewalks for redevelopments 
as appropriate
Complete Sidewalk Examples
Examples of activity happening on “active” or “complete” 
sidewalks.
• Dining opportunities.
• Impromptu meetings
• Auto environments being returned to pedestrians
• Retail activity.
• Match parklets with active businesses.
• Combine seating and landscaping. 
• Involve the local community and local artists.
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Structured Parking
To help make structured parking work in retail
• Defined entrance
• Wide entry
• Between 8’6’’ and 10’0’’ clear

There are different parking demand peak hours for different land 
uses, even in the same or adjacent developments:
• Often need to educate approving agencies

RECOMMENDATION: Consider structured parking for new mixed-use areas
• Reduces number of spaces required
• Space optimizing
• Cost reducing
• Overall sustainability
• LEED
• Greentrip

Defined Entrance

Wide Entry

8’6’’ clear

10’0’’ clear
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RECOMMENDATION: Potential projects / project types
Potential Projects / Types
There are two main categories of potential project types within 
the University Avenue corridor: private sector activity (with direct 
incentives) and public infrastructure shared amenity investments.

Possible private-sector projects, highlighted in blue below, 
include a focus on the hotel and restaurants located in the NW 
border of the corridor, tenanting and recruitment in the office 

Figure 4.55 - Potential Projects / Types

buildings north and south of Westown Pkwy in the western 
half of the site, a major redevelopment of Valley West Mall and 
housing development opportunities. 

Public infrastructure possible projects, shown in orange 
below, include streetscape enhancements along Westown 
Pkwy near Valley West Mall, trail connections on the east side 
of the corridor and shared stormwater detention. 

Tenanting 
recruitment

Major 
redevelopment

Housing
development

Maintain mix 
of hotels & 
restaurants

Streetscape
enhancements

Trail 
connections

Private-Sector Activity
Direct incentives

Public Infrastructure or
Shared Amenity Investments

Shared stormwater 
detention
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RECOMMENDATION: Subsidize or incentivize development when certain criteria 
are met
There are several key investment criteria to consider 
in supply constrained markets like West Des Moines or 
Clive

Job Drivers
The corridor, and West Des Moines in particular, has an 
abundance of jobs with both back room as well as financial and 
publishing employment. 

Necessity
Investments should be based on creating markets that are 
resilient. This includes markets that cater to resident’s daily needs 
and key commodity retail categories that people use every day 
such as grocery. 

Quality
Within the University Avenue Corridor, focus needs to be on 
opportunities to create better retail, not increasing the aggregate 
retail footprint. Quality development will include those with 
thoughtful design such as horizontal mixed-use with strong 
corners and pedestrian focused layouts. 

Big Box Risk
There will always be a need to pay attention to big box risk. This is 
a proven worry in West Des Moines and Clive as several big boxes 
have left Valley West Mall and University Park Shopping Center. 

Figure 4.56 shows questions to ask when considering subsidizing 
or incentivizing development. If projects would deliver public 
benefits and either/or depends on public incentive / subsidy and 
would help encourage other private sector activity, then West Des 
Moines or Clive should consider the action. If these criteria are not 
met, then incentive or subsidy may not be warranted. In certain 
situations, it may be beneficial to request the applicant pay for an 
independent assessment of the project pro-forma to determine 
need.

Would the project deliver important public benefits?
• Higher quality jobs/ economic development
• Diversity of types / cost of housing
• Safe stormwater drainage / retention
• Improved mobility
• Etc.

Does the project depend on public incentive / subsidy?
• Likelihood
• Otherwise improbable, unattractive relative to other types 

or locations for developer investments
• Timing
• Might happen eventually but not timed for meaningful / 
• Optimal benefit
• Quality
• Might be built, but likely not to design or material standards 

to ensure benefit

Would the project help encourage other 
private-sector activity?

• Catalyst project - potentially complementary for others
• Show of confidence for an area - helping to attract otherwise 

reluctant

For a given project...

Figure 4.56 - Incentives - Questions to Consider
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Available Tools
In addition to investment in public amenities and infrastructure, 
encouragement can take the form of direct incentives to developers 
or assistance in setting up specialized funding mechanisms.

Direct Incentive Tools for Qualifying Projects
• Tax exemption or tax rebates (full or partial) 
• TIF reimbursement/rebates
• Revolving loan program
• Expanded Housing TIF program
• Self-Supported Municipal Improvement District, (SSMID) 
• Expanded Property Improvement Fund (façade improvement 

loans in West Des Moines)

RECOMMENDATION: Incentive or Assistance
Incentive Program Options
The following are possible options to incentivize and support 
the redevelopment of existing office and retail space in the 
corridor.

Option 1: Office / Retail Enhancement Grant
Provide a grant of one-dollar for every eight-dollars of private 
investment (8:1 match) up to a total of $100,000 for existing 
office or retail buildings or sites making building and/or site 
improvements that will make the property more competitive 
to lease.  

Option 2: Office/Retail New Tenant Grant
Provide a grant of one-dollar for every eight-dollars of private 
investment (8:1 match) up to a total of $25,000 to a new tenant 
moving into an existing office or retail space. The tenant 
should be new to the corridor and not currently located within 
the study area.

The available funding for both Options 1 and 2 can be set 
annually and provided on a first-come basis and include 
criteria to ensure financial viability of the project, however, 
preference should be given to minority-owned businesses. 
Funding sources may include the city’s general fund and Tax 
Increment Financing (TIF) funds.

Option 3: TIF Rebate
Provide a TIF rebate for up to 5 years and 100% of the 
increased value of an existing office or retail site that is 
substantially redeveloped or improved.  The incentive should 
be limited to projects making significant investment in an 
existing property, such as more than $1-million, and generate 
a large enough increase in assessed valuation to warrant 
establishing the TIF rebate. 
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RECOMMENDATION: Incentive or Assistance
Implementation 
Implementation of any incentive or assistance program will 
be all about right-sizing, timing and coordination. Below are 
some guidelines to consider. 

Leverage / Return on Investment (ROI)
West Des Moines and Clive should seek at least 8:1 or more 
private to public investment return on investment. This will 
help ensure public funds are appropriately being used. 

A lower 4:1 ROI may be appropriate to help create new 
housing by converting vacant office space. 

Assured Benefits
Both cities should not agree to public incentives or assistance 
without assurance that the private component will happen. 

Developer Money Up-Front
Ensure that public incentive is tied to actual private 
investment on the ground.

Have some sticks
West Des Moines and Clive should not just incentivize what 
they want to see in the corridor, but prohibit what you can’t 
live with.

New / Different Redevelopment
Do not waste incentives on business as usual - invest in those 
willing to create a well-designed, quality development that 
adds something new or missing to the corridor. 

Know what not to incentivize
Both cities should avoid using incentives or assistance to 
simply re-tenant an office or retail space.

Intra-Community Competition
Do not provide incentives to developments seeking to 
cannibalize market from elsewhere in West Des Moines or Clive.
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RECOMMENDATION: Valley West Mall Site
Valley West Recommendations
The Valley West Mall is a key driver of the success in the 
University Avenue Corridor. Below are some recommendations 
specific to the Valley West Mall site.

Big Picture
The Valley West Mall is not going to be a mall like it was again. 
The market has moved away and there is no longer demand for 
1.0 million SF of specialty retail.

New Intersection
A new intersection is key to the health of the site - it demarks a 
gateway, and is particularly good for retail.

Redevelopment Potential
The property has the potential to become a Downtown-like 
focal point. While there is some reuse potential, Valley West 
Mall needs to be thought of more as “redevelopment” than as a 
“reuse” opportunity.

Redevelopment Design
The site could benefit from the creation of a grid and orienting 
buildings so retail businesses are “out front and center” to 
activate street frontages, and to make the area more pedestrian 
friendly and inviting. Maximizing site planning will in turn 
maximize the residual land value and in turn assessment value.

Redevelopment Retail Opportunities
A mix of commodity, specialty, entertainment retail uses would 
be best suited for the site. Then, mix in office and residential as 
economics permit to create a true “18-hour” community. The 
key to success is differentiation.  Trying to replicate Jordan Creek 
isn’t a winning strategy.  This project needs to be something 
different in order to give consumers a reason to come which 
generates sales which in turn gives merchants a reason to want 
to locate here.

Office Development
Office is a destination, and should be more interior to the 
project, not at key intersections like the corner of University 
Avenue and Valley West Drive which should be reserved for 
retail.
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University Park Retail Center Redevelopment Analysis
Leland Consulting Group’s (LCG) performed a high-level 
redevelopment analysis for the University Park Retail Center 
located at 8801 University Ave in Clive, shown in Figure X.X in its 
current and proposed future redevelopment status. 

The redevelopment concept envisions that the current 
commercial property would be purchased by a private developer, 
demolished, and then be replaced by a mix of rental apartments 
and for-sale townhomes. 

UNIVERSITY PARK REDEVELOPMENT EVALUATION
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Redevelopment Calculation
An overview of the redevelopment calculation is shown below.

UNIVERSITY PARK REDEVELOPMENT EVALUATION

Potential Purchase Price
( - )

Demolition and Preliminary Site Prep Cost
( - )

Current Property Value
=

Feasibility Surplus or Gap

Feasibility Surplus or Gap per Unit

Potential Purchase Price
Leland Consulting Group’s estimate of the price that a private 
developer could pay for the site is below in Figure X.X. This is 
based on the land use program provided; recent land purchases 
made by multifamily (rental apartment) developers in Clive and 
nearby communities; and recent townhome sales, from which 
townhome land values were estimated. Land values per unit 
shown below are for raw land (as opposed to finished lots, which 
would have higher values). 

Housing Type Units
Land 
Value  
/ Unit

Total Value
Net Dev. 

Area 
(Ac.)

Density

Apartments 160 $15,700 $2,512,000

Townhomes 26 $28,700 $746,200

Total 186 $3,258,200 11.6 16.0
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Potential Purchase Price: Apartment Comps
LCG reviewed a number of recently-built apartment projects 
near the subject site and was able to identify the price that the 
developers paid for the raw land for three projects. These are 
shown below. In LCG’s view, the project that is most comparable 
to the subject site is the Lillis Lofts, located about 2.5 miles 
northeast of the subject site. Like the proposal for the subject 
site, Lillis Lofts is a garden apartment project with a density of 
approximately 25 units per acre.

UNIVERSITY PARK REDEVELOPMENT EVALUATION

Property Name Address City Sale Price Units Price / 
Unit

Site Area 
(Acres) Price / SF Density 

(U/Ac)
Year 
Built

Lillis Lofts 6313 Douglas Ave Urbandale $676,540 43 $15,733 1.7 $9.20 25 2021

Canary Lofts 2530 University Ave Des Moines $1,450,000 135 $10,741 1.0 $33.29 135 2021

Strathmore Apartment Homes 1260 S Jordan Creek Pkwy West Des 
Moines $4,000,000 522 $7,663 39.9 $2.30 13 2019

Subject Site (based on Lillis 
Lofts) $15,700
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Demolition and Preliminary Site Prep Cost
Leland Consulting Group’s estimate of the cost of building 
demolition is shown below and is based on the gross building area 
at the center and a demolition cost estimate of $6 per square foot 
provided by Confluence.

It is possible that a developer of the site would also incur other 
“preliminary site preparation” costs, in addition to building 
demolition, in the process of transforming the site from its 
current use into a “clean,” shovel-ready property for residential 
development. LCG assumes that the land purchase prices shown 
above represent the costs of acquiring a clean, shovel-ready site. 
Such additional costs could include breaking and removing 
asphalt, utility work/utility removal, environmental remediation, 
and/or the cost of constructing stormwater management or open 
spaces that go beyond those that would be associated with other 
sites. LCG assumes that there are no such additional preliminary 
site preparation costs associated with the site, or that they are 
captured in the demolition cost.

UNIVERSITY PARK REDEVELOPMENT EVALUATION

Gross Building Area (GBA)

Demolition Cost / SF

Total Demolition Cost

165,653

$6

$995,000

Current Property Value
LCG’s understanding of the property’s current value, based 
on assessor’s data, is shown below. The property value 
assessment appears reasonable based on LCG’s review of 
other data available from the property’s brokers and the 
commercial real estate service provider CoStar. However, 
commercial property values can vary widely depending on 
a variety of factors including the rent per square foot and 
vacancy/occupancy rate. If rents or occupancy increase at the 
center, its value could increase significantly. 

Address Land Value Building 
Value Total Value

8801 University Ave $3,920,000 $460,000 $4,380,000

8801 University Ave Bldg $795,000 $695,000 $1,490,000

8747 University Ave $2,010,000 $190,000 $2,200,000

Total $6,725,000 $1,345,000 $8,070,000
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Redevelopment Analysis
The information at right summarizes LCG’s assessment of the 
baseline situation. The information shown above results in a 
significant feasibility gap. 

UNIVERSITY PARK REDEVELOPMENT EVALUATION

Potential Purchase Price

-

Demolition and Preliminary Site Prep Cost

-

Current Property Value

=

Feasibility Surplus or Gap

Feasibility Surplus or Gap per Unit

$3,258,200

$995,000

$8,070,000

-$5,806,800

-$31,219

Option A
Preliminary Program

Option A Preliminary Program

Housing Type Units
Land 
Value  
/ Unit

Total Value
Net Dev. 

Area 
(Ac.)

Density

Apartments 160 $15,700 $2,512,000

Townhomes 26 $28,700 $746,200

Total 186 $3,258,200 11.6 16.0
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Option B
In order to attempt to close the feasibility gap, LCG developed 
an “Option B” land use plan, which assumes significantly more 
housing units on a greater amount of net developable area (i.e., 
about 2 fewer acres for parks, open space, or riparian area). The 
inputs that are different from Option A are shown in yellow. This 
land use program appears achievable—the density is similar to the 
density of the Lillis Lofts. However, there are now a large number 
of total units and further analysis would be needed in order to 
confirm that this number of units would be in demand at the site. 

UNIVERSITY PARK REDEVELOPMENT EVALUATION

Option B LCG Program

Housing Type Units
Land 
Value  
/ Unit

Total Value
Net Dev. 

Area 
(Ac.)

Density

Apartments 300 $15,700 $4,710,000

Townhomes 60 $28,700 $1,722,000

Total 360 $6,432,000 13.6 26

Potential Purchase Price

-

Demolition and Preliminary Site Prep Cost

-

Current Property Value

=

Feasibility Surplus or Gap

Feasibility Surplus or Gap per Unit

Option B
LCG Program
$6,432,000

$995,000

$6,456,000

-$2,633,000

-$7,314
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Redevelopment Analysis
The information at right shows the redevelopment calculation for 
Options A and B. Option B generates significantly more value for 
the land. In addition, LCG has adjusted the current property value 
downward at right, which could represent greater occupancies at 
the center. Under the Option B scenario shown at right, a funding 
gap still exists, but it is less than 24% of the Option A funding gap. 

The funding gap could potentially be closed by one or more of the 
following: adding more units to the site while still assuming that 
parking for apartments is provided via surface parking; continued 
decreases in the commercial rents or occupancy at the existing 

UNIVERSITY PARK REDEVELOPMENT EVALUATION

Potential Purchase Price

-

Demolition and Preliminary Site Prep Cost

-

Current Property Value

=

Feasibility Surplus or Gap

Feasibility Surplus or Gap per Unit

$3,258,200

$995,000

$8,070,000

-$5,806,800

-$31,219

Option A

$6,432,000

$995,000

$6,456,000

-$2,633,000

-$7,314

Option B

center; a more targeted development program that leaves the most 
valuable commercial uses (existing, successful tenants) in place 
while redeveloping only the vacant boxes; increases in residential 
rents and sales prices that result in increased residential land values; 
and other changed inputs or assumptions yet to be determined. 

Another option could be a per dwelling unit grant similar to 
the program outlined earlier to support the adaptive reuse / 
conversion of vacant office space to multi-family residential. To 
further support redevelopment, the city could purchase the 
unbuildable floodplain land for expanded park space, a trail head, 
and/or stormwater retention. 
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Action Steps and Phasing
The following is a recommendation for specific action steps and 
phasing to help implement the redevelopment of the University 
Park Shopping Center.

Step 1 - Meet individually with each of the landowners and their 
agents to determine interest in either selling or partnering in a 
redevelopment plan.

Step 2 - Based on that interest, create conceptual first and 
second phase plan that excludes any properties not interested 
in participating.  This plan should also consider the ultimate and 
best layout for future phases and an ultimate redevelopment 
of the center.  Preliminary agreements on land sale prices and 
development incentives will be needed in this step.  First phase may 

UNIVERSITY PARK REDEVELOPMENT EVALUATION
include the purchase and demolition of the northern buildings 
that are most affected by the flood plain and development of 
park space, a stormwater detention area, and/or a trailhead.  

Step 3 - Seek a developer in which to partner with the City and 
landowners to build the second phase - ideally consisting of a 
150 to 300 unit apartment complex.  Depending on timing and 
interest in developing an apartment complex, the construction 
of the first phase and second phase improvements may occur 
simultaneously.  

Step 4 - Continue to work with the landowners to design and 
market the remaining property for development of a third phase 
which may consist of additional apartments or a 30 to 60 unit 
townhome development.

Phase 1 Phase 1

Phase 2 Phase 2

P
h

as
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3

P
h

as
e 

3

Figure 4.57 - Phasing Plan
Interim Redevelopment Steps
The redevelopment is proposed to occur over three phases; 
however, there are also steps in the interim the City can take 
to keep conversations and motivations moving towards total 
redevelopment. 

These include: 
• Meet with owners to better understand lease lengths
• Seek-out potential partners for a public-private partnership 
• To spur ideas and motivations, host and facilitate 

conversations between landowners and developers
• Restrict or limit approvals of new site plan or plat 

applications until such time a full redevelopment plan has 
been created
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Current Property Value: Detail 
Additional assessor information about the subject site is shown 
below. This shows the total site area (about 23 acres). Based 
on existing maps and site plans, we assume that only a part of 
this total (50% in Option A, 60% in Option B) would be available 
for housing development in the future. The remaining area 
would be creek/riparian, floodplain, parks/open space, or other 
undevelopable area. 

UNIVERSITY PARK REDEVELOPMENT EVALUATION

Address Land Value Building 
Value Total Value Gross Bldg

Area (SF)
Value / SF

GBA
Site Area

(SF)
Value / SF 
Site Area

Site Area
(Acres)

Floor-Area
Ratio (FAR)

8801 University Ave $3,920,000 $460,000 $4,380,000 110,625 $40 744,876 $6 17 0.1

8801 University Ave Bldg $795,000 $695,000 $1,490,000 9,324 $160 52,272 $29 1 0.2

8747 University Ave $2,010,000 $190,000 $2,200,000 45,704 $48 214,359 $10 5 0.2

Total $6,725,000 $1,345,000 $8,070,000 165,653 $49 1,011,507 $8 23 0.2
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5
TRANSPORTATION AND 

WALKABILITY ANALYSIS 
& RECOMMENDATIONS
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To support area growth and development, the Cities of Clive 
and West Des Moines identified several transportation-related 
objectives for the University Avenue Corridor Redevelopment 
plan, including:
• Increased walkability and coexistence of vehicles and 

pedestrians
• Promotion of transit service
• Identification of roadway enhancements to mitigate and soften 

the presence of pavement while achieving safety and comfort 
for pedestrians and cyclists

• Minimization of traffic congestion and expanded use of 
alternative modes

While the diversification of area land uses (as recommended 
in Chapter 3 of this report) will play an important role in 
achieving many of these objectives, it is also necessary to provide 
supportive transportation infrastructure that facilitates the 
realization of these goals. The transportation assessments and 
recommendations detailed in this chapter build upon the work of 
several existing planning documents, including Comprehensive 
Plans for both West Des Moines and Clive, and offer tools 
and strategies for the Cities’ near- and long-term use to plan 
and implement safe, balanced, and functional transportation 
infrastructure that benefits all users, regardless of travel mode.

TRANSPORTATION & WALKABILITY ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
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The COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant impact on 
national travel behaviors. The initial prevalence of remote work 
caused significant* reductions in Vehicle-Miles Traveled (VMT) 
across the country, with weekday travel dropping as much as 50 
percent below baseline VMT. Since then, despite the reduction 
in largescale remote work arrangements, daily volumes on 
municipal roadways in Iowa were nearly four percent lower in 
2021 compared to 2019 through November. Outdoor activities 
like biking and walking also became more popular choices, both 
for recreation and for more purposeful trips like commuting 
and errands. The reliance of essential workers on public transit 
was also noted in many cities across the country, emphasizing 
the importance of transportation options to a community’s 
foundational services and economy. As the pandemic recovery 
advances, there is an opportunity to reshape our transportation 
infrastructure in response to these trends and to influence future 
travel behaviors in a manner that better supports sustainable, 
resilient growth within the University Avenue Corridor. 

 *Source: https://www.bts.gov/covid-19/daily-vehicle-travel

TRANSPORTATION & WALKABILITY ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
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VEHICULAR TRAFFIC & ROADWAY NETWORK
Based on traffic data collected and analyzed by the City of West 
Des Moines, the existing roadway infrastructure in the study 
area generally provides sufficient capacity for vehicular use. All 
intersections assessed currently operate at Level of Service (LOS) 
D or better (the minimum desirable operation identified by the 
City of West Des Moines) during the weekday evening rush hour, 
with most intersections performing at LOS A, LOS B, or LOS C. 
High level of service (in other words, low delay) typically correlates 
with minimal driver frustration and high vehicular mobility, 
but can also indicate excess capacity. Because traffic volumes 

are generally lower outside of the peak hours, the study area’s 
favorable LOS results during the evening rush point to even lower 
vehicular delay during the remainder of the day and, therefore, 
a potential opportunity to shift excess capacity toward a more 
balanced and less auto-centric network. By enabling mode shift 
out of single-occupancy vehicles, this strategy can also result in 
a more economical investment of capital resources, since the 
infrastructure that supports active modes of transportation is 
typically less costly than that of roadway construction projects.

Figure 5.1 - Existing Level of Service (LOS)
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Looking to the future, the City of West Des Moines’s traffic 
model shows that most intersections would remain at LOS D or 
better during the evening rush hour even with consideration for 
redevelopment projects and reduced vacancies within the study 
area. The intersections that are expected to operate at capacity 
(LOS E) or over capacity (LOS F), (as defined by the Highway 
Capacity Manual, 6th Edition) are located in the western half of 
the University Avenue Corridor, where streets are more widely 
spaced. The resulting “superblocks” cause traffic to be more 

VEHICULAR TRAFFIC & ROADWAY NETWORK
concentrated at intersections, producing higher delay and 
worse LOS grades. Recommendations for managing auto 
traffic were developed with consideration for these projected 
LOS results and the opportunity to “right-size” vehicular 
capacity by adjusting the lane geometry to match demand.

Figure 5.2 - Future Level of Service (LOS)
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RECOMMENDATION: Implement Road Diets Where Excess Capacity Exists
Given the favorable traffic operation results identified in the City 
of West Des Moines’s traffic model, the University Avenue Corridor 
project team reviewed area traffic counts to determine locations 
where excess vehicular capacity exists, presenting an opportunity 
to right-size the roadway and provide improved amenities for 
alternative transportation modes. In collaboration with the City 
of West Des Moines, Westown Parkway and 31st Street were 
identified as good potential candidates for Road Diets. A classic 
Road Diet involves the conversion of a four-lane undivided roadway 
(two travel lanes in each direction) to a three-lane cross-section 
with one travel lane in each direction and a center left-turn lane. 
When applied to streets with suitable traffic volumes, a Road Diet 
can yield safety benefits with little to no adverse impact on traffic 

flow while also creating space for other amenities, like dedicated 
and/or protected bicycle infrastructure, wider sidewalks, and/
or landscaping. As stated in the Road Diet Informational Guide 
publicized by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) , “the 
FHWA advises that roadways with ADT of 20,000 vpd [vehicles per 
day] or less may be good candidates for a Road Diet and should 
be evaluated for feasibility.” Average Daily Traffic (ADT) volumes 
provided by the City of West Des Moines indicate that Westown 
Parkway generally carries 11,700 vehicles per day or less (per recent 
counts from 2018 and 2019), except for the segment west of 50th 
Street that was documented at 15,250 ADT. ADT volume on 31st 
Street was last recorded at 4,300 vehicles per day, putting both 
roadways below the typical 20,000 ADT threshold where FHWA 
guidance recommends investigation of a Road Diet strategy.

Figure 5.3 - Existing Conditions, Westown Parkway

80’

EXISTING CONDITIONS
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Because Westown Parkway currently provides a center left-turn 
lane throughout the study area, implementation of a Road Diet 
on this street would simply involve reducing the number of 
through lanes from two per direction to one, yielding a three-lane 
cross-section. While Westown Parkway is currently classified as 
a Minor Arterial roadway, peak hour turning movement counts 
demonstrate that this street functions more like a Major Collector 
by carrying office workers to/from the arterial roadways that 
connect to/from I-235 and I-35/I-80. As a result, heavy turning 
movements are present from Westown Parkway onto 50th Street, 
Valley West Parkway, and 22nd Street. Additionally, the curvilinear 
alignment of Westown Parkway results in an unusual travel 
pattern where this roadway meets 31st Street, with the dominant 

RECOMMENDATION: Implement Road Diets Where Excess Capacity Exists
movements being the northbound right turn and westbound 
left turn to remain on Westown Parkway at its 90-degree 
bend. At these locations, it may be necessary to temporarily 
widen the cross-section on Westown Parkway beyond three 
lanes to provide add-lanes for additional through capacity 
and/or dedicated turn lanes. Using this approach at strategic 
locations, preliminary traffic modeling performed by City of 
West Des Moines staff shows that acceptable traffic operation 
could be achieved with a narrowed cross-section for much of 
Westown Parkway through the study area. The space currently 
occupied by the outer travel lanes could then be reallocated 
to a high-quality trail, wider sidewalks, and landscaping and 
beautification efforts. 

Figure 5.4 - Future Level of Service (LOS), Westown Parkway

80’

EXAMPLE ROAD DIET
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RECOMMENDATION: Implement Road Diets Where Excess Capacity Exists
As a four-lane undivided roadway, 31st Street would be modified 
to a three-lane cross-section according to the classic Road Diet 
formula. To maintain traffic flow at the existing Valley West Mall 
bus stop, lay-by lanes are recommended to allow buses to stage 
outside of the travel lane (coupled with improved transit amenities, 
as addressed later in this chapter). At this highly utilized bus 
stop and elsewhere along these two corridors, the pedestrian 
crossing distance would be reduced as a result of the narrowed 
cross-section for greater pedestrian safety. By right-sizing the lane 
geometry for vehicles, a Road Diet would also be expected to yield 
improved speed management for better regulatory compliance 
and improved overall transportation safety within the study area. 

In order to further evaluate these Road Diets, it is recommended 
that the City of West Des Moines move to engage a consultant 
for a more robust corridor analysis and preliminary engineering 
design. Full corridor studies of Westown Parkway and 31st 
Street should be conducted to determine the feasibility for 

Road Diet improvements through detailed capacity analysis, 
particularly at major intersections.  The studies should include 
reasonable assumptions regarding potential changes in traffic 
due to further development of the University Avenue area. 
The corridor studies should also include recommendations for 
active transportation infrastructure (such as a multi-use path 
for use by bicyclists and pedestrians) and for landscaping and 
beautification improvements to be implemented in conjunction 
with potential Road Diets. In the meantime, the City could 
consider a pilot implementation  along a portion of Westown 
Parkway or 31st Street to demonstrate the amenities that could 
be offered by reducing the amount of vehicular space. A pilot of 
this nature should be paired with strategic marketing and event 
programming that would attract area residents to experience the 
new corridor amenities that could be made permanent through 
implementation of a road diet, such as comfortable bicycle 
infrastructure for all ages, multi-modal connectivity between 
destinations, and corridor beautification. 

Figure 5.5 - Example Road Diet Pilots in Rockford, IL, and Poughkeepsie, NY Figure 5.6 - Example Lay-By Lane
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Figure 5.7 - Existing Conditions, 31st Street

65’

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Figure 5.8 - Future Level of Service (LOS), 31st Street

65’

EXAMPLE ROAD DIET
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RECOMMENDATION: Establish a long-term plan for a more connected, balanced street 
network

A well-connected street network improves access for all users by 
reducing travel distance and facilitating non-auto travel. While 
the entire University Avenue Corridor would benefit from shorter 
block lengths (600 feet or less) to promote walkability, this need 
is particularly pronounced from Valley West Drive/100th Street to 
50th Street/114th Street and can be seen in the future intersection 
operations projected in the City of West Des Moines’s traffic model. 
In the eastern half of the study area, the distance between public 
streets ranges from 800 feet to 1,300 feet, resulting in relatively better 
intersection operation (generally LOS C or better) and reduced 
congestion. The western half of the study area features longer blocks 
of up to 2,600 feet (one half-mile), causing more concentrated 
volumes of traffic at fewer intersections and more congestion (LOS E 
or F at several locations). 

In addition to their adverse impact on public streets, these long 
“superblocks” can also encourage drivers to cut through private 
parking lots to avoid congested intersections and excessive travel 

distances. This behavior creates a safety concern, since private parking 
lots are intended for slower-speed local trips due to the intermingling 
of vehicles with customers who are traveling on foot between the 
parking lot and their desired retail destination. 

Because the University Avenue Corridor is fully developed, it will most 
likely be necessary to wait for major property redevelopments to 
occur in order to achieve more network connectivity. In the near term, 
it is recommended that the Cities identify locations where additional 
street connections are desirable in order to be prepared for those 
future redevelopment discussions . Since this connectivity can only 
be achieved over time and in cooperation with individual property 
owners as redevelopment opportunities arise, a cohesive plan will 
be critical to addressing the lack of connectivity present in much 
of the University Avenue Corridor. Portions of the study area where 
additional network connections are recommended are illustrated 
below with potential future public street connections that could be 
achieved as the subject properties are redeveloped.

Figure 5.9 - Possible Future Street Connections - Major Redevelopment

Since the study area is already fully developed, the recommended roadway additions would need to occur in conjunction with major redevelopments.
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RECOMMENDATION: Establish a long-term plan for a more connected, balanced street 
network

To illustrate how increased roadway connectivity could benefit the 
University Avenue Corridor and its overall transportation network, 
a couple of examples were identified within the study boundaries. 
The first example includes the realignment of Westown Parkway; 
a concept previously explored with City staff as part of the Valley 
West Mall redevelopment. In its existing configuration, Westown 
Parkway provides challenges to drivers and pedestrians. At Valley 
West Drive, the alignment of Westown Parkway dips to the south, 
shortening the distance between Westown Parkway and the 
I-235 interchange and reducing available queuing space.  At the 
intersection of Westown Parkway with 31st Street, the dominant 
movements are 90-degree turns, which are less efficient than 
through movements and can therefore require more pavement to 
meet the capacity need. Depending on how the Valley West Mall 

block redevelops over time, a realignment of Westown Parkway 
to provide a straighter east-west connection could help mitigate 
these conditions as well as improve the pedestrian environment 
through further reduction of superblocks and the provision of 
shorter crosswalks at locations like 31st Street. The first example is 
located along University Avenue between 42nd Street/104th Street 
and 50th Street/114th Street—the longest block within the study 
area at roughly 2,600 feet in length. A recommended long-term 
strategy for this block is to establish the preferred placement of 
a future north-south connection aligned opposite 109th Street 
, which would improve future traffic operation in multiple ways. 
In providing the commercial properties south of Corporate Drive 
with an alternate route to University Avenue toward the I-35/I-80 
interchange, the heavy concentration of traffic currently present 
on 50th Street (contributing to an overall LOS E grade) would 
be dispersed. Additionally, this new north-south connection 
could serve several adjacent properties with a new signalized 
intersection, replacing two existing signals that only serve private 
properties. By reducing the number of signalized intersections, the 
frequency of stops on University Avenue could be decreased. 

Figure 5.10 - Possible University Avenue between 42nd & 36th 
Street, Street Connections

Since the study area is already fully developed, the recommended roadway additions 
would need to occur in conjunction with major redevelopments.
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RECOMMENDATION: Establish a long-term plan for a more connected, balanced street 
network
Similarly, the block along 42nd Street between University Avenue 
and Westown Parkway is approximately  1,800 feet long and provides 
no convenient east/west connectivity to the east. As a result of this 
superblock, it was noted during stakeholder interviews that drivers 
commonly connect from the intersection of 42nd Street/Corporate 
Drive toward Valley West Drive through the shopping centers that 
include Whole Foods, Home Depot, and Target. This route reduces 
the travel distance by nearly 40 percent (from 0.8 miles to 0.5 miles), 
but it places higher-speed through vehicles on a facility that is not 
designed for this type of vehicular connection, resulting in a safety 
hazard for shoppers. 

To provide a safer and more appropriate connection to properties 
east of 42nd Street, it is recommended that consideration be given 
to a new east-west connection extending from the existing terminus 
of Corporate Drive at 45th Street through to 36th Street. In addition 
to the increased safety that this connection would be expected to 
afford, such an extension would also alleviate traffic demand on 
University Avenue and Westown Parkway and increase accessibility 
to commercial properties located within the block. 

During the course of this project, a question arose from municipal 
officials about potentially realigning University Avenue between 86th 
Street/22nd Street and 73rd Street to achieve improved connectivity 
between the study area and land uses to the east. Currently, drivers 
must travel a 1,950-foot segment (approximately 0.37 miles) of 86th 
Street to connect between the offset segments of University Avenue/
University Boulevard. Realigning University Avenue in this area would 
be expected to involve a bridge crossing over Walnut Creek and 
the Clive Greenbelt Trail, clearing a portion of the wooded area that 
surrounds the creek and trail, and acquisition of private property 
along the south side of University Boulevard. It should also be noted 
that I-235 is only one half-mile south of University Avenue; with a 
parallel east-west alignment and frequent full-access interchanges 
(including at 22nd Street and 73rd Street), this freeway is a more 
appropriate route for long-distance trips than University Avenue. 
Given this nearby alternate connection and the anticipated cost 
and impacts of realignment, prioritization of a University Avenue 
realignment project is not a recommendation of this study. 

Figure 5.11 - Possible University Avenue & 42nd Street, Street Connections

Since the study area is already fully developed, the recommended roadway additions would need to 
occur in conjunction with major redevelopments.
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In addition to establishing a forward-looking network connectivity 
plan that facilitates improved access for all users, other best 
practices for which policies should be established in anticipation 
of future redevelopment include:

Shared Access and Internal Cross-Access
Shared access and internal cross-access to enable fewer curb cuts 
along public streets, reducing the potential points of conflicts 
between vehicles and between vehicles and pedestrians. Well-
configured cross-access enables multimodal connections for 
reduced auto travel and discourages high-speed cut-through 
behaviors. 

Shared Parking
Shared parking, allowing complementary land uses (such as an 
office and a dinner establishment) to utilize the same parking 
supply at different times of day for a reduced pavement footprint. 
The space that is unlocked through this approach could then 
be used for other amenities, such as green space or stormwater 
management features. 

A System of Street Typologies
A system of street typologies providing a toolbox of corridor 
design considerations that is responsive to the adjacent land uses 
and mobility goals.

RECOMMENDATION: Establish a long-term plan for a more connected, balanced 
street network

Figure 5.12 - Street Typologies
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RECOMMENDATION: Identify a System of Street Typologies to Reinforce Desired 
Mobility Goals
Within the Des Moines region, two primary strategies for retail 
districts are present—traditional mall/campus environments and 
Town Center environments—each with their own typical street 
typologies, as described below. 

The Traditional Mall/Campus form is characterized by:
• A limited number of high-capacity roads that feed into parking 

lots
• Buildings set far back from the road
• Buildings surrounded by parking lots
• Commercial uses in enclosed malls, in strip malls or stand-alone
• Office uses in corporate campus settings

This form often prioritizes speed and convenience for automobiles, 
encouraging users to return to their cars even for short trips (for 
example, employees leaving the office for lunch). The long distance 
between area buildings and pedestrian and bicycle routes creates 
discomfort and inconvenience that minimize use of these modes 
or of area transit.

The Town Center form is characterized by:
• A lower-speed, lower-volume internal circulation street network 
• Buildings set close to the street
• Buildings that front the street, with parking lots to the side or 

behind
• Commercial uses that front the street
• Office buildings that front the street and provide direct 

pedestrian access
• Mixed-use buildings with ground floor commercial and 

residential or office on upper floors

The Town Center form creates a more comfortable multimodal 
environment that promotes safety and convenience for many 
users. While the initial trip into the area may be by car, pedestrian 
and bicycle infrastructure is sufficiently accessible and comfortable 
to enable trips within the Town Center without reliance on a 
vehicle. This type of design also increases visibility and connectivity 
of transit to adjacent land uses, promoting its use. 

For the University Avenue Corridor study area, a system of street 
typologies would complement the existing system of roadway 
functional classification (which reflects a street’s intended level of 
mobility and access) while acknowledging that not every street 
within a given classification category should be designed in the 
exact same manner. Topics that are addressed in a typology system 
may include:

• Expectations for operational performance reflecting the street’s 
user priority and safety objectives

• Identification of the street’s role in the overall network with 
respect to multimodal mobility considerations

• The desired spatial relationship between the transportation 
infrastructure and adjacent buildings in order to support land 
use and development goals

Given the number of destination retail tenants and large 
employment centers that draw people to the study area from 
across the region, it is anticipated that sufficient convenience for 
those accessing the area by car will continue to be an important 
contributing factor to the success of the Corridor—and yet the 
Cities of Clive and West Des Moines have also recognized the 
need to increase walkability, improve safety and comfort for 
pedestrians and cyclists, and elevate transit service in order to 
create a more pleasant and resilient environment that bolsters 
the Corridor’s economic viability. As land uses change and 
increased network connectivity is achieved within the study area, 
it is recommended that a system of street typologies be applied 
such that a balanced transportation system can be implemented 
by allowing different streets to meet different needs.
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RECOMMENDATION: Identify a System of Street Typologies to Reinforce Desired 
Mobility Goals

University Avenue, for example, is likely to prioritize the safe yet 
efficient movement of vehicles due to its adjacency to big box retail 
tenants; a multimodal-supportive corridor along University Avenue 
therefore facilitates pedestrian crossings at protected locations such 
as a signalized intersection or at a marked crosswalk with a median 
refuge island and visible alerts such as a rapid rectangular flashing 
beacon (RRFB) or pedestrian hybrid beacon (PHB). Corridors like 
25th Street or 28th Street, on the other hand, are located in a 
recommended future Mixed Use district and have been identified 

as potential connections for a new bike path through the study 
area. These streets should therefore more highly prioritize the 
safety and comfort of pedestrians and cyclists with such strategies 
as highly visible (and potentially raised) crosswalks and on-street 
bike accommodations, in addition to on-street parking and street-
facing building entrances to facilitate a walkable Town Center form. 
Additional details to lay the foundation for a potential street typology 
system are presented in the matrix below.

Figure 5.13 - Potential Street Typology System Details

Functional 
Classification Land Use Pedestrian 

Crossing
Bicycle

 Infrastructure
On-Street
Parking

Travel 
Lanes

Speed 
Limit Example Roadways

Commercial 
Arterial

Primary Arterial,
Minor Arterial

Commercial, 
Mixed Use, 

Multi-family

Signal, 
Median 

protected with 
RRFB or PHB1

Dedicated 
off-street N 5 travel 

lanes
30-40 
MPH

University Avenue, 
22nd Street/86th Street, 
Valley West Drive, 50th 

Street/114th Street

Mixed Use 
Collector

Major Collector
Commercial, 
Mixed Use, 

Multi-family

Median 
protected, High-
visibility striped 

crosswalk

Dedicated 
off-street 
or barrier-
protected 
on-street

N 3 travel 
lanes

25-30 
MPH

Westown Parkway, 
31st Street

Commercial 
Collector

Minor Collector, 
Local

Commercial, 
Mixed Use

High-visibility 
striped 

crosswalk

Dedicated 
on-street N 2 travel 

lanes 25 MPH Corporate Drive, 
45th Street, 48th Street

Mixed Use 
Neighborhood

Minor Collector, 
Local

Pedestrian-
oriented 

commercial, 
Mixed Use, 
Residential

High-visibility 
striped 

crosswalk, 
raised crosswalk

Dedicated 
on-street Y 2 travel 

lanes 25 MPH
36th Street, 

28th Street, 25th Street

1 Rapid Rectangular Flashing Beacon or Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon
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BICYCLE INFRASTRUCTURE
The State of Iowa boasts a strong bicycling culture, as reflected in 
the high-quality trail system that is present in the West Des Moines 
and Clive communities. Within the study area, however, bicycle 
infrastructure is minimal; as a result, a Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) 
analysis assessing the comfort level for cyclists on public streets 
within the University Avenue Corridor reveals very limited options 
to travel by bike for anyone but the most fearless cyclists. 

The Clive Greenbelt Trail runs just outside of the study area’s 
northeastern boundary, located north of the intersection of 
University Avenue and 22nd Street/86th Street. A sidepath 
trail is present at the southwest corner of the study area at the 

intersection of Westown Parkway and 50th Street, providing 
connections to the Knolls Greenway Trail located approximately 
one half-mile south (or a two- to three-minute bike ride), and 
ultimately to the Jordan Creek Regional Trail located two 
miles south (or a nine-minute bike ride). With the continued 
development of the University Avenue Corridor and a stated 
desire to improve multi-modal connectivity, the Cities of West 
Des Moines and Clive are well positioned to take advantage of 
existing bicycle enthusiasm and infrastructure, provide a more 
direct connection between these existing trails, and facilitate 
bicycle access to the various uses present in the study area. 

Figure 5.14 - Existing Level of Service (LOS)

LTS 1 (low stress)

LTS 2

LTS 3

LTS 4 (high stress)
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With a recommended Road Diet on Westown Parkway, 
additional space would become available within the right-of-
way to construct a high-quality shared-use path for bicycle and 
pedestrian use. A separated path would enable bicyclists of all 
ages and comfort levels to bike to and through the University 
Avenue Corridor, thereby expanding the pool of potential patrons 
for area retailers, increasing opportunities for employees to 
commute by bicycle, and providing a more visible non-auto 

RECOMMENDATION: Provide Dedicated Bicycle Infrastructure through the 
University Avenue Corridor 

connection between the Corridor’s existing and future land 
uses. From Westown Parkway, this trail could route toward the 
northeast via 25th Street or 28th Street (both of which provide 
a signalized crossing at University Avenue) to connect to the 
existing Clive Greenbelt Trail.
 

Figure 5.15 - Existing Level of Service (LOS)
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RECOMMENDATION: Draw Bicyclists into the Corridor with Targeted Amenities and 
Land Uses
To encourage bicycle travel within the University Avenue Corridor, 
the Cities should consider incentivizing developers to provide 
ample, convenient, and visible bike parking as a part of all new 
developments and redevelopment projects. Best practices for 
bicycle parking include providing ample space to avoid conflicts 
with motorists and pedestrians, spacing bicycle racks at least 
three feet apart to allow uncluttered access, and providing ample 
lighting to enhance security and promote usage. Bicycle racks 
themselves should provide support for a bicycle at two points 
above its center of gravity, accommodate a high security U-shaped 
bike lock, avoid containing protruding or sharp edges, and not 
require the user to lift their bike off the ground. Bicycle commuting 
can be additionally promoted through the inclusion of secure 
bicycle storerooms and shower facilities for office and retail uses.

Convenient connections and targeted wayfinding should also be 
used to capture bicyclists as Corridor patrons. For example, where 
the Jordan Creek Regional Trail meets 50th Street, adjacent uses 
include bicycle-focused services such as the Bike World retail 
shop and Boomer’s Bicycle Lounge restaurant and bar. Both of 
these uses have direct trail connections and visible bike parking  
that make it easier for cyclists to patronize these businesses, a 
model that could be replicated in the University Avenue Corridor. 
Based on a review by the project team, there may be a particular 
opportunity to attract passing cyclists to the University Park 
Shopping Center, located adjacent to the Clive Greenbelt Trail and 
the recommended future bicycle path through the study Corridor.

Figure 5.16 - Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Park-n-Ride Station in 
Louisville, Colorado
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Bicycle Wayfinding Signage
In this location and throughout the study area, bicycle wayfinding 
should be implemented through a comprehensive system 
of signs and/or pavement markings in order to familiarize 
users with the bicycle network, help cyclists identify the best 
connections, and act as visual indicators to motorists that cyclists 
may be present. Signs should be placed at decision points 
like intersections of other bikeways, prominent commercial 
locations (such as Valley West Mall or other major shopping 
centers), or mobility hubs (as will be discussed further later in 
this chapter). The overall wayfinding system should be based 
on key destinations (such as Valley West Mall, other major 
shopping centers, and a potential future DART mobility hub), 
and signs should be installed along recommended bike routes 
to guide bicyclists to use the most suitable streets to access their 
destinations. The system of signage should include:

• Confirmation signs to indicate to cyclists that they are on a 
designated bike route. These signs should be placed every 
quarter- to half-mile for on-street facilities and every two to 
three blocks along off-street bicycle facilities.

• Turn signs indicate where a bike route turns from one street to 
another or intersects another route. These signs include a list of 
destinations, arrows, and sometimes travel times or distances. 
They are placed on the near side of intersections where bike 
routes turn or in advance of a junction with another bicycle route.

RECOMMENDATION: Draw Bicyclists into the Corridor with Targeted Amenities 
and Land Uses

Bike Parking
The Cities should also coordinate with existing property owners 
and establish requirements for redevelopment projects to install 
bike parking for improved access to businesses and employment 
centers. The installation of bike parking at and near transit stops can 
also expand transit sheds for improved ridership and intermodal 
connectivity. Best practice guidelines for siting bike parking include:

• Maintaining a sufficient clear zone around bike parking. 
Appropriate setbacks are two feet between the bike rack and 
the face of curb, minimum three feet (four feet preferred) 
between racks, and at least four feet (five feet preferred) of clear 

space from the back of a parked bike for pedestrian passage, 
clear of obstructions like signs, transit vehicle doors, and signal 
equipment.

• Racks installed perpendicular to a wall should be a minimum 
of 48 inches from the wall, and racks installed parallel to a wall 
should be a minimum of 24 inches from the wall. 

• Bike parking should be in well-lit areas  in full view of sidewalks and 
pedestrian paths to enhance security and promote usage.

• Bike parking should be within 50 to 75 feet of entrances or close to 
the nearest car parking stall to encourage bicycling. Bike parking 
should be highly visible (painted a bright color, in a well-lit area, and/
or marked with the use of signs) to attract the attention of bikers 
and prevent thieves.

• Bike parking facilities should be easily accessible from the street 
but protected from motor vehicles.  
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RECOMMENDATION: Draw Bicyclists into the Corridor with Targeted Amenities and 
Land Uses
Short-Term Bike Parking 
Short-Term Bike Parking is intended for use by people accessing 
businesses or entertainment uses, such as restaurants or movie 
theaters, who need bike storage for several hours at most. This 
parking can be open (without a cover) and should be visible, easy 
to access, and close to the destination. This type of bike parking 
should be located within 50 feet of a transit stop or station 
entrance and major destinations. They should be considered 
wherever motor vehicle parking is provided and in areas where 
vehicle parking is not provided at individual properties.

Long-Term Bike Parking
Long-Term Bike Parking is intended for people who want to park 
a bike for a full day or overnight, such as parking intended for 
employees or at residential buildings, schools, or transit stops. 
Long-term facilities should be covered and secured, within a 
locked area or monitored by security personnel. They can include 
lockers and maintenance materials.
 
Design Considerations for Racks: 
Inverted U or Staple rack is a simple, effective design and provides 
space for two bikes each. It is preferable to “wave” racks to 
maximize capacity.

If other designs are used, following certain characteristics is 
important:
• Support for the bicycle at two points above its center of gravity. 
• Accommodate high-security U-shaped bike lock.
• Do not contain protruding or sharp edges.
• Do not make the user lift the bike off the ground. 
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The ability to walk comfortably and conveniently within and 
between developments can be a significant contributor to creating 
a vibrant and livable environment. With stated objectives for 
increased walkability, the coexistence of vehicles and pedestrians, 
and improved pedestrian safety and comfort, the Cities of West 
Des Moines and Clive recognize the importance of walkability to 
the economic success of the University Avenue Corridor.

A walkability audit performed in mid-March 2020 revealed several 
opportunities to improve the pedestrian environment within 
the study area. It was noted that sidewalks are currently present 
along most roadways, generally providing the minimum four-
foot width based on Americans with Disabilities Act standards 
(ADA). For sidewalks placed immediately adjacent to the street 
(without landscape buffers) or along retaining walls, however, the 
resulting discomfort that pedestrians experience walking in close 
proximity to traffic or barriers reduces the functional width of these 
sidewalks below the four-foot minimum. In many locations where 
the pedestrian path crosses public streets or access driveways, the 
sense of pedestrian safety is severely compromised by missing 
crosswalk striping and stop bars, the extension of lane striping into 
the pedestrian crossing space, and misaligned ADA ramps that cause 
“meandering” crosswalks and longer crossing distances, during which 
pedestrians are more exposed to potential conflicts with vehicles. 

In some locations, matted and worn grass denoted pedestrian desire 
paths where sidewalks are not provided, as shown at right along the 
access driveway serving Hy-Vee and Target at Valley West Drive. This 
lack of pedestrian connections from the public street network into 
adjacent developments was commonly noted, presenting a barrier 
for customers and employees who travel by foot (some of whom are 
connecting to/from area transit) to access these destinations. 

The transportation challenges of the Corridor’s “superblocks” adversely 
impact pedestrians, as well. The block length within the study area 
ranges from approximately 700 feet to 2,600 feet, while the desirable 
block length for a walkable district is 200 to 600 feet. The resulting 
inconvenience to pedestrians, coupled with the discomfort of the 
existing pedestrian infrastructure, deter users from opting for non-
auto modes of transportation and adversely affect the non-auto users 
who are currently present in the University Avenue Corridor.

PEDESTRIANS + WALKABILITY Figure 5.17 - Sidewalk with Adjacent Retaining Wall

Figure 5.18 - Sidewalk Immediately Adjacent to Street

Figure 5.19 - Pedestrian Desire Lines
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RECOMMENDATION: Enhance Pedestrian Comfort & Convenience with Improved 
Infrastructure & Pavement Markings on Arterials Where Feasible
The first step toward creating a walkable environment within the 
University Avenue Corridor is to signal to all users that pedestrians 
are welcome and will be present. While the Code of Ordinances for 
each municipality specifies that drivers must yield to pedestrians in 
unmarked crosswalks at intersections, the lack of marked crosswalks 
(together with the other deficiencies in pedestrian infrastructure 
noted previously) contribute to an unsafe and uncomfortable 
pedestrian environment throughout the study area. Marked 
crosswalks direct pedestrians to the correct path of travel and also 
increase visibility and predictability by alerting motorists to the 
potential presence of pedestrians at a specific location. The FHWA 
(Federal Highway Administration) recommends marking crosswalks 
at all signalized intersections.  Additionally, high-visibility crosswalk 
markings (such as the continental or “zebra” design or the use of 
colored and textured materials) have been shown to significantly 
increase pedestrian visibility and safety as compared to transverse 
markings (which were commonly in use in the late 20th century 
when research called crosswalk markings into question). High-
visibility crosswalks have been found to improve pedestrian safety at 
both signalized and unsignalized intersections.  

While crosswalks are a foundational safety tool, they are not an 
exclusive tool for creating a walkable environment and should not 
be relied on as the only strategy for improving pedestrian comfort. 
Other design treatments should also be considered to improve 
visibility and slow vehicles to safe speeds near crossings, particularly 
along high-speed roadways (over 40 MPH) and within areas of 
the Corridor where high levels of walkability are desirable. Marked 
stop bars are recommended at all locations within the University 
Avenue Corridor in conjunction with crosswalks, identifying where 
motorists should stop before encroaching on the pedestrian path. 
Other recommended strategies include advance warning signage; 
improved lighting at crossing locations; curb bump-outs to increase 
pedestrian visibility and shorten crossing distances where on-
street parking may be implemented in the future; narrowed lane 
widths and minimizing the implementation of excessively wide 
access driveways; tighter corner radii that encourage slower vehicle 
turning speeds at intersections where the potential for conflict 
with pedestrians is higher; and raised crosswalks and/or raised 

intersections to elevate pedestrian visibility and slow vehicle speeds. At 
roadways where pedestrians must cross more than two lanes of traffic 
and an existing median is present, pedestrian refuge islands can also 
be implemented to provide pedestrians with a sense of safety and a 
decreased sense of urgency when crossing long distances. Education 
and enforcement are also critical tools to reinforcing safe and lawful 
behaviors in compliance with municipal code.

Figure 5.20 - Continental-Style Crosswalk with Median Refuge

Figure 5.21 - Crosswalk Treated with Pavers and Signage for 
Improved Visibility
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Along public streets and within private developments alike, 
comfortable sidewalks play a critical role in creating the sense of 
safety that encourages users to travel on foot. It is recommended 
that area sidewalks provide a minimum five-foot width for 
pedestrians to travel unimpededly (free of utility poles, street 
signs or posted transit station signage, signal equipment, or other 
obstructions), allowing the comfortable passage of pedestrians 
traveling in opposite directions. This should be expanded to a 
minimum ten feet as a shared-use path if bicycles may be present. 
In commercial areas, the recommended minimum sidewalk width 
is eight feet (ten feet preferred, separate from bike facilities) to 
accommodate pedestrians traveling in larger groups, as is desirable 
for walkable shopping districts where customers feel comfortable 
strolling and spending extended periods of time, rather than just 
passing through. 

RECOMMENDATION: Enhance Pedestrian Comfort & Convenience with Improved 
Infrastructure & Pavement Markings on Arterials Where Feasible

Figure 5.22 - Dedicated Pedestrian Paths within a Development

For sidewalks that are immediately adjacent to the street, minimum 
three-foot buffer is recommended to separate pedestrians from 
motor vehicle traffic. Buffers can include, but are not limited to, 
streetscape elements like grass, landscaping, decorative pavers, or 
trees; bike lanes; space for stormwater management applications; 
or parklets. If the sidewalk is adjacent to the curb, the width should 
be a minimum of six feet, but wider is preferred to provide sufficient 
pedestrian comfort and to acknowledge the reduced effective 
sidewalk width caused by the proximity of moving vehicles. 

Within developments, dedicated pedestrian paths between 
the public sidewalk and the front door, along with highly visible 
markings where that path is intermingled with vehicles, promote 
safe multimodal access to jobs and businesses. In all locations, direct 
sidewalk connections minimize excessive walking distances that can 
deter pedestrian travel.
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RECOMMENDATION: Improve Pedestrian Experience at Signalized Intersections 
through Improved Equipment and Signal Retiming
At signalized intersections, pedestrian safety and comfort can be 
enhanced through signal equipment modifications. Pedestrian 
countdown timers (pedestrian heads that show remaining walk 
time numerically instead of a flashing symbol) can improve 
safety by providing pedestrians a more accurate sense of 
available crossing time. The University Avenue Corridor already 
largely adheres to best practice standards in this regard; within 
the study area, 80 percent of signalized intersections provide 
pedestrian countdown timers (excluding University Avenue’s 
two intersections with the commercial accesses between 50th 
Street/114th Street and 42nd Street/104th Street). Another method 
for improving pedestrian experience at signalized intersections is 

Figure 5.23 - Pedestrian Heads with No Countdown Timers (University Avenue & Palisade Building Access)

to accommodate minimum pedestrian clearance intervals (seven 
seconds of Walk time plus sufficient Flashing Don’t Walk time) 
every signal cycle, rather than allowing for crossings only when a 
pedestrian push button is utilized. While pedestrian push buttons 
can maximize green times for vehicles at a given intersection, the 
lack of automatic pedestrian phases can lead to an inconvenient 
travel experience for pedestrians or unsafe crossings when 
attempted without pushing. In areas where a less auto-oriented 
environment is desired (such as on Westown Parkway after a 
recommended road diet), the removal of pedestrian push buttons 
and associated signal retiming is recommended. 
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RECOMMENDATION: Design Properties for Improved Non-Auto Connectivity
To achieve true walkability, private properties should be 
thoughtfully designed to promote non-auto connectivity. In an 
example shown at right, Corridor residents are located just 500 
feet from a major retail tenant when measured “as the crow flies.” 
The actual pedestrian route, however, is over three times longer. 
This lack of non-auto connectivity between complementary uses—
whether the link is between residential and retail or between 
offices and lunch destinations—encourages users to get in 
their cars for short trips and increases area traffic congestion. As 
redevelopment opportunities arise within the Corridor, the Cities 
should encourage developers to provide connectivity to nearby 
properties in a manner that fosters the growth of a mixed-use 
district, rather than a grouping of isolated properties. Integrating 
this principle early (even before an adjacent complementary use 
is present) provides resiliency within the Corridor as land uses turn 
over so that future interaction between properties is possible.

Additionally, recommended best practices in access management 
described previously in the Vehicular Traffic & Roadway section 
should be employed to minimize the number and width of curb 
cuts that create inherent points of conflict between vehicles and 
non-auto modes. These strategies include shared access and 
internal cross-access between properties, the latter of which can 
be provided for pedestrians and cyclists even when a roadway 
connection is not initially feasible. 

Figure 5.24 - Pedestrian Connectivity
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TRANSIT
The University Avenue Corridor features good transit service with 
six bus routes (four providing full-day service and two during peak 
hours only) and 111 bus stops in the study area. During field data 
collection, however, it was revealed that the majority of these bus 
stops have few to no amenities that facilitate access and comfort 
for riders. Many bus stops are lacking a connection to the nearest 
sidewalk and do not provide a concrete pad, making it difficult 
or even impossible for riders to comfortably board and alight 
during rainy or snowy weather. Benches were noted at only two 
of the 111 bus stops (Valley West Mall on 31st Street and Westown 
Parkway/22nd Street), and as a result, multiple riders were 
observed sitting on the ground waiting for the bus. 

Despite the general lack of transit amenities within the Corridor, 
the Des Moines Area Rapid Transit (DART) Forward 2035 Transit 
Services Plan (2016) indicates that the Valley West Mall stop 
experienced strong transit growth between 2010 and 2015. During 
an interview with DART in May 2020, the agency confirmed that 
Valley West Mall is a significant transfer hub between bus routes 
and a potential focus area for future investment in mobility 
enhancements. The Cities of Clive and West Des Moines can 
encourage the continuation of these trends and expand access 
to area jobs and businesses through investment in transit-
supportive infrastructure.

Figure 5.25 - Bus Stop Without Sidewalk Connection

Figure 5.26 - Bus Stop Without Bench or Shelter

Figure 5.27 - Bus Stop Without Bench or Shelter
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TRANSIT

Figure 5.28 - Existing Bus Routes + Frequencies
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RECOMMENDATION: Improve Transit Access and the Rider Experience
To bolster existing transit ridership and foster continued growth, it is 
important to facilitate connections between bus stops and adjacent 
land uses within the University Avenue Corridor. Improvements can 
be scaled based on the relative use of each stop:

• Minimum amenities at all stops: 
 o DART signage
 o A concrete pad for boarding and alighting
 o A connection to the public sidewalk system providing a 
    direct route between the bus stop and adjacent destinations 

Figure 5.29 - Bus Stop with Bench, Shelter, and Electronic Signboard

• High-use stops: A bench and/or shelter for waiting passengers 

• Highest-use: Additional amenities that could include electronic 
sign boards with real-time arrival estimates, trash receptacles, 
snow melt systems, pre-payment stations, or public art. 
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RECOMMENDATION: Coordinate with DART about a Potential Future Mobility Hub
DART has identified Valley West Mall as a desirable location for a 
potential future mobility hub in their long-range plan. A mobility 
hub is a central location where multiple modes of travel coincide, 
providing users with a single connection point between a variety 
of travel options. Mobility hubs can include centralized bus stops 
for multiple routes (similar to what is currently provided at Merle 
Hay Mall); shared bicycle or scooter stations; bike lockers for secure, 
long-term parking; carshare access; staging locations for rideshare 
vehicles, and/or electronic vehicle charging stations. The Cities 
should coordinate with DART to advocate for a mobility hub with 
components that would best serve the area’s emerging mobility 
trends and align with the transportation goals of the area, with 
consideration for serving area residents, employees, and visitors 
alike. Municipal officials would also serve as an important liaison 
between DART and private property owners to facilitate any property 

acquisition or agreements necessary to implement the desired 
mobility hub. 

Based on recent ridership trends throughout the day at the Valley 
West Mall stop, it can be noted that the number of boardings is 
highest during the weekday evening peak hours, suggesting use 
by reverse commuters that work within the Corridor. As a potential 
future mobility hub is explored at this location, consideration 
should be given to positioning the hub in a manner that provides a 
convenient connection for nearby employment centers, including 
Valley West Mall and large area office buildings. Prominent visibility 
and convenient access for the mobility hub would increase its 
effectiveness in promoting inter-modal connectivity and a more 
balance modal share for the University Avenue Corridor.

Figure 5.30 - Mobility Hub

Source: SANDAG (2020) San Diego FORWARD - Mobility Hubs

Figure 5.31 - Valley West Mall DART Total Ridership by Time of Weekday
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6
INFRASTRUCTURE ANALYSIS 

AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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The Cities of Clive and West Des Moines identified the need 
to access the adequacy of the existing infrastructure within 
the study area as a part of the University Avenue Corridor 
Redevelopment Plan. Analysis of the existing infrastructure 
includes:
• Stormwater Infrastructure
• Sanitary Sewer Infrastructure
• Broadband Access

The proposed land uses and redevelopment within the study 
area are both a potential burdens on the existing systems and 
opportunities to correct existing deficiencies. Proposed changes 
in land use could result in higher densities that exceed capacity 
in the existing system, and require proactive investment to 
accommodate the redevelopment. Redevelopment in the 
study area will also provide opportunities to correct known 
deficiencies in the infrastructure system. The assessments and 
recommendations provided in this chapter are intended to 
build upon existing analysis and provide strategies that can be 
implemented to clear hurdles to redevelopment that exist today, 
and plan for future needs within the infrastructure systems that 
can be addressed to promote redevelopment.

INFRASTRUCTURE ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
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The majority of the study area drains either to the north into 
the City of Clive storm sewer system and ultimately Walnut 
Creek, or to the southeast via Blue Creek. Both drainage basins 
and downstream systems experience capacity issues, localized 
flooding, and channel degradation during design storm events 
(100-Year). This is likely contributable to a lack of stormwater 
detention at the time of initial development, and the increase 
in NOAA run-off rates since the initial development of the study 
area. Stakeholder interviews with property owners confirmed that 
the need for increased detention within the study area to mitigate 
downstream impacts with the basins has been a significant 
hurdle to redevelopment. 

STORM WATER ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
The City of West Des Moines completed the Westown 
Professional Commerce Park (PCP) Drainage Study to identify 
how to address the issues within these major drainage basins 
and reduce the downstream flows from the study area. This 
report was reviewed in preparation of this Redevelopment 
Plan to identify opportunities for implementation through 
redevelopment within the study area. 
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To fund or recoup costs of construction associated with bringing the 
study area into compliance with detention requirements through 
regional detention or providing resiliency to the stormwater system 
downstream a Stormwater Fee District should be implemented for 
the study area. 

Property owners looking to redevelop their sites within the Fee 
District would be required to bring their site into compliance with 
current detention requirements and could purchase off-site storage 
credits through the fee district equal to the detention volume that 
their site is deficient in on-site storage. 

This approach would allow for the City to construct the needed 
improvements with a mechanism in place to recoup the cost of 
their investment. Providing the property owners with a regional 
and off-site opportunity to meet their stormwater detention 
requirements would allow for redevelopment of their properties to 
occur without the need for costly underground detention systems 
on-site. 

The regionalization of detention would allow for the credit under the 
fee district to be comparative in cost to the construction of on-site 
surface detention without reducing the amount of profitable land 
available to the property owners for redevelopment. 

RECOMMENDATION: Implement a Stormwater Fee District for the Study Area

Summary of 100-Year Flows

Sub-basin Exiting
(cfs)

Agreement
(cfs)

Proposed
(cfs)

2 38 15 14

3 7 11 6

4 80 40 39

5 18 15 15

7 38 40 39

8 25 15 15

9 218 105 79
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The fee that each property owner would pay during redevelopment 
would be calculated by the difference between the required 
detention volume and the detention volume provided on site.  
The Stormwater Fee District should be set up based on a credit 
system where one credit is equal to one cubic foot of storage 
volume. Setting up the system in this way will provide a fee structure 
that is fair to each property owner as it is based their specific sites 
needs. It also allows for property owners not to participate if they 
provide the required detention volume on-site.

The cost of a credit under the fee district should be set at a level 
that takes into account both the potential pay-back of the Cities 
investment, and the cost of redevelopment to the property owners. 
A credit cost that is similar to the cost of constructing on-site surface 
detention should provide incentive to property owners to utilize this 
system through redevelopment. 

RECOMMENDATION: Implement a Stormwater Fee District for the Study Area

Detention Basin Construction Cost

Cubic Yard/Acre Foot

Cost/Cubic Yard

$3,200,000

1,613.33

43,560

Storage Provided

Cubic Foot/Acre Foot

Cost/Cubic Foot of Storage

56.7 Acre Foot

$34.98

$1.30

Cost per Acre Foot $56,437.39

Figure 6.1 - Projected Cost Breakdown

Property owners should be required to maintain the existing 
level of on-site storage provided on their site following 
redevelopment as the identified improvements do not account 
for any loss of existing detention in the study area. 

If a property owner would provide more on-site detention than 
is required the City should evaluate the downstream benefit of 
the improvement, and consider a payment to the development 
for the extra detention volume provided in correlation with 
the downstream benefit. This payment could be up to the 
maximum cost per credit under the fee district.
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The Clive drainage basin portion of the study area drains into the 
City of Clive storm sewer network at numerous locations along 
University Avenue, and travels through storm sewer and open 
channels before ultimately out letting into Walnut Creek. 

In a 1986 Joint Policy Resolution the Cities of Clive and West Des 
Moines identified the allowable peak flows at each of the University 
Avenue crossings. The Westown PCP Study determined that many 
of these crossings experience peak flows above the rates set in the 
resolution which has contributed to degradation of the downstream 
channels. Maintenance and repair of the channels has been and will 
continue to be a financial burden for the City of Clive.

The Westown PCP Study identified the improvements necessary 
to bring the peak flows for each crossing into compliance with 
the Joint Policy Resolution. The improvements include existing 
storm sewer capacity improvements, new storm sewer systems, 
surface detention, and underground detention. The necessary 
improvements are spread out along University Avenue and tied to 
specific storm sewer crossings. This makes it difficult for regional 
detention to address the issues on a large scale, and requires 
multiple small detention basins throughout the corridor to bring the 
peak flows into compliance with the resolution.

We feel that there are two options to address the issues of the Clive 
Drainage Basin of the study area, and it is recommended that the 
City of West Des Moines pursue one or both options to address a 
significant hurdle to redevelopment within the study area.

RECOMMENDATION: Clive Drainage Basin Improvements
Option 1 : Complete the improvements identified in the Westown 
PCP Study 
The PCP Study identified detention and capacity improvements 
totaling approximately $12 Million dollars that were necessary to 
achieve compliance with the agreement. The first option to address 
the stormwater issues for this basin would be to complete the 
identified improvements. The following steps should be taken to 
achieve this:

• Identify funding sources through general funds to the 
identified stormwater fee district.

• Schedule projects based on priority levels identified in the PCP 
study.

• Design, acquire necessary right of way, and construct 
improvements.

Schedule of improvements should be committed to and 
communicated to the City of Clive to allow for planning and 
coordination of downstream maintenance and improvements that 
they are undertaking for the drainage networks between University 
Avenue and Walnut Creek.
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Option 2: Cooperative City Investment in drainage system 
between University Avenue and Walnut Creek
The flows in excess of those identified in Joint Policy Agreement 
contribute to the degradation of the downstream channels and 
outlets to Walnut Creek. This is the main impact of the excess flows 
since the existing systems between University Avenue and Walnut 
Creek function adequately from a capacity perspective. 

Utilizing this option, the Cities of Clive and West Des Moines would 
cooperatively identify and fund improvements between University 
Avenue and Walnut Creek that would repair channel degradation, 
increase capacity, and provide resiliency to the system.

Improvements within the West Ridge Shopping Center, University 

RECOMMENDATION: Clive Drainage Basin Improvements
Park Shopping Center, and the down stream channels could serve as 
a catalyst for redevelopment. Improvements such as wet detention 
basins, and constructed wetlands would provide a volume reduction 
benefit to offset the existing deficiencies in the study area. While 
channel armoring projects would provide opportunities for green 
corridor connections between the Greenbelt Trail and the study area. 

Cooperative investment by the Cities of Clive and West Des Moines 
in these downstream improvements would relieve the need to meet 
the peak flow agreements identified in the joint policy resolution. 
This would allow for flow reduction in the study area to occur 
naturally through redevelopment and provide opportunities to better 
consolidate regional detention into larger areas south of University 
Avenue that could support more green amenities. 

Figure 6.2 - Option 2: Cooperative City Investment - University Ave + Walnut Creek Diagram
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The Westown PCP Drainage Study identified the construction of 
regional detention along the Blue Creek alignment to reduce the 
downstream flows that are causing flooding impacts to occur at 
the 22nd Street interchange and along Center Street from 22nd 
Street to 17th Street. It is estimated that individual properties 
within the basin would need to reduce their existing run-off 
by 65-75% to achieve the reduction that the proposed regional 
detention would provide. With limited undeveloped space within 
the basin this is a significant hurdle to redevelopment with the 
per cubic foot cost of underground detention being significantly 
higher than above ground detention.

The City of West Des Moines has coordinated with the Iowa DOT 
to secure approval to utilize existing ROW to construct regional 
detention basins along Blue Creek. The City should continue to 
move forward with these improvements and implement all PCP 
Study identified detention within the Blue Creek Drainage basin.

Implementation of the identified Stormwater Fee District will 
generate funding and recoup public investment made on these 
improvements. While also providing property owners within the 
study area an option to meet stormwater detention requirements 
in a regional and off-site location. 

The City should investigate the purchase of private property along 
Blue Creek to combine identified detention basins, or increase 
the overall volume reduction identified in the plan. Consolidating 
the basins would provide economies of scale on a per cubic foot 
of storage basis. 

The consolidation of the proposed detention improvements on 
acquired private property would also provide opportunities for 
green amenities and pedestrian connections to benefit the study 
area. Locations for consolidation such as the one shown on the 
right could also provide opportunities for aesthetic enhancement 
at a major gateway to the study area. 

RECOMMENDATION: Blue Creek Drainage Basin Improvements

Parkland Dedication of Greenspaces, Recreation + Trails
If any residential development takes place within this area of 
West Des Moines, the City’s parkland dedication ordinance is 
triggered. There are many options available within the corridor to 
meet this requirement including dedicating land and greenbelts, 
constructing trails, and making improvements within existing 
public spaces.
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In review of the existing sanitary sewer system with the City of 
West Des Moines there are no known issues with capacity with 
the current build-out and density of the study area. Relief sewers 
were constructed 20 + years ago that are adequate for the current 
volumes and the physical infrastructure is not in need of significant 
investment outside of standard maintenance. However, with the 
land uses proposed in this redevelopment plan and the potential 
for higher density to occur in redevelopment within the study area 
could lead to increased volumes that would exceed the existing 
capacity of the system and require further planning or capital 
investment into the network to meet the redevelopment needs.

SANITARY SEWER ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
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The City of West Des Moines is currently working to build a 
hydraulic model of the existing sanitary sewer network that 
services the study area. Upon completion of that model, which 
is estimated in 2023, the proposed land uses and densities 
identified in this redevelopment plan should be input into the 
model for analysis. This review can identify any deficiencies that 
may result from increased volumes due to the proposed land 
uses and higher densities. The results of the analysis should drive 
investment within the sanitary sewer network that supports 
redevelopment, and serve as a guide during City review of 
redevelopment that will allow for capacity issues from future 
upstream development to be taken into account.

RECOMMENDATION: Sanitary Sewer Network Modeling
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Access to broadband Internet can be a significant driver to site 
selection for businesses. To foster redevelopment, access to quality 
broadband infrastructure is a key component. Developers will find 
it difficult to justify investment in redevelopment if businesses are 
not likely to locate to the redeveloped property due to a lack of 
quality broadband service. A review of the study area found multiple 
broadband access providers were located within the study area with 
consistent coverage of the corridor. 

BROADBAND ANALYSIS OVERVIEW

Figure 6.3 - Broadband Connectivity Map
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The City of West Des Moines has begun construction on a city-
wide conduit network that will provide Internet providers to bring 
fast, reliable Internet service to every home and business in West 
Des Moines. 

The recommendation of this Redevelopment Plan is to continue 
the implementation of the city-wide conduit network, and 
to promote the access to broadband service that it provides 
as a significant selling point for private investment. The city-
wide conduit network will provide fair access and competition 
amongst service providers which will result in increased speeds 
and lower service costs.

RECOMMENDATION: Plant the Speed!
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7
SITE DEVELOPMENT 

OPPORTUNITIES 
AND ANALYSIS
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One of key objectives of the University Avenue Corridor 
Redevelopment Plan was the identification of a series of catalyst 
sites best suited for redevelopment. These sites represent areas 
of the corridor that have a combination of strong location, are 
under-utilized or those that may have the biggest impact on the 
corridor’s overall long-term health.  

Many of these redevelopment scenarios will need public funds 
or subsidy to make this occur. This especially true as it relates to 
stormwater management fees facing any redevelopment. 

SITE DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES OVERVIEW
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Several sites throughout the corridor were identified as potential 
redevelopment areas. These areas were identified based on public 
input and the land use, market and transportation analysis. 

The areas are shown in blue circles in Figure 7.1 below and include:
• Northwest corner of Westown Pkwy & Valley West Drive
• Southwest corner of Westown Pkwy & Valley West Drive
• Southeast corner of Westown Pkwy & Valley West Drive
• Vacant lot at northeast corner of Westown Pkwy & 28th Street

REDEVELOPMENT SITES

Figure 7.1 - Detailed Land Use / Occupancy Map

• University Park Shopping Center

N
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SITE 1 - NW Corner of Valley West Dr & Westown Pkwy
The northwest corner of Westown Parkway and Valley West Drive 
was identified as a redevelopment site because of it’s strong 
location within the gateway of the corridor from Interstate 235 
as well as the over abundance of parking lot on the site. This 
key location on two main routes as well as its adjacency to the 
Valley West Mall site all make this a valuable spot to consider for 
redevelopment. 

Site Analysis
The NW corner of Valley West Drive and Westown Parkway is 
currently composed of a large amount of connected parking 
lot space and four main buildings: a Men’s Warehouse, Iowa 
Realty West Des Moines (2 buildings), and the Valley West Inn. 
Around half of the block is dedicated to parking lots and interior 
circulation. There are over ten access points to the block from 
Valley West Drive, 36th Street, Westown Place, and Westown 
Parkway. 

The NW block of Valley West Drive & Westown Parkway is one of 
the first things visitors to the corridor see when they exit from 
Interstate 235. The site also boasts strong view potential from the 
interstate. In its current form, the site is functional but under-
utilized. The southeast corner of the block is undeveloped and/or 
parking lot, which does not fully take advantage of the benefits 
retail gains from this kind of corner placement. 

Public Input Received 
Multiple complaints about the Valley West Inn were made during 
the public input process both on the interactive engagement 
website and during stakeholder interviews. Most seemed to agree 
the extended stay motel was not the best quality of housing for 
the corridor and would want to see something else development 
on the site long-term. 

Figure 7.2 - View of block from Valley West Drive & Westown Pkwy

Figure 7.3 - View of Valley West Inn from Westown Pkwy

Figure 7.4 - View of Men’s Warehouse from Valley West Dr
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SITE 1 - NW Corner of Valley West Dr & Westown Pkwy
Existing Conditions
The NW corner of Valley West Drive and Westown Parkway is 
currently composed of a large amount of connected parking lot 
space and four buildings: a Men’s Warehouse, Iowa Realty West 
Des Moines (2 buildings), and the Valley West Inn. 
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Redevelopment Concept
A possible redevelopment concept for the NW corner of Valley 
West Drive & Westown Pkwy is shown in Figure X.X. The Men’s 
Warehouse building is shown as remaining as is. The rest of the 
block has been re-imagined as a series of mixed-use buildings 
composed of retail, high-density residential and other commercial 

SITE 1 - NW Corner of Valley West Dr & Westown Pkwy
and/or office uses. Interior parking lots were included in the 
concept to preserve the corner of Valley West Dr & Westown Pkwy 
for a retail or commercial user. Shared amenity/ open space is 
proposed in the interior of the site. Streetscape enhancements 
would also be proposed. The SE corner could also have a signage 
or other eye catching component to mark entrance to the area.

LEGEND
Multi-Family

Retail

Mixed-Use

Existing Structure
N
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Redevelopment Concept Precedent Imagery 

SITE 1 - NW Corner of Valley West Dr & Westown Pkwy
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SITE 2 - SW Corner of Valley West Dr & Westown Pkwy
The southwest corner of Westown Pkwy and Valley West Drive was 
identified as a redevelopment site because of its key placement 
in the corridor, the need for a regional stormwater management 
area, and an overall  lack of greenspace in the corridor. 

Site Analysis
The SW corner of Valley West Drive & Westown Parkway is located 
along the on-ramp to Interstate 235 at the southern edge of the 
planning boundary. It is composed of an extended stay hotel 
(Westown Residences), a restaurant / bar (The Keg Stand), Mary’s 
Chocolates, and the Valley West Corner Store and gas station. 

Due to tree cover, the site does not have much interstate 
visibility other than the gas station. This generally makes the site 
less suited for retail. However, the location is still prominently 
located in the entrance to the corridor from the interstate. As 
such, what happens on this site has a big impact on the look 
and feel of the corridor. 

There are several trees located on the southwest corner of the 
site, which ultimately connect to a linear system of trees that 
extend to the offices along 42nd Street. 

Public Input Received 
There were several comments made on the website and during 
stakeholder interviews about the quality of the extended stay 
motel, Westown Residences. Additionally, access into and out of 
the main motel / restaurant / pub parcel was listed as problematic 
due to traffic build-up. It was also mentioned in the public input 
process that a regional stormwater management detention site 
was missing from this area of the community. 

Figure 7.5 - View of block from Interstate 235

Figure 7.6 - View of Westown Residences  from Westown Pkwy

Figure 7.7 - View of Valley West Corner Store from Valley West Drive
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SITE 2 - SW Corner of Valley West Dr & Westown Pkwy
Existing Conditions
The SW corner of Valley West Drive & Westown Parkway is located 
along the on-ramp to Interstate 235 at the southern edge of the 
planning boundary. It is composed of an extended stay hotel 
(Westown Residences), a restaurant / bar (The Keg Stand), Mary’s 
Chocolates, and the Valley West Corner Store and gas station. 
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SITE 2 - SW Corner of Valley West Dr & Westown Pkwy
Redevelopment Concept
The redevelopment concept shown for the SW corner of Valley 
West Drive & Westown Pkwy shows the Valley West Corner Store 
remaining as is and the remaining development being torn down 
in favor of the construction of a regional stormwater retention pond 
to help improve stormwater issues within the study area.  This area 

could also serve as much needed park / open space with a proposed 
loop trail and pedestrian bridge feature. The park could also be 
connected via trail through the wooded area to the east of the site 
all the way through to 42nd Street to provide a more pedestrian 
friendly access point for people living south of Interstate 235. In the 
Pointe West, Woodland West, and Boulder Ridge Apartments. 
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Redevelopment Concept Precedent Imagery
Concept 1 for the University Park Shopping Center site shows how 

SITE 2 - SW Corner of Valley West Dr & Westown Pkwy
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SITE 3 - SE Corner of Valley West Dr & Westown Pkwy
The southeast corner of Westown Parkway and Valley West Drive 
was identified as a redevelopment site because of its significant 
interstate frontage, its proximity to the Valley West Mall site, its 
important location at the main entrance to the study area and the 
current under-utilization of the site. 

Site Analysis
The SE corner of Valley West Drive & Westown Parkway is located 
along the off-ramp from Interstate 235 at the southern edge of 
the planning boundary. It is composed of two banks (Bank of 
America and MetaBank), Twisted Vine Brewery, a mostly vacant 
retail / office strip center, and an office building undergoing 
redevelopment and renovation. 

Unlike the southwest corner of Valley West Drive & Westown 
Pkwy, the site has a high degree of interstate visibility. This 
helps make the site well suited for retail, office and mixed-use 
developments. 

Roughly half the site is currently parking lot or interior circulation. 
Much of the current building is vacant or under-utilized. The 
Twisted Vine Brewery is well-liked but is difficult to see from 
Valley West Drive, Westown Parkway or even the Interstate apart 
from a small sign. 

The two banks on the corner of Valley West Drive & Westown 
Parkway both appear to be succeeding but are not the optimal 
uses on such an important corner lot - especially since this is the 
main gateway to the corridor. 

There is currently underway a redevelopment of the office user on 
the far right of the site. Once completed, this office user will enjoy 
strong interstate presence, easy access and will help provide 
some patrons for any retail or mixed-use development nearby. 

Figure 7.8 - View of block from Interstate 235

Figure 7.9 - View of banks  from Westown Pkwy
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Existing Conditions
The SE corner of Valley West Drive & Westown Parkway is located 
along the off-ramp from Interstate 235. It is composed of two 
banks (Bank of America and MetaBank), Twisted Vine Brewery, 
a mostly vacant retail / office strip center, and an office building 
undergoing redevelopment and renovation. 

SITE 3 - SE Corner of Valley West Dr & Westown Pkwy
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Redevelopment Concept
The redevelopment concept for the SE corner of Valley West Drive 
& Westown Parkway shows the office building on the east side 
remaining as is while the rest of the site is shown as a commercial/
retail development that better takes advantage of the corner and 
interstate views that come along with this location. 

SITE 3 - SE Corner of Valley West Dr & Westown Pkwy
The commercial developments are shown as single story 
structures that have open space components. 

LEGEND
Retail

Existing Structure
N
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Redevelopment Concept Precedent Imagery
SITE 3 - SE Corner of Valley West Dr & Westown Pkwy
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The undeveloped parcel in the northwest corner of Westown 
Parkway and 28th Street was selected because it was one of 
the few undeveloped sites within the corridor. It also has strong 
locational features that make it a valuable infill development 
opportunity. 

Site Analysis
The site is currently undeveloped with a gentle slope to the north. 
The site has developed neighbors to the north, east and south. 
The neighbor to the north is a strip retail mall. To the south is 
an extended stay hotel and a medical office complex. Currently, 
there tree buffering between these two uses and the vacant lot. 

The site itself is not located on one of the corridor’s busier streets 
but has convenient access to both University Avenue to the 
north and Westown Parkway to the south. The site would offer 
easy access to all sorts of retail including clothing, grocery, and 
restaurants. 

SITE 4 - NE Corner of 28th St & Westown Pkwy

Figure 7.10 - View of block from Interstate 235

Figure 7.11 - View of site from 28th Street facing southeast
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Existing Conditions
The undeveloped parcels in the northeast corner of Westown 
Parkway & 28th Street is currently undeveloped. There is retail 
to the north of the site, a hotel to the south as well as a variety of 
medical / office complexes. While not itself on a major road the 
site offers easy access to University Avenue & Westown Parkway.

SITE 4 - NE Corner of 28th St & Westown Pkwy
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Redevelopment Concept
The redevelopment concept created for the vacant lot in the 
northeast corner of 28th Street & Westown Parkway is a senior 
residential housing development. The location is conveniently 
located but off the major roadways. The area in general offers 
easy access to a wide variety of medical offices and is walkable 

SITE 4 - NE Corner of 28th St & Westown Pkwy
to many every day needs such as grocery or restaurants, both of 
which are located to the north of the site. The redevelopment 
plan calls for a strong outdoor component in the form of a shared 
courtyard. Through connectivity is proposed between the existing 
developed parking lots. 

LEGEND
Multi-Family

Existing Structure
N
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Redevelopment Concept Precedent Imagery
SITE 4 - NE Corner of 28th St & Westown Pkwy
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SITE 5 - University Park Shopping Center
The University Park Shopping Center was selected as a 
redevelopment site because of the strong opportunities and 
challenges of the site. The challenges of the shopping center 
include its steep decline in valuation, loss of major tenants, and the 
updated floodplain boundaries. The opportunities and strengths 
of the site include its strong location at a key corner of the corridor, 
the natural features present on the site, as well as its access to the 
Clive Greenbelt Trail. 

Site Analysis
The University Park Shopping Center is located at the northwest 
corner of University Avenue and 86th Street in Clive. Directly north 
of the site is Walnut Creek and the Clive Greenbelt Trail. Newly 
updated FEMA floodplain maps place a significant portion of the 
area into the 100-year floodplain. Figure 7.12 show the estimated 
flood depths for a 100-year flood on the site today. 

The retail within the shopping center has declined in recent 
years. Total valuation between 2009 to 2019 show a steep decline 
in estimated valuation. Vacancies and tenant turnover have also 
plagued the shopping center. Despite the shopping centers 
excellent access and location within the corridor, the current 
design of the center does not take full advantage as it a large 
surface parking lot with tenants hidden into the back of the site. 

Discussions with stakeholders confirmed this feeling of under-
utilization of the site given all of its many locational benefits. Two 
redevelopment scenarios were created to help show a future 
vision for the site that addresses flooding issues, a lack of housing 
within the corridor as well as the creation of additional parks and 
open space. 

0-0.5 feet
.5-1 feet
1 - 1.5 feet
1.5 - 2 feet
2 - 4 feet
4-6 feet
6-8 feet
8+ feet

Flood Depths

Shopping 
Center

UNIVERSITY AVENUE

86TH
 STR

E
ET

Figure 7.12 - Flood Depth Map, 100 Year Flood - University 
Park Shopping Center

Source: Iowa Flood Center / IDNR
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Existing Conditions
The University Park Shopping Center is located in the northwest 
corner of 86th Street & University Avenue. It is directly south of 
Walnut Creek and the Clive Greenbelt Trail. A significant portion 
of the shopping center now falls within the 100-year floodplain. 
The northern portion of the site also has a substantial amount 

SITE 5 - University Park Shopping Center
of tree cover. Despite the street frontage, the visibility of retail on 
the site is currently lacking because the retail centers are set so 
far back from the street. Parking lot takes up some of the most 
valuable real estate in the shopping center - one that has seen 
decreasing values and vacancy.  

N
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Concept 1
Concept 1 for the University Park Shopping Center site a re-
imagining of the center. A large event lawn, park and open space 
with trail access to the Clive Greenbelt is shown on the north 
end of the site. Instead of retail, a mixture of townhomes and 

multi-family apartment or condo buildings are shown closer to 
the University Avenue frontage. This concept would accomplish 
multiple goals: preventing flood damage, adding greenspace and 
expanding multi-family housing opportunities in the corridor. 

SITE 5 - University Park Shopping Center

LEGEND
Townhomes

Multi-Family
N
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SITE 5 - University Park Shopping Center
Concept 1 Precedent Imagery
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Concept 2
Concept 2 for the University Park Shopping Center site shows 
a mixture of retail and multi-family options alongside a similar 
park / open space component. This option does not show a trail 
connection or event lawn but shows more of a unprogrammed 

open space on the north end of the site. The University Avenue 
frontage would have some smaller scale retail as well as a 
townhome complex. This would expand multi-family options less 
than concept 1 but still adding some choice to the corridor. 

SITE 5 - University Park Shopping Center

LEGEND
Townhomes

Retail
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Concept 2 Precedent Imagery
SITE 5 - University Park Shopping Center
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8
REDEVELOPMENT PLAN 

EQUITY ANALYSIS AND 
EQUITY COMPONENTS 
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An additional component to the University Avenue Corridor 
Redevelopment Plan was an equity analysis with proposed 
recommendations. We, as a consultant team, identified areas 
of inequity from the feedback provided via Social Pinpoint, 
committee members, and the Transportation and Walkability 
Analysis & Recommendations by Sam Schwartz. 

As part of the equity recommendations, we propose tools and 
initiatives targeted to the subsections listed below throughout 
this chapter. Each section begins with identifying the 
current status of the subsection and transitions into making 
recommendations. The goal of this equity analysis is to ensure 
these amenities are accessible to all regardless of race, ethnicity, 
gender, disability, or socioeconomic status. Understanding the 
needs of the public is imperative to developing a plan designed 
for the entire community. 

• Jobs + Housing
• Resilient Commercial Area
• Transit
• Pedestrians + Bicyclists

EQUITY ANALYSIS & EQUITY 
COMPONENTS OVERVIEW
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Throughout the process of creating the University Avenue 
Corridor Redevelopment Plan, a concerted effort was made by 
the advisory committee and consultant team to identify equity 
components for the entire plan. These components broadly 
include promoting resilient commercial areas, transit, sidewalks 
and trails, and jobs and housing. Each of these components work 
to serve visitors and residents of the area and have proposed 
initiatives tied to them to assist in carrying them out. 

Jobs and Housing

Equity in jobs and housing can appear in many forms. Equity in 
jobs considers the wages residents of the study area are earning 
and whether they are able to support their household without 
being housing cost-burdened. HUD defines housing cost-
burdened as spending more than 30% of your income on housing 
costs. Jobs relate to housing for their implications on being 
able to afford rent or mortgages. Equitable housing provides 
sufficient amounts of quality, affordable housing, recognizing 
and identifying disparities based on race, socioeconomics, non-
traditional household structures, and other discriminatory factors. 
This subsection identifies challenges within the study area and 
proposes initiatives to support an equitable jobs and housing 
market. 

Resilient Commercial Area

Ensuring commercial resiliency within the University Avenue 
Corridor is imperative in fostering success within the other equity 
components. Supporting local businesses and entrepreneurs 
establishes a strong working relationship with the City. Proposed 
incentives and advertisements will encourage minority-owned 
businesses to come to the area and maintain the existing 
structures throughout the study area. 

EQUITY ANALYSIS & EQUITY 
COMPONENTS

Transit

Access and connectivity are key factors in establishing an 
equitable transit system. The University Avenue Corridor has 
a well-established route with room for increased safety and 
ridership. This subsection utilizes the Transportation & Walkability 
Analysis & Recommendations from Sam Schwartz to identify 
opportunities to expand routes and provide accessible and 
sufficient amenities.

Sidewalks and Trails

Equity for pedestrians and bicyclists includes connectivity, safety, 
and accessibility. If traveling by bicycle or foot is a person’s primary 
mode of transit, it is  vital to consider all three of these factors 
when designing and planning redevelopments. This subsection 
identifies locations for increased safety, sidewalk expansions, and 
dedicated pedestrian pathways connecting developments.
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There are few housing options available within the University 
Avenue Corridor. The nearby homes are typically high-income 
and may not match with the typical retail worker in the area. 
Office and retail sectors dominate the employment types for this 
area. Those in the service and retail sectors have historically made 
less than livable wages and often need to work more than one 
job. 

The average hourly wage of those employed around Valley West 
Mall is approximately $15 per hour and the average hourly wage 
of Valley West Mall businesses is $10.66 per hour (Opportunity 
Atlas, 2021). According to a report from the National Low Income 
Housing Coalition, residents in the Des Moines-West Des Moines 
Metro Statistical Area (MSA) need to earn $17.35 per hour in order 
to afford a Fair Market Rate 2-bedroom rental. 30 percent of the 
area median income (AMI) for the area is $27,390 annually, where 
if renters in this area worked one job at 40 hours per week, 52 
weeks per year, a monthly rent of $685 per month is considered 
affordable (NLIHC, 2021).

The Flats Apartments are located on the northeast side of the 
site at 31st and University Avenue, with one- and two-bedroom 
units available for rent. One-bedroom units begin at $803 per 
month and cap out at $968 per month. Two-bedroom units 
begin at $826 per month and cap out at $1,011 per month. This 
apartment complex is the only multi-family development within 
the site that caters to the renting population. Renters unable to 
obtain housing here would have to move farther away, potentially 
pay more, and commute longer distances. Another multi-family 
development located within the study area are the Valley West 
Apartments; however, these units are exclusively for residents 
ages 62+ or disabled. 

Another issue tied to the lack of rental opportunities is the lack 
in diverse typologies and unit sizes. Limited to one type and two 
unit size options, The Flats Apartments do an adequate job in 
providing the necessary rental housing; however, this needs to be 
considered and expanded on in this redevelopment of the site. 

JOBS AND HOUSING

Top: The Flats Apartments are located at 31st Street and University Avenue, 
offering one- and two-bedroom units. 

Bottom: The Valley West Apartments cater to the senior or disabled population 
ages 62 and up. 
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RECOMMENDATION: 

RECOMMENDATION: 

Residents of affordable units often experience “othering” or 
micro-aggressions from neighbors or community members. This 
can be compounded if it is a resident of color in a primarily White-
occupied development. Affordable units should be required to 
meet set design standards to reduce the stigma. These standards 
could include, but are not limited to proportional locations 
throughout the floors, uniform external appearances and shared 
spaces, and unit types (size and number of bedrooms).

Multi-family developments, especially affordable units, are 
comprised primarily of studio, one-, and two-bedroom units. 
This limits the households able to occupy these affordable 
units. Additionally, low-income renter households may have 
a disproportionately larger household size, due to multi-
generational households or larger family sizes. 

Adopt building design standards to reduce the stigma 
associated with affordable units

Develop units that match the average household size of 
minority and low-income residents

RECOMMENDATION: 

RECOMMENDATION: 

To reflect the demand for larger household sizes, there must 
be greater diversity in housing typologies. Potential typologies 
suitable for larger households may include townhomes or 
rowhomes. 

The Polk County Housing Trust Fund has excellent resources 
and data to support the affordable housing demand in 
the Des Moines Metro. By having local control of land, 
communities are able to leverage their control as a tool to 
advance racial equity within the housing market. 

Diversify housing typologies

Maintain a strong working relationship with the Polk 
County Housing Trust Fund

RECOMMENDATIONS: Jobs & Housing

Consider area median income of the retail sector
RECOMMENDATION: 

The predominant job types  for the study area include office and 
retail. The area median income (AMI) for retail jobs is significantly 
lower than that of higher-paying office jobs, resulting in a skewed 
awareness of affordability in the area. Considering the AMI of the 
retail sector will present a more realistic snapshot of the housing 
demand in the study area.
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The predominant land uses throughout the University Avenue 
Corridor are office and commercial uses. In light of the COVID-19 
pandemic, we understand more than ever how volatile our 
office and retail markets are and need to plan accordingly. The 
long-term fear for these changing market conditions without 
intervention is an increase in vacancy and difficult in re-tenanting.

Another sub-market to suffer at the hands of the COVID-19 
pandemic was local businesses. Local businesses do not have 
the same safety net that large businesses have, leaving them 
extremely exposed to market fluctuations. These local businesses 
are the backbones to our communities, providing identity and 
character to our neighborhoods and downtowns and there must 
be targeted efforts to support their endeavors.

RESILIENT COMMERCIAL AREAS
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RECOMMENDATION: 
Promote and advertise vacancies to local businesses 
and entrepreneurs
A tactic to reduce vacancies throughout the University Avenue 
Corridor is to promote and advertise the spaces to local 
entrepreneurs and start-up companies. This could elevate their 
own efforts in expanding, while also supporting local growth and 
tenancy. Secured tenants would assist in stabilizing the economic 
volatility of the study area and promote local businesses to 
residents and visitors. Included as part of this tactic should be 
a focus on articulating benefits about the corridor as a whole, 
creating a streamlined information and processing system for 
interested businesses, and assistance with getting the needed 
approvals and permits needed to operate.

RECOMMENDATIONS: Resilient Commercial Areas

RECOMMENDATION: 
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There are 111 bus stops within the study area with six bus routes. 
These routes serve the area four full-day service routes and two 
during peak-hours. The Des Moines Area Rapid Transit (DART) 
Forward 2035 Transit Services Plan (2016) indicates that the Valley 
West Mall stop experienced strong growth between 2010 and 
2015. In May 2020, DART even defined the Valley West Mall as a 
significant hub between routes and has the potential to be focus 
area for future mobility enhancements. 

TRANSIT
The primary constraints of transit in the study area include a lack 
of concrete pads for boarding and exiting the bus, connections 
to sidewalks, and adequate benches and shelters at stops. Equity 
components identified to improve transit within the study area 
include establishing a hierarchy of bus stops and associated amenities 
depending upon transit stop counts and proposing a north/south loop 
connection.

N
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RECOMMENDATION: 
Coordinate with DART on bus services throughout the 
Corridor
As DART’s services continue to evolve and shift to best serve 
residents of the Metro, both the City of Clive and West Des Moines 
should coordinate with DART to ensure the corridor is well-
connected and continues to provide an additional mode of travel for 
residents and workers in the area.

RECOMMENDATIONS: Resilient Commercial Areas

RECOMMENDATION: 
Establish a bus stop hierarchy 
This component strives to amplify use and ridership and instill 
a greater sense of safety and comfort in transit use. Initiatives 
such as identifying and ranking bus stops by ridership counts, 
establishing 3-4 groups based upon the previous step, identifying 
baseline amenities expected for ALL bus stops within the study 
area, and creating supportive imagery for visual representations 
of acceptable amenities.
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The walkability of the University Avenue Corridor is a major factor 
influencing economic success. Pedestrian and bicycle protection 
and mobility must be considered in this development from an 
accessibility and equity perspective. 

Pedestrians face issues in lack of connectivity within 
developments and being exposed crossing major roadways. 
Currently, there are only sidewalks along roadways with minimal 
protection from traffic for the bicyclist or pedestrian experience. 
Without any defined pathways or sidewalks within developments, 
pedestrians are left to their own devices when finding their ways 
to destinations. 

PEDESTRIANS + BICYCLISTS
This lack of inner connectivity can lead to unsafe conditions or 
unnecessarily long ventures. Additionally, walk-times across major 
intersections leave pedestrians exposed to traffic for far too long. The 
streetscape throughout the study area lacks adequate greenscape 
buffering, comfortable amounts of space between the pedestrian 
and traffic, and proper ADA accessible amenities. Ensuring a walkable 
environment benefits the businesses, and most importantly, the 
people within the University Avenue Corridor. 

Bicyclists have minimal dedicated bicycle infrastructure. In the 
Transportation and Walkability Analysis & Recommendations report 
by Sam Schwartz, they identified areas of low to high stress for riders 
within the study area. The lack of connectivity to the surrounding trails 
limits the mobility of bicyclists in and around the area. 

N
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RECOMMENDATION: 

RECOMMENDATION: 

Increase the inner network of connections for pedestrians

Improve pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure

RECOMMENDATION: 
Increase visibility and safety of pedestrians and bicyclists
Features such as lighting, warning signage, shortened crossing 
distances, and varying road textures/materials are ways to 
increase the visibility and safety of pedestrians. Installing these 
features would assist in creating equitable pedestrian experiences 
for all throughout the entire study area. For bicyclists, having 
dedicated and protected bicycle lanes are necessary for low levels 
of stress when riding. By installing the suggested road diets from 
the Sam Schwartz report, there would be ample roadway left to 
establish these dedicated lanes. 

The Valley West site and surrounding commercial hubs are 
excellent amenities to have; however, they are not accessible by 
the pedestrian by defined pathways. Dedicated pathways from 
sidewalks to front doors assist in defining multi-modal access 
points throughout the entire development. 

Today, there is a lack of inner connectivity, dedicated bicycle 
lanes, and overall protection from traffic. By correcting the 
existing infrastructure, adding greenscaping, and improving ADA 
amenities, more pedestrians and bicyclists will be able to utilize 
their dedicated spaces. 

Refer to Chapter 4 - Market and Economic Analysis for further 
discussion on the economic benefits of “Complete Sidewalks”. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: Pedestrians + Bicyclists
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9
CORRIDOR

ACTION PLAN
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To help implement the recommendations listed within the 
University Avenue Corridor Master Plan, an action plan with 
implementation priorities has been created for both the City 
of West Des Moines and City of Clive. The recommendations 
are divided into three categories: Zoning + Development, 
Infrastructure, and Branding. The action items vary for each city 
based on their individual needs and future goals.

CORRIDOR ACTION PLAN

ZONING + DEVELOPMENT

INFRASTRUCTURE

BRANDING
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CITY OF 
WEST DES MOINES

ZONING + DEVELOPMENT

1. Create a new Multi-Use zoning district that allows 
both vertical and horizontal mixed-use development 
and update the zoning regulations to restrict the 
conversion of existing hotels into apartments or 
extended stay hotels.

2. Adopt an updated Future Land Use Map for the 
corridor and pursue property owner requests to be 
rezoned consistent with this corridor plan, as part of a 
city-initiated consistency rezoning.

3. Adopt an incentives policy for the corridor.

IMPLEMENTATION PRIORITIES
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INFRASTRUCTURE

4. Complete the Walnut Creek basin stormwater 
improvements as identified within the Westown PCP 
Study and evaluate alternative improvements that 
could be made within the City of Clive that can also 
address the stormwater targets identified in the Joint 
Policy Agreement between the Cities of Clive and 
West Des Moines. Program these improvements into 
the Capital Improvement Plan (CIP).

5. Work towards acquiring land identified for regional 
stormwater management facilities and developing 
a stormwater fee district for off-site stormwater 
detention.

6. Continue to make sidewalk and crosswalk 
improvements throughout the corridor.

7. Create a bus stop hierarchy and improvement plan for 
existing and future bus stops within the corridor.

8. Work with DART to improve transit services and 
identify and secure a location for a mobility hub within 
the corridor.

9. Evaluate and consider creating a road diet plan for        
Westown Parkway.

Detention Basin Construction Cost

Cubic Yard/Acre Foot

Cost/Cubic Yard

$3,200,000

1,613.33

43,560

Storage Provided

Cubic Foot/Acre Foot

Cost/Cubic Foot of Storage

56.7 Acre Foot

$34.98

$1.30

Cost per Acre Foot $56,437.39

Figure 9.1 - Projected Cost Breakdown

CITY OF 
WEST DES MOINES
IMPLEMENTATION PRIORITIES
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BRANDING

10. Partner with the City of Clive to create a branding and 
marketing plan for the corridor.

11.Share costs on district signage, streetscaping, and trail 
improvements with the City of Clive and establish a 
priority schedule for deployment.

CITY OF 
WEST DES MOINES
IMPLEMENTATION PRIORITIES
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ZONING + DEVELOPMENT

1. Limit the conversion of hotels into apartments or 
extended stay hotels throughout the corridor. 

2. Adopt an incentives package for the University Park 
Shopping Center redevelopment.

3. Follow interim redevelopment steps for the University 
Park Shopping Center Redevelopment Phasing Plan 
discussed on page 129. 

CITY OF 
CLIVE
IMPLEMENTATION PRIORITIES
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INFRASTRUCTURE

4. Follow recommended improvements from the 
walkability audit and continue to make sidewalk and 
crosswalk improvements throughout the corridor.

5. Coordinate in partnership with DART and the City 
of West Des Moines to identify bus route and stop 
improvements within the corridor. Give primary focus 
to existing high-use stops and expanded as needed.

CITY OF 
CLIVE
IMPLEMENTATION PRIORITIES
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BRANDING

6. Partner with the City of West Des Moines to create a 
branding and marketing plan for the corridor

7.  Share costs on district signage, streetscaping, and 
trail improvements with the City of West Des Moines 
and establish a priority schedule for deployment.

CITY OF 
CLIVE
IMPLEMENTATION PRIORITIES
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